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Junk food; junk world 
PERSONAL ECOLOGY, PART SEVEN: FOOD 
By Andy NtUJTnRn 
When you tear open a bag of Doritos, you know 
you're not eating health food. The list of 44 ingredients 
reads like the glossary of your high school chemistry 
textbook. Still, you munch away, sensing that you're 
doing something self-destructive - but doing it none-
theless. 
But the destruction is not limited to your body. The 
production and distribution of America's best-seIling 
snack food consumes obscene amounts of oil, water and 
topsoil while polluting the air, water and the chips 
themselves. 
And Doritos are not unique. Supermarkets and 
convenience stores are stuffed with highly-refined, 
preserved and overpackaged food. Americans ingest an 
average of six pounds of synthetic material each year. 
And that junk food doesn't just junk them - it junks the 
whole world. 
Continued on page 8 
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and citizen activists 
are flooding into 
Casco Bay - the only 
thing flowing faster 
is the pollution 
By Deborah Fuller 
Ten years ago, Maine scientists were sur-
prised to learn that Casco Bay was suffering 
from pollution. Two years ago, the Conserva-
tion Law Foundation declared the bay one ofthe 
dirtiest harbors in the nation. This spring, the 
federal government admitted that Casco Bay 
needs help. 
Casco Bay was declared a Nationally Signifi-
cant Estuary, a designation which opened the 
floodgates for federal funds to flow toward the 
bay. But that money can't be used to stop the 
pollution. 
Even though Boothbay Harbor scientists and 
Boston lawyers have demonstrated to the satis-
faction of the U.5. District Court that the Port-
land Water District (PWD) is a leading polluter 
of Casco Bay, the National Estuary funds can not 
be used to rebuild the PWD's problemed sewer-
age treatment plant at East End Beach. Instead, 
that $2 million will bankroll studies to deter-
mine, once again, that the PWD is among the 
leading polluters of the bay. And while that 
money is being spent, Casco Bay and its 240,000 
inhabi tants will keep suffering. 
"I'd be happier if they were implementing 
actions for some of the problems right now, 
within the next year," said Eleanor Dorsey, a 
scientist for the Conservation Law Foundation. 
Continued on page 6 
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RICHARD ~ PARK~ ~ GALLERY 
Top left - Safari Dining Set -
An exotic expedition in rattan ... 
Table and 4 chairs 
Retail $650 
Special $450 
Bottom left -Three for $199 -
Specially priced Doxey Bookcases, 
30" X 72" X 12" in teak, white, 
black, grey, oak & walnut finishes. 
Right - Westnofa Totem Chair -
Eclectic art joins functional design. 




major credit card. • In·store financing • free parking 
PORTLAND BANGOR ELLSWORTIi 
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street 
774·1322 942-6880 667·3615 RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY 
STAY COOL 




S1mDAY 9:30PM ~51 PORTLAND 
All Aboard for a 
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip 
on Maine's Finest Fleet 
* PALAWAN 
DAYSAILS 
from the Custom House 
Wharf In Portland 
773-2163 
For more information 
about putting your ad here 
call Maureen Magee at 
~~OK~ 
775-6601 
IM",.d OfHoIftiM'ull 11m, 00 ili, 
@!·iUDiiit) 
* 6 Trips Daily * $5 ofT any Adult fare 
with. valid M.u.e Driven UCfID6e 
Wharf· Portland. 207-774-3578 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: July 16 through 23, 1990. 
Life without Lourie 
City attorney resigns, 
beats critics to punch 
Portland city attorney David Lourie resigned on July 23, just 
hours before a dozen local activists planned to go before the 
Portland City Council to demand his resignation. 
Lourie, who has served as Corporation Counsel to the City of 
Portland for 10 years, touched a raw nerve in local activists in 
April. Lourie had been requested by the city council to amend 
Portland's referendum law, in order for it to comply with a 
recently changed state law_ But while the changes to the state law 
required only cosmetic changes at the city level, Lourie drafted an 
amendment that would have required Portland interest groups to 
gather more than six times the number of Signatures presently 
required to go to ballot. 
Lourie's proposed amendment would have allowed the 
council to amend citizen-initiated laws in just three years rather 
than five years after passage, and would have given the council 
the power to decide whether initiatives should be retroactive to 
before their passage. 
Lourie's critics accused him of trying to push the amendment 
through the council without telling the council how substantive 
the changes actually were. Karen Sanford, a local activist who 
dashed with Lourie over the 1987 working waterfront referen-
dum, said "I think the (April) incident brings a serious questipD.,. 
into play about who is making policy and whose agenda was 
being forwarded through the council." 
The April episode made strange bedfellows of City Hall 
watchers. Parkside-area State House Rep. Herb Adams said that 
activists who usually are at one another's throats galvanized 
when they perceived Lourie's effort as "a deliberate attempt to 
frustrate their fundamental right of free access to the ballot." 
Alan Caron, who serves with Sanford on an ad hoc committee 
that is helping re-draft the amendment, said that on July 18 his 
committee voted unanimously to go before the Portland City 
Council to demand Lourie's resignation. Among those committee 
members who voted to call for Lourie's resignation were State 
House Rep. Adams, fellow Rep. Anne Rand, Parkside Neighbor-
hood Association President Keri Lord and Munjoy Hill Neighbor-
hood Association President Kathryn Mcinnis. The committee 
decided that they would go to the council with their demands at 
the council's evening session on July 23. 
But in the morning of July 23, the same day that the activists 
were to call for his resignation, Lourie resigned. 
Caron, who had bluntly called for Lourie's resignation in a city 
council m~g on April 2, speculated the council had got wind 
of the committee's plan and privately told Lourie to hand in his 
resignation. "My strong guess is it wasn't voluntary," Caron said. 
"It was not suggested by the council," said Councillor Linda 
Abromson. But Abromson did say that she and other members of 
the council had heard that the committee would demand Lourie's 
resignation and that Lourie probably heard the same. Moreover, 
Abromson said that Lourie, who has faced public scorn since the 
1987 waterfront referendum, has been job hunting anyway. "Over 
the last couple of years, David (Lourie) has called me twice about 
being a reference for him. 1 know he thought about leaving." 
David Lourie, who rarely held punches when commenting on 
city battles with District Attorney Paul Aranson, David 
"Dogman" Koplow and others, declined comment on his resigna-
tion. 
"1 have very mixed feelings about it," said Caron. "It's not a 
pleasant thing to see someone who has a family lose a job. I feel 
badly on his behalf from that perspective." 
Lourie is expected to remain until September, perhaps longer if 
the city council doesn't hire a replacement before then. 
Andy Newman 
WCSH loses fight 
to keep outtakes 
The Maine Supreme Court 
has ruled that a Portland 'IV 
station must hand unaired 
portions of a reporter's 
interview over to the York 
County district attorney. The 
. station, WCSH-'IV (Channel 
6), had already turned over 
the three minutes of tape it 
aired Feb. 21. In those three 
minutes, Biddeford Police 
Commissioner Dennis 
Letellier said he had used his 
influence to get a traffic charge 
against his son dropped. But 
when York County District 
Attorney Mary Tousignant 
subpoenaed another seven 
minutes of tape that the 
station did not air, WCSH said 
it wouldn't hand over the 
tapes. WCSH News Director 
Mike Carque said that WCSH 
viewed the outtakes as the 
equivalent of reporters notes, 
which many journalists 
consider protected. 
But on July 20, the Maine 
Supreme Court ruled to 
uphold a York County Supe-
rior Judge's decision that 
WCSH must hand over the 
tapes. Before the ruling, 
Carque had said that the 
station would appeal such a 
decision to the U.s. Supreme 
Court. 
But Lou Colby, General 
Manager of WCSH, said the 
station has decided to hand 
over the tapes instead of 
fighting the decision further. 
Colby said that the Supreme 
Court worded its decision in 
such a way that even though 
WCSH case lost the case, a 
positive precedent was set in 
Maine case law concerning the 
media. Specifically, the Maine 
Supreme Court for the first 
time recognized that "police 
and other authori ties don't 
have an absolute and unquali-
fied right to reporter's notes," 
Colby said. 'They established 
that there has to be a weighing 
of the society's rights against 
the First Amendment rights of 
the reporter." 
Mill leaks oil 
in Sa co River 
Most of the 200 gallons of 
machine oil that spilled from 
an abandoned mill into the 
Saco River at Bar Mills on July 
17 is out of the water, said 
John Dunlap, an oil and 
hazardous material specialist 
with the Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection. 
Most of the oil spread out over 
a quarter of a mile and evapo-
rated, he said. 
Central Maine Power dosed 
a nearby darn to keep the 
water level in the river high. 
Dunlap expects the high water 
level to sweep the oil that is 
caught on the shore into the 
ri ver where it will be collected 
and prevented from flowing 
further down the river_ 
The spiIl was caused when 
a hydraulic lift for a freight 
elevator fell through the 
rotting floor of the old Colo-
nial Board Mill, said Dunlap. 
The unit has been removed 
from the mill, which was 
dosed 10 years ago. 
Continued on page 4 
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We help you pack more fun into your time outdoors. 
CHRIS. "I have good memones of camping. It's something I've done 
since I was a kid, and still do every chance I get. But I really like to hear 
about other people's experiences, too. Their excitement mbs off on you, 
and it's fun not only to sell gear; but to get people excited about getting 
out there and using it." 
At L.L. Bean, we know camping trips are times you want to remember forever. 
We can help you get ready for those times. Vlhether you camp with your family on 
weekends, or take extended backpacking trips, you can find almost everything you 
need among our generous selection of dependable outdoor sporting equipment, 
clothing and accessories. We also have a staff that knows how fun camping can be. 
ChriS Mader. 24. lL'orks In LL BPOns 
Camping Department. CHRIS "Some people don't want their kids touching things here, but I 
tell them d's okay That gets everyone to relax. That's important. It's important 
for people to ask questions, too, and test everything 
before they make any decisions. If someone is look-
ing at tux) tents, I take both out, and we go some-
where and set them up. That way they can see 
how each will UX)rk, and there are no surprises." 
The staff at our store can help you make the most of 
your outdoor adventures. We're open 24 hours every day, 
so there's always someone here to offer advice on finding the 
best fishing or some of the most scenic day hikes in Maine. 
And everything in our store is 100 percent guaranteed to give 
you satisfaction. 
CHRIS: "I try to remember the things people forget-
like an extra canister for their camp stove. That's what 
I think of as a real customer service. Because if they get 
out there and it s raining, having the right stuff can 
make the difference between a good time and a bad 
one. And everyone wants their camping trip to be one 
they'll remember for a long time." 
YOUR SUMMER 
END 
WITHOUT GETTING FIT! 
6 months only 
$199 
FULL MEMBERSHIP 
offer Bxpires 7{31/90 
Portland A Regency 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST. • OLD PORT 871-7054 
Our store offers durable, 
practical products and knowledgeable, 
friendly service for people who 
love the outdoors. We·re open 
24 hours, every day. 




your business or 
social function 
Exquisitely! 
Call any time 
for an appointment 
870 Broadway. So.Portland 799-7119 
DROP ME A LINE... 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND 773-5547 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
FLOAT YOUR STRESS AWAY! --
SUPER • SUMMER • SPECIAL 
Call for delai~ 
In today's hectic, high-stress society, 
floating has emerged as a most 
effective way to relax. Enter your 
private oasis and float in a buoyant 
solution of heated, skin temperature 
water. Break free from the distractions 
and stresses of everyday life. Soak in a 
restfulness and relaxation unlike any 
you have ever experiencedl 
Gift certificates available. 
Picture Yourself: 
Image & Relaxation Center 
854-1365 Call for a free brochure 
I 2 Westbrook COrTmon 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
~ffill 
--------------_ .. _--------------------You can gain 
strength! 
We have: • Treadmills 
• Cardiovascular 
equipment 
• Light weight 
training programs 
Specifically designed for you. 
TRY US 2 MONTHS 
FOR JUST $501 
.~ Union Station Fitness Depot 
~&.. The Total Health and Fitness Center 
~
~ L Fi .. t Atlantic Building. 222 SL John SL 
~~ ___ . • ~ __ ~_7_~ .. _~ ~ ! 1. ____________ . __ . _ .1 




. hot tubs 
Another of life's simple pleasures. 
They cling to every contour of your 
feet, giving you incredible 
comfort, cradle-support, 
freedom and stretch-room. 
Step on It! 
wa l 11.',-4' t 
337 Forest Ave.· Portland, Maine· 207-773-6601 
Huge inventory, expert fitting, rT'IOiliorder natIOnwide, complete repair service. 











to yourlridge I 
and plan II 
!!~!!~!!·ro : 
beautiful island scenery; cool ocean breezes, 
sun, and sea-away from all your mainland II 
cares. Escape to Casco Bay this summer. 
Time 
Bailey I.land 5 hra. 
Deparu 
10 AMlPortiand 
1 :451Bailey I. 
Adul.. Seniora Children II 
$11.75 $10.75 $6.00 
e....;.., 45 min. 
I M.il Bo •• Cruite 
I Sun"" Run 
I Di.mond P ... 









45 min •. 
1 hr. 
45 min •• 
Fri.:2 hra. 
30 min. 
Sun. thru Fri. 
10AM&2PM 
5:30 PM 
9 AM. II AM. 1 PM, 
3 PM; Wed •. : 9 AM, 
Noon, 3 PM 
9:15 PM 
Adul .. One Way: 
$8.50 17.50 
$8.50 $ 7.50 
17.50 $6.50 
17.50 16.50 
Continental. 3 hra. Sunday 5-8 PM SlO.OO '9.00 
The Boys 3hra. Fri. July 27 9: 15 PM '10.00 












All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old. 
Children under 5 ride free. 
I 





















• Station of the Year 
• Best Same-day Newscast 
• Best Election Coverage 
• Best Sports Special 
fi6\"1!': I 
Portland's News/Talk Station 
.... '\11It'li 1"1\ 11le:' A. ... 'tlllJled Prt--.., 
.~\\~nb (Uf"jl,tl') nt"\~_ '~IfL' JnJ"f'II!1.-uJ I'Wtll~ wn:rJ!(t' 
Continued from page 3 
City manager 
tidies city 
In an effort to make down-
town Portland more inviting 
to businesses, City Manager 
Robert Ganley recently hired 
two "street stewards" to keep 
the city tidy. The stewards, 
who are uniformed Depart-
ment of Public Works employ-
ees, will clean-up litter, tend to 
trash cans and benches, 
remove handbills from light 
poles and report vandalism. 
Ganley said all reported 
damage will be repaired 
within 24 hours. "We want to 
keep (downtown) looking 
good," said Ganley. 
The stewards, who police 
the entire downtown area and 
several blocks toward the Old 
Port, began work on July 23 
and will continue until mid-
September. At that time, 
Ganley said he will review the 
"experiment." 
$22 million proJed 
planned at RWS 
Regional Waste Systems 
(RWS) will sell $22 million in 
bonds on July 26 to fund the 
development of a recycling 
center in Gorham and im-
provements to its waste-to-
energy incinerator in Portland. 
The bond issue for this two- to 
three-year project was ap-
proved July 17 by the RWS 
board and the committee 
developing the recycling 
center. 
RWS has eannarked $10 
million to fund the recycling 
center, which will handle up 
to 200,000 tons of demolition 
debris yearly from 30 southern 
Maine communities. The 
money will go toward land 
acquisition, site improve-
ments, equipment and other 
preliminary operations, said 
Charles Foshay, executive 
director of RWS. 
"The money will not build 
buildings, but we fully intend 
to complete the project," he 
said. "It could be as much as a 
$25 million total project." 
Foshay said RWS will issue 
more bonds in the future to 
complete the recycling center. 
RWS has also targeted $3 
million to upgrade the waste-
to-energy incinerator in 
Portland. The upgrade aims to 
increase the incinerator's 
overall ability to generate 
power, Foshay said. 
Landfill improvements will 
cost $25 million and will 
include expansion of the 
landfill in South Portland and 
a search for an additional 
landfill site. Another $1 
million will be spent on repair 
or replacement of a baler. 
OK to 86 your 
lobster plate 
It is now legal to paint over 
or otherwise alter the red 
lobster on Maine license 
plates. Until July 14, state law 
prohibited people from 
changing the words or illustra-
tions on the plates. An arnend-
Billy Gibson of Yarmouth pedals home with the prize bear he won at the Yarmouth Clam Festival. 
Billy won the bear at the carnival midway by tossing a . ring around the neck of a soda bottle. 
About 200,000 people turned out for this year's Clam Festival, according to Yarmouth Pollee. 
CBW(fonee Harbert 
ment has simply removed the 
word "illustrations." 
The amendment follows 
years of controversy about the 
lobster plates. The symbol was 
adopted in 1987, as a result of 
enthusiastic suggestions from 
Saco and Kennebunk school-
children. Throughout the 
state, opposition to the symbol 
was voiced and lawyers and 
State Attorney General James 
Tierney agreed in 1988 that the 
law could violate the constitu-
tional right to free speech. 
The amended law prohibits 
people from obscuring identi-
fication numbers, identifica-
tion letters, the state name, 
validation stickers or marks 
distinguishing the type of 
registration. 
Crime in Maine: 
stay in the city 
The total number of crimes 
in Cumberland County 
decreased in 1989 while the 
number of crimes that police 
solved increased, according to 
the Maine Department of 
Public Safety's "Crime in 
Maine 1989" report, 
Portland's crime rate 
dropped during the year, yet it 
remains the highest in the 
county. Likewise, while the 
city still has one of the worst 
records for solving crimes, 
that figure has increased since 
1988. 
The state report showed 
that South Portland solved 
41.9 percent of crimes in that 
city, which represents not only 
the highest in the county but 
an increase for the city since 
last year. 
The report revealed that, for 
the second year in a row, 
Bridgton had the second 
highest crime rate. Rachael 
Cummings, an assistant at the 
state Department of Public 
Safety said that theft of skis at 
the Shawnee Peak Ski 'resort in 
West Bridgton accounts for a 
large percentage of the crimes. 
Falmouth solved the least 
number of crimes in the 
county, but this figure repre-
sents a slight increase from 
1988. Falmouth's crime rate 
dropped from 1988 to 1989. 
The total number of crimes 
reported in the county de-
creased from 14,654 in 1988 to 
13,870 last year, said 
Cummings. The number of 
crimes that were solved 
increased by three percent. 
These statistics will help 
police departments in each 
town analyze crimes to decide 
how to utilize their forces, said 
Cummings. 
Fish Exchange 
reels in profit 
The Portland Fish Ex-
change, the only full display 
auction in the country, has 
ended its fourth year with a 
profit of $61,000. An increase 
in the volume of fish which 
passed through the auction 
and an increase in efficiency 
are considered the reasons for 
the profit. The Exchange has 




Maine Audubon Society is 
launching a campaign to 
reduce pesticide use. A recent 
report details current pesticide 
use in Maine and suggests 
ways of reducing pesticide 
uses on farms, homes and 
forests throughout the state. 
The use of varied planting 
patterns, pest-resistant crop 
varieties, and other non-
pesticide techniques to keep 
crop losses at a minimum are 
favored by Maine Audubon. 
Integrated pest management 
(!PM), which uses pesticides 
sparingly, is suggested if there 
are no other feasible alterna-
tives. The report maintains 
that greater public awareness, 
in addition to state and federal 
regulation of pesticides, is 
necessary to exact change. 
Bank still stuck 
with Tree Cafe 
On July 17, the bank that 
repossessed the Tree Cafe held 
an auction to sell the night-
club. But when nobody bid, 
the bank bought the Tree with 
its own opening bid of 
$60,000. 
Sanford's American Federal 
Savings Bank, which has been 
taken over by the federal 
Resolution Trust Company 
(RTC) because of its own 
insolvency, was hoping to 
recover the $210,000 owed it 
by former Tree owner Herb 
Gideon. 
"I was a little disappointed 
at the auction," said Fred 
Cobb, the federal RTC agent 
who is trying to get American 
Federal back on its feet. "I 
thought there would be some 
bidders. But Cobb said that 
bidders may have been put off 
by an unresolved encroach-
ment issue at the Tree. Part of 
the Tree Cafe is on Portland 
School of Art property and the 
school and bank are dickering 
over the price the bank will 
pay for that land. In the 
meantime, American Federal 
is asking $94,500 for the Tree, 
should someone want to buy 
it, encroachment and all. 
Gideon said that he and a 
group of investors had made 
an offer before the auction. He 
was angered to hear that the 
bank was listing the Tree for 
that price. 'We offered them 
more than $94,500 and they 
turned us down ... There's 
gonna be a hell of a lawsuit if 
they sell that thing for less 
than we offered them," 
Gideon said. 
Reported by Deborah Fuller 
and Andy Newman 
WEIRD NEWS: 
Presto-Digitation 
"'Wilson Leitich, chainnan 
of Kenya's ruling political 
party, told members of the 
party's youth wing they 
should carry knives to use to 
chop off the fingers of anyone 
who flashes a two-fingered 
salute in support of allowing 
opposition parties. 
"'Police in Takoma Park, 
Md., were looking for a man 
missing his right index finger 
who robbed a beauty supply 
store when Richard Keith 
Hopkins waved to a passing 
officer, who noticed Hopkins 
was missing his right index 
finger and arrested him. 
... In Bendigo, Australia, a 
couple that found two fingers 
pickled in a jar while cleaning 
out their garden shed, turned 
them in to police. After the 
paper reported the find, 
Michael Ellis told the police 
they were his - even though 
he had all his own fingers. He 
explained he got them 23 
years ago while helping a man 
who lost them in an accident 
driving a tractor. He took the 
man to the hospital, but kept 
the fingers. He used to keep 
them in a matchbox to shock 
people in bars, but one day the 
fingers' real owner accosted 
him and asked for them back. 
After denying he had them, he 
went horne, put them in a jar 
and hid them away. Ten years 
ago, someone stole the jar 
from Ellis. He told police that 
he wanted the fingers because 
of their sentimental value, but 
when the police declined to 
hand them over, he said he 
was going to contact the 
tractor driver and ask his 
pennission to keep them. 
Awhile later, the unnamed 
tractor dri ver walked into the 
police station and claimed the 
fingers himself. 
Roland Sweet/AlferNet 
July 26, 1990 
Our development 
focus is design 
integrated shared 
ownership housing 
with a total 
commitment to the 




homes offer the 
autonomy and privacy 
of single family living 
set in a communal 
compound. 
A commonly shared 
s 
area forms the core of 
the CoHabiat home 
which houses excep-
tional custom amenities 
that enhance the 
experience of total living. 
For more information, 
please call 767-6199 
or write CoHabiat 
P.O. Box 4209 
Portland, ME 04101 
1·~BOOKS 
146 Ocean St., South Po~tland 
Tel. 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-oC-Print Books 
We buy books, too. 
During August, open 
only BY CHANCE OR 
APPOINTMENT. 
Thank you for your 
support. -1.~ 
1.7 Cumberland Ave 
Portland 
PATIO OUTBACK 
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Which restaurant 
in the Old Port 
will serve you a 
first~rate dinner 
in the peaceful 
seclusion of a 
garden patio? 
None of them. 
Come to our neighborhood. 
Also serving Breakfasr, 
Lunch and Sunday Brunch. 
58 Pme Street 773-8223 
f{ARDING~ BOOK ~aO~ 
538 Congress Slreel 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Prints 
Bought & Sold 
Highest Prices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Slog le lIems or large collect ions wan ted 
BROWSCRS AlWAYS WELCOME 
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.,Slt. 
Ant~on BooIcseliers AuoclotlOn 0' America 
1-800-228-1398 
761-2150 646-8785 
538 Congross SI. Route 1, Wells 
elcome to : •. 
Casco Bay ': .•• 
Weekly. ..:: 
These new and;: 
,c:;: returning advertisers help ' ••. 
lif! ~~~~i~~ ~~~n~~ :~~~:~ :} •• 
1m native to the daily news. 
if:~ rt:. Blueberries & Granite 
C;: Old Port, Portland 
• 
• 
Brattle Street Restaurant 
Portland 




East End Beach: "SwIm at you own risk .•• Water may contaIn bacteria .•• " CBW(T07l« Harbert 
Still dirty after all these years 
Continued from front page 
Surprise: dirty water 
In 1980, Marine EcolOgist Peter Larsen was surprised when 
his survey results showed Casco Bay was polluted. Larsen 
works for the Bigelow Laboratory in Boothbay Harbor, which 
was established in 1974 with support from Governor Kenneth 
Curtis. With federal funding from the National Marine Fisheries 
Service, Larsen conducted an extensive survey of the sediment at 
the bottom of the bay. He discovered high levels of contamina-
tion, primarily hydrocarbons. 
"This is when people started taking a harder look at Casco 
Bay," said Larsen. "We were surprised to find how elevated 
those levels were. They could be compared to much more 
industrial areas." 
"It shouldn't have been any surprise," said John Sowle, 
director of the marine program at the Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP). "Things were in obvious bad 
shape in the '60s and 70s. The Presumpscot River, Back Cove 
and the Fore River had raw sewage floating around." 
In 1984, the National Status and Trends Program, sponsored 
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), began conducting tests in the bay_ According to 
Larsen, Casco Bay was chosen as a control site for the program 
tests. NOAA was expecting clean water, but found high levels of 
metals in flounder livers, mussels and sediments. 
In 1988, Sowle did extensive mussel tissue analysis for the 
DEP. He discovered elevated levels of lead in the Fore River and 
mercury in the Presumpscot River. 
In October 1988, the Boston-based Conservation Law Founda-
tion (CLF) and the Rockland-based Island Institute issued a 
report entitled "Troubled Waters." While not containing any 
new information, the report gathered previous information 
together and focused on the environmental quality of Casco Bay. 
The report named the bay one of the most polluted harbors in 
the country and revealed that Portland, South Portland, the S.D. 
Warren paper mill, and Westbrook are the four leading pollut-
ers. The report concluded with a list of recommendations - and 
promised to sue if remedial actions were not taken. 
Four months later, the DEP compiled an "Agenda for Action" 
to stop pollution in Casco Bay. But the "action" described in the 
agenda appeared to be designed more to stop lawsuits than to 
stop pollution. Although Governor John McKernan and DEP 
Commissioner Dean Mamot denied that the DEP plan was a 
response to outside pressures, the 16 recommendations for 
action in their report bore a remarkable resemblance to all but 
one of the state-level recommendations offered in the "Troubled 
Waters" report . 
Among the actions called for by the "Troubled Waters" report 
and reiterated in the DEP plan: prepare a comprehensive plan 
for the Casco Bay watershed; declare Casco Bay a "Priority 
Waterbody" for action by state agencies; and nominate Casco 
Bay and the entire Gulf of Maine as a Nationally Significant 
Estuary. 
In April of this year, Casco Bay was designated to the Na-
tional Estuary Program (NEP) and promised nearly $2 million 
during the next six years. The state will receive $150,000 a year 
for the next three years, and $500,000 a year for the following 
three years. The NEP, a program jointly administered by the 
DEP and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), was 
established in 1985 and has since flooded 16 estuaries with 
money. Casco Bay is the fifth National Estuary in the Northeast. 
As a National Estuary, the state will get the money and the six 
years to develop a plan for clean-up and protection. The catch is 
that the funding can not pay for immediate pollution prevention 
actions, such as new sewers or treatment facilities. In fact, the 
funding may serve to stall action for six more years as it is 
funneled into planning and research. 
Julie Belaga, regional administrator for the EPA, said that the 
state can not wait to begin programs to protect the bay. But her 
boss, Deputy Regional Administrator Paul Keough, said, "The 
money must go toward developing a management plan, not 
implementation." He called the project a "planning exercise." 
The first step in the National Estuary project has been taken: a 
four-layered management structure has been formed. A Manage-
ment Committee, which will include senior managers from state 
and federal agencies, will direct the project. A Citizens Advisory 
Committee, consisting of representatives from citizens groups, 
businesses and industry, will discuss and "flag" issues facing the 
bay. A Local Government Advisory Committee, made up of 
municipal planners, selectpersons and public works directors, 
will determine what can be done on the local level. And a 
Technical AdviSOry Committee, comprised of experts from 
academic and research institutions, will look at the marine 
biology of the bay. 
"We can't implement the (clean up and pollution prevention) 
program without determining what needs to be done," said 
Keough. 
Frustrated citizens wade in 
"What needs to be done is to respond to what is already 
known," said Richard Podolsky, research director for The Island 
Institute. "Oearly, some of the money should go toward stop-
ping pollution at the source immediately." 
The very existence of The Island Institute, along with the 
recent spawning of other non-profit, citizen-run organizations, is 
clear evidence that an increasing number of Casco Bay residents 
are unsatisfied with the "study and wait" approach being taken 
by the state and federal governments. The Island Institute, 
Presumpscot River Watch and Friends of Casco Bay are citizen 
groups who are taking the health of their bay into their own 
hands. 
The Island Institute is a non-profit organization comprised of 
3,000 members concerned with the conservation and preserva-
tion of Maine's 3,000 islands and their surrounding waters. 
(Contact the Island Institute at 1-594-9209) 
Friends of Casco Bay is non-profit group of 200 volunteers 
which was established in June 1989 to ensure that the environ-
mental integrity of Casco Bay is protected and eventually 
enhanced. Among other efforts, the 11-month-old group has 
written and passed legislation creating the Maine Coast Environ-
mental Trust, a means for judges to funnel money from environ-
mental lawsuits into marine research. The group has also formed 
a beach watch action group, which helps neighborhood organi-
zations establish volunteer water quality monitoring at public 
beaches. Elevated levels of bacteria have recently been found at 
three Peaks Island beaches. (Contact Donald Perkins at 874-{)255) 
The Presumpscot River Watch is a citizen group dedicated to 
restoring the water quality of the 24-mile Presumpscot River, 
which flows into Casco Bay just north of Portland. The group 
was spawned in April of 1989 by the Water Quality Advisory 
Committee of the Greater Portland Council of Governments. 
Since its conception, the group has undergone "an organiza-
tional scramble," said member Ray Riciputi, a biology professor 
at USM. The group has been fundraising to buy the equipment 
and supplies necessary to begin water sampling, he said. 
Recently, the Presumpscot River Watch, with funding from 
three local agencies, began its first water sampling program. 
Two dozen trained volunteers take water samples every two 
weeks (more during rain) at 32 different sites along the river and 
its tributaries from Sebago Lake to Casco Bay. Volunteers 
analyze the water at Westbrook High School and USM for 
various indicators of contamination. When school starts in the 
fall, the program will continue with student volunteers from at 
least three high schools. (Contact Amy MacDonald at 781-5526) 
Like the government studies, these groups are working to 
identify the less obvious sources of pollution in Casco Bay. 
Water pollution comes from two types of sources: point and 
nonpoint. Point sources are facilities or locations where a specific 
pipe or other discharge site can be identified. The pipe that runs 
from a treatment plant into the bay is an example of a point 
source. Nonpoint sources are, for example, the oil that drips 
from cars parked on streets that drain into the bay - or pesticides 
that runoff a field into a stream that flows into the Presumpscot 
River. 
Point sources are easy to identify. A pipe is dumping waste 
into the bay - that's pollution. Nonpoint sources are more 
difficult to pin down. It is easy to overlook them and ignore their 
significance because a direct cause can't be immediately seen. 
Nonetheless, the EPA estimates that most stream pollution 
comes from non point sources. 
But while the efforts of these and other citizen groups enable 
frustrated citizens to get their feet wet, these groups lack the 
legal muscle to stop the pollution they find. Theirs is a valuable 
effort, of course - but it isn't cleaning up the bay. 
The way the game is played 
Meanwhile, the only things flowing into Casco Bay faster than 
federal money and local activists are the bacteria that have 
closed East End Beach and The toxins that have shut down 30 
percent of Southern Maine's clam flats. 
"Let's face it," said Peter Larsen, who has been watching this 
charade for a decade, "we know Casco Bay suffers." 
And the suffering doesn't stop while studies are being con-
ducted. In fact, industrial and recreational use of Casco Bay is 
increaSing. It follows that the pollution will do likewise. 
Still, government agencies are reluctant tv tangle with other 
public entities, like local water districts. And citizen groups are 
reluctant to pick fights they'll lose. 
Dr. H. Randall Grurnpelt, a member of Presumpscot River 
Watch, believes stiff sanctions and fines should be the last resort 
in trying to stop polluters. He believes that if polluters are 
confronted with hard evidence about the pollution and damage 
they are causing, they will reform on their own. "We don't want 
to bring out the rifle and point it to their head when they may 
just need to be aware and have someone shake their hand and 
talk to them," he said. 
But the 1989 case against the Portland Water District dis-
proves his idea. The lesson learned over and over again is that 
polluters only stop polluting when a judge puts a gun to their 
head. -
The Island Institute and Conservation Law Foundation's legal 
battles with the Portland Water District illustrate this lesson. The 
PWD's plant at East End Beach was identified by the CLF and 
The Island Institute as a major polluter of Casco Bay in their 
1988 report. Last year, the CLF, The Island Institute and Maine 
Audubon Society took the PWD to court for violating the federal 
Clean Water act. 
For 10 years - from its construction in 1979 until the lawsuit in 
1989 - the East End Beach plant never met the conditions of its 
license from the DEP. And the DEP never enforced that Iicense_ 
The main problem was that the plant didn't have a holding 
chamber where chlorine could make contact with waste water to 
kill bacteria. Nor did it have a subsequent device to dechlorinate 
that water before releasing it into the bay. As a result, the plant 
discharged too much chlorine and too much bacteria. 
For 10 years, the PWD had not been willing to spend the 
money for plant improvements to control pollution. But in the 
one year since that lawsuit, the PWD has worked hard to become 
a better neighbor - committing more than $8 million to building 
a chlorine contact chamber and other improvements. 
,The designation of Casco Bay as a National Estuary and the 
involvement of local activist groups are valuable steps toward 
the cleansing of Casco Bay. 
But the lesson remains: unswirnmable water and dying fish 
didn't convince the PWD to clean up its act. But a judge and a 
$40,000 fine did. 
That's just how the game is played. 
IXborah Fuller is spending her summer swtating in the Casco Bay Weekly 
newsroom and relaxing on Portland's East E.nd Beach. She plans to return to 
Colby in the fall. 
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in the fields. 
Junk food, junk world 
Continued from front page 
People must eat to live. But people can not make food. They 
can only grow it, subject to the climate and seasons of the 
environment in which they live. 
Nonetheless, the production, processing and distribution of 
food has become a big business, one that is governed by eco-
nomic climates and seasons. 
And so the production of food, perhaps better than any other 
environmental issue, illustrates the inherent conflicts between 
the laws of economics and the laws of ecology. 
American land; European Ideas 
When the first European settlers invaded this continent, they 
brought their ideas about value and scarcity with them. Fur, fish 
and lumber were considered valuable in Europe, because they 
had grown scarce. But here in America, those goods were more 
or less free for the taking. 
And they were taken: first from New England, later fro.m the 
South and West. During the 1700s, farming replaced hunting 
and gathering as the dominant livelihood of the colo:,ues. Soon 
thereafter a nation of what Thomas Jefferson called farmer 
citizens" declared itself free of the European markets it no longer 
depended upon. 
But those farmers were not freed from European ideas about 
value and scarcity. 
For the next century, American and European farms grew 
basically the same crops but did so with very different inputs of 
land and labor. In Europe, where labor was abundant and land 
scarce, each acre was worked over carefully for the most efficient 
yield. In America, where labor was scarce ~d land. a~undant, 
farmers raised only what could be grown WIth a mlrumum of 
work. 
The advent of the gasoline-driven farm tractor dramatically 
improved the efficiency of the labor applied by American 
farmers, and, as a result, furthered their ability to farm more 
land. 
The same technology that brought tractors to the fields also 
motored trucks to the roadways. Refrigeration and food-process-
ing technologies allowed food to be shi~ped great distances 
without spoiling. Food was not only bemg canned, but also 
frozen - and shipped to freezers in rural kitchens that had 
recently been supplied with electricity. 
Hand in hand with a new era of keeping food was a new era 
of making it. In 1960, the Chorleywood baking process allowed 
white bread to be mass produced with little human labor. The 
invention did more than put bakers out of work. While those 
white loaves rose, other food producers saw similar opportuni-
ties. 
Soon, food manufacturers were discovering all sorts of ways 
to extend the shelf life of food. Most of these preservation 
technologies were sold to the consumer as convenience. innova-
tive companies grew into international conglomerates and 
expanded the market for basic food products. 
All of this encouraged farmers to grow even more. The 
maximum market for a given crop had been defined by the 
population it could be shipped to. But a large company manufac-
turing com flakes (or Doritos) could buy more com than any 
farmer could produce. 
Suddenly, farming was no longer a family bus~ness. Ma-and-
pa operations were eaten up, while more aggressIve growe~ 
became huge, thousand-acre factories. There were farmers m 
boardrooms and limousines in the fields. 
Growers who had formerly farmed several crops began to 
specialize, devoting all their acreage to one crop. They planted 
high-yield hybrid plants, which could produce more food per 
acre under the right conditions. 
And they did produce more. Using the high-yield t~h~olo­
gies developed by U.S. agricultural experts, world gram )'Ield . 
per hectare climbed 26 percent during th~ '60s, 2~ percent dunng 
the 70s and 20 percent in the '80s, accordmg to figures fr0n.' the 
Foreign Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. 
By the 1970s, fewer farmers were plowing more acres and 
growing more food with less labor than they had ever used. 
Food and gas 
But the basic European idea that American land was free for 
the taking persisted. America's returns on farm labor were so 
high exactly because its returns to the land were so low. 
And the land cannot accommodate a deficit. It simply loses. 
The American Midwest is losing about an inch of fertile 






















Part seven in a year-long seM on personal 
responses to environmental issues. 
Land Institute in Salina, Kansas. It took 500 years for that topSOil 
to form. 
"I watched all this loss of soil and thought of the highly paid 
experts in our state agricultural colleges who are still proclaim-
ing American agriculture a success story," wrote Jackson. "I 
wondered how there can ever be any talk of success in farming 
so long as such huge amounts of ecological capital erodes 
seaward." 
There are other reasons to question the "success" of American 
agriculture. 
Insects keen on certain crops became a more serious threat 
because they would gain in strength and numbers with fields 
devoted to their favorite food. 
Similarly, plant ctiseases spread like wildfire when fields were 
crowded with just one crop. Farmers in the com belt saw their 
com crop reduced by 15 percent in 1970 because of a fungus that 
attacked com. 
The chemical industry has been ever-ready with an answer 
for all farmers' woes. That answer has been pesticides. The 
production of synthetic pesticides in this country took off after 
WWII. Farmers now use an estimated 40 million tons of pesticide 
worldwide. 
Pesticides come in the form of fungicides, insecticides, and 
herbicides. The term "pesticide" actually is a euphemism for 
poison. Pesticides poison selectively. Fungicides sprayed on a 
field kill certain fungi; insecticides kill insects; and herbicides kill 
certain weeds without killing the crop. 
Chemical use makes farms like chemically-dependent people. 
Once turned on to chemicals, farms need an ever-increasing 
"fix" to get the same results. Since bugs, weeds and diseases 
quickly adapt and grow tolerant of the latest pesticide, scientists 
scramble to formulate.new poisons. Farmers in tum spray their 
fields with more and more applications of the chemicals 
throughout the farming season. 
In this way, modem farms have come to resemble over-the-
counter junkies, addicted to the chemicals they use. 
But those chemicals are expensive, and since most are made 
with petroleum, the cost of many agricultural supplies has risen 
along with the price of oil. If the farmers are the junkies, the oil 
industry is the pusher getting fat on the business. 
Ukewise, the food processing companies lobby Washington 
to support farm programs that encourage large-scale farming-
which produces the mass-produced staples they need - over 
small, integrated, "family" farms. 
Many of these companies were swept up in the corporate 
takeover frenzy of the '80s, growing larger and becoming ever 
more integrated with their suppliers. They control food from 
farm to table, owning the many Companies along the way in a 
vertical integration. Food producing became big businesses. The 
buying power of food processors enabled them to buy core 
ingredients for their products very cheaply. 
Take Southland Corporation, which owns 7-Eleven, the 
convenience food store that posts sales of $8 billion yearly. In 
1983, Southland acquired the Citgo oil company, then pumped 
Citgo from most of its 2,500 stores that sell gas. At the same time, 
Southland acquired oil-thirsty snack manufacturing and distri-
bution companies. 
When food fell into the hands of corporate giants, the result 
was nothing if not bizarre. First of all, processed food got big 
doses of synthetic preservatives to keep food fresh over a long 
haul to supermarkets and on supermarket shelves. Synthetic 
additives, including a pallet of artificial colors, enhanced the way 
food tasted and looked. Emulsifiers, gelling agents and stabiliz-
ers fine-tuned food texture. Artificial flavors made up for flavor 
lost in all this processing, and were cheap alternatives to real 
ingredients. 
Recognizing that the food they had created may still have 
been something peopJe could resist, the food processors chose a 
catchy name for the product, advertised heavily, fought for good 
supermarket shelf space and tried coupon and free offer gim-
micks. 
The food finally was wrapped in the sexiest packaging that 
the food manufacturer could create and was sent to the super-
market - or back to the oil company. 
The oil company? That's right. The latest boom in food 
marketing has been the proliferation of so-called "convenience" 
stores, many of which were neighborhood gas stations just a 
decade ago, and most of which still sell gasoline. 
Gas chains have converted stations into convenience stores 
that stock highly-processed foods grown with fertilizer and 
shipped with gas sold by similar gas companies. America's oil 
companies have truly learned how to pump their own, and have 
given new meaning to the common roadside signs that read: 
Food and Gas, Next Exit. 
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Junk food ... 
Continued from page 9 
Eating for a better world 
"As we enter the nineties, the world has little to celebrate 
on the food front," begins a somber report by the Worldwatch 
Institute entitled "Feeding the World in the Nineties." 
The problems have gone beyond topsoil loss, and beyond 
this cou n try' s borders. 
According to the Food and Agricultural Organization, soil 
reduction could make Africa one-<J.uarter less productive in 
the year 2,000 then it was in 1975. 
Worldwide deforestation also has had a negative impact on 
the food supply. Deforestation in mountainous regions has 
led to severe rain runoff and flooding, destrOying crops. In 
September of 1988, two-thirds of Bangladesh was under water 
for several days. The flood ravaged the fall rice crop, increas-
ing its need to import grain. In India, more than three times as 
much land is prone to flooding today than was in 1960. 
Trucks that transport food around the country and cars 
that drive to suburban supermarkets are now among the real 
threats to the world's ability to feed iiself. During the 19805, 
ground-level ozone led to U.s. crop loss of between five and 
10 percent, according to World watch Institute. 
In 1988, the hottest year of this century, the domestic grain 
harvest was down 74 million tons from 1987, a 27 percent 
decrease. Harvests in the Soviet Union and in China also were 
down drastically due to the heat. "No one can say for sure 
whether this drop was due to the buildup of greenhouse 
effect," the Worldwatch Institute reported. "But the summer 
of 1988 was the kind of season that global meteorolOgical 
models project will occur with increasing frequency as heat-
trapping gases continue to accumulate in the atmosphere." 
Worldwatch estimates that global temperature averages will 
rise by as much as 9.9 degrees Fahrenheit by in the next 
c.entury. 
Crop loss in the U.s. means a reorganization of farm policy 
and a greater reliance on imported food. 
But the increasect demand is anything but good news for 
the Third World. There, workers have forfeited farming their 
own food to work on plantations raiSing export products like 
beef or coffee. They work to grow luxury crops for U.s., then 
use wages to buy processed food products to live on. They are 
trapped. 
But the answer for Third-World people and the answer for 
those of us lucky to be able go munch down a bag of Doritos 
any time we want to is the same: eat local. 
We must divorce our food system from the economy-
mind set brought by our European ancestors and tie it back to 
ecology mindset of the native Americans they muscled the 
land from. 
"The best agriculture mimics natural ecosystems," writes 
agricultural expert Wes Jackson. "Increasingly, we have 
patterned agricultural production along the same lines of 
industrial production, ignoring the lessons of nature." 
It is time, said Jackson, that we "return to nature as our 
primary teacher." 
But if we are to learn from nature, we must listen to it. "If 
land is to serve more than as an instrument for yielding a 
simple cipher in a quarterly report, it will need sympathy and 
love," said Jackson. 
Through thoughtfully choosing how they feed themselves 
people can impact how the rest of the world is fed. Making 
intelligent food choices is the key not only to personal health 
but to the health of the planet. 
"I have learned that I can make real choices based on what 
is best for my body and the earth," proclaimed Frances Moore 
Lappe, author of "Diet for a Small Planet." 
"Yes, we can transform the world and improve our health 
simply by changing our diet." 
Most people who grow vegetables don't do 60 just because 
they are thrifty or because the vegetables aren't locally 
available. They work at planting and weeding their gardens 
because it just feels right. 
And it ought to feel right. It links us to the planet's seasons 
and climates instead 01 economic ones. 
In his book "The Unsettling of America," Wendell Berry 
writes: "We are working well when we use ourselves as the 
fellow creatures of the plants, animals, materials, and other 
people we are working with ... Such work is unifying, heal-
ing." 
Andy Newmiln is trying to cut down on his synthetic int/Zke, 
but still eats an occasiOlwlleisure suit. 
Ten ways to improve your 
diet, and the planet's 
Umber up those opposable thumbs. Here are 10 things you 
can do toward gathering your food in a way that's healthiest for 
you, and the planet. 
1. Eat low on the food chain 
Enough grain is harvested to provide everyone on the planet 
with roughly 3,500 calories a day. But half of the grain in the U.S. 
is fed to livestock. A cow requires 16 pounds of feed to yield just 
one pound of meat. And the amount of water it takes to produce 
that same pound of beef is equal to the amount a typical house-
hold uses in a month. 
2. Have a chain reaction 
Support locally owned and operated restaurants and food 
stores. Both are more likely to support local farmers, thus 
putting money back into the local economy. Chain operations 
bent on uniformity are more likely to have food shipped in from 
far away and return their profits to corporate headquarters far 
from where you live. 
3. Grow your own 
Try growing your own food, even if it's just a little. The 
benefits include fresh, cheap food at harvest time and enjoyable 
time outside. 
4. Go to a farmen' market 
When you buy from a local farmer, you're helping save on 
unnecessary transportation and refrigeration. At the same time 
you're supporting local people who re-invest their money in the 
community. You also get a wide variety of food only hours after 
it was picked. Learn the harvesting schedules in your region. 
\ 
\. 
5. Make local food policy 
Lobby your local supermarket to carry local and organic food. 
6. Eat whole grains 
Breads, pastas and cereals made with whole grains are more 
nutritious than with bleached flour. They also are sources of 
fiber, protein and B vitamins. 
7. Don't be a soda Jerk 
Carbonated beverages generally are little more than bubbly 
sugar water with artificial flavors and colors. Many of those 
additives have been shown to cause hyperactivity in children. 
Choose fruit and vegetable juices that don't contain additives. 
8. Read food labels 
The labels on food tell you more than whether products are 
laden with chemicals. They also tell you where the food comes 
from so you can opt for the most local choices. 
9. Take whole food stores with a grain of salt 
Natural food stores are your best bet for wholesome, organic 
food. But when you by an 'all natural' Pop Tarts clone from your 
local natural food store, you still support a system that mass-
produces food and wastes energy. Chances are the ingredients in 
that Pop Tarts clone were shipped from all over the world to get 
to the food producer, and were transported far from a food-
processing plant to get to your natural food store. 
10. Root for poop 
Support legislation that limits pesticide and artificial fertilizer 
use. To see what you can do in your community, contact the 
National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides (NCAMP), 
530 Seventh St. SE, Washington, DC 20003; (202) 543-5450. 
CBW illustrations/Peter Gorski 
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week of 7fZ1JOO 
Never In Anger: 
A history of local forts 
(1/2 hr.) 
Sebago Magazine: 
Author Bill Lemke -
The Wild, Wild East (1/2 hr.) 
The Fulure and 
How We Gel There: 
Regional Government 
(112 hr.) . 
Gourmel Cooking: 
Cooking with kids (1 hr.) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies. in Gorham. 
. • \ .: ... . • > . ... . ".~ . 
Defy 
Convention 
Our dty backpacks 
make the urban 
trek a 
pleasure. 






Chip & Dips 
Trays 
The magical islands of the 
Bahamas . .. 
now in the Old Port 
OPEN NOW 
57 Exchange Street 
Corner of Market & Exchange 
Old Port 
879-2242 




9 DANA STREET 
OLD PORT, PORTLAND 
772-0772 
From Noon - 5 pm 
in 
The Old Port 
Sunday, July 29 
Schedule of Activities 
12:00 - 12:45 
Jack Honan 
Clarinet 
12:30 - 2:00 
Mexicali Rose 
Original Contemporary Music 







4:00 - 5:00 
Jack Honan 
Clarinet 
TWs event is made possible by the contributions 
of Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by 
UPCOMING ENTERTAINMENT 
Sundays Noon- 5 pm in The Old Port 




Curt Bessette, Mr. Ray the Clown & 
Jack Honan 
Join us Sundays for 
Music, Visual Artists, 
Children'S Entertainment, 
Face Painting, 
Balloons, Flowers, Food & More! 
Watch Casco Bay Wcekly 
fot" each week's schedule of actlvjtics. 
July 26, 1990 
Volume 3, NumIJer 30 


























Lynda Barry, Brenda Chandler, 
Wayne Curtis, KeUy Nelson, 
Morgan Shepard, Roland Sweet, 
Don Rubin 
Casco Bay Weekly 
distributes 20,000 papers free 
of cJuzrge every ThuTfJiay. 
No person may tak more than one of 
etJCh issue without the permission of 
Casco Bay Weekly. Additional copies of 
the current issue and/or most back 
issW?S may be purchased fur $1 each at 
the Casco Bay Weekly office. Domi!Stic 
subscriptions are mailed 3rd class and 
are $36/year, payable in advance. 
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Dodge O. Morgan, president . 
Entire rontents Ie> 1990. 
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187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
2077756601 
fax: 775 1615 
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I think Larry Kelley has a 
lot of nerve to harass civil 
servants that are paid ·by us, 
the taxpayers, who are trying 
to make the best of a bad 
situation in the Old Port (CBW 
7/12/90). If Mr. Kelley is so 
concerned about the "Going 
out of Business" signs, you'd 
think he would open his 
Center Street parking lots to 
hourly parking instead of 
having them half empty 
hoping to get the higher 
monthly rates. The metered 
spaces could then be left for 
the customers of these small 
businesses. If Mr. Kelley 
stopped his whining and 
obeyed the laws, he wouldn't 
have a problem. I think the 
great city of Portland should 
start a program to teach 
chronic problem parkers to 
read parking signs and meters. 
Then the merchants of the Old 
Port area would have parking 
spaces for their customers. The 
Old Port is a unique place to 
shop and work. It doesn't 
need the negative feedback 
from the Larry Kelleys of this 
world. Let Mr. Kelley use his 
own parking lots or go back to 
these other cities he thinks are 
so much better than Portland. 
If Mr. Kelley was any kind of 
businessman, he wouldn't be 
insulting the people the 
taxpayers hire to take care of 
the chronic parking problem 
of the Old Port. He would be 
part of the solution. 
Use your own lots, have 
your liquid lunch and walk 
the two or three blocks to your 
vehicle and you won't have to 
insult the people who have a 
tough enough job to do. 
--if~c~. 




Maine has a drunk driving 
law that is always trumpeted 
throughout the press as being 
very tough. Tough on who? 
Possibly the person with 
limited financial resources. If 
you do not have the funds, the 
so-called tough law does have 
some teeth. You can be left in 
jail for quite a while and the 
fine is quite a burden. On the 
other hand, if you have the 
cash, you can be bailed out of 
jail very soon after the arrest, 
with a fine that amounts to not 
much more than a slap on the 
wrist. 
You may think that every-
one has to serve two days in 
jail regardless of finances. Not 
so. There is an alternative 
sentencing program. If you 
have sixty dollars a day you 
can, for instance, go out and 
paint school rooms or some 
other project. I have heard 
people say they had a ball 
doing that and it is actually a 
fond memory. 
No one benefits from 
alternative sentencing: not the 
person convicted of driving 
under the influence and not 
the public. Two days behind 
bars ina jail is qui te a revela-
tion. The severity of the crime 
and the feeling that you do not 
ever want to return to jail hits 
home in a big way. Alternative 
sentencing does very little for 
protecting the innocent from 
the bloodshed caused by 
drunk drivers on our roads. 
The powers that be should 
give alternative sentencing a 





In drug nets" 
Everybody knows that most 
of our pollution comes from 
the manufacturing and use of 
petrochemicals. What the 
public does not know, how-
ever, is that there is a natural 
substitute that can replace 
most petrochemicals. It is the 
fastest growing biomass on 
the planet and grows wild in 
50 states. Like the petrochemi-
cals, it can be used to make 
fiber, paints, varnishes, bio-
degradable plastics, food, 
clothing stronger than cotton, 
and fuel. This plant is hemp, 
also known as cannabis or 
marijuana. 
In 1916, the Department of 
Agriculture released a study 
on hemp paper which re-
vealed that one acre of hemp 
could produce as much paper 
as four acres of trees. Why has 
this been kept so quiet? 
Because hemp was made 
illegal in 1937 by an act 
supported primarily by the 
petrochemical industry (does 
DuPont sound familiar?) The 
act was railroaded through 
Congress with little opposi-
tion, no research, and a little 
help from the petrochemical 
industry. Later that year, they 
introduced nylon, a synthetic 
fiber that would have little or 
no market if not for hemp 
prohibition. 
The education of our people 
without concealing facts or 
falsifying infonnation is an 
issue that needs to be dealt 
with_ On November 17,1989, 
the Partnership for a Drug 
Free America admitted to 
using the brain waves of a 
person in a coma to falsify 
infonnation about marijuana 
that was aired on ABC two 
weeks earlier. When con-
fronted, the partnership 
replied that they "felt that the 
effects of marijuana were so 
bad that it was better to lie to 
the American public to save 
them, rather than tell them the 
truth." 
There will be many people 
who will be quick to label this 
viewpoint as "pro---drug" 
without looking deeper at the 
contents: pro-civilliberties 
and anti-totalitarian. There are 
problems with drug abuse that 
need to be addressed. Mari-
juana has been caught in the 
drug nets the same way that 
dolphins are caught up in tuna 
nets. 
~Jd(ui-
Richard F_ Petit 
VIEWS are opinions. Your views are 
here, and somLtimes ours. Please be 
brief when you write, and please 
include a phone number (which will 
wt be published) so that W<! am verify 
your letter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco 
Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, 
ME. 04102. 
Ildy 26, 1990 
Tree of Life Rings and Pendants 
An ancient symbol of prod uctiveness, wisdom and life. american crafts 
Pendants Rings in 14K Gold 
Sterling silver with chain $60 
14K gold without mojn $280 
Narrow: Size 71/1 and smaller $190 
Size 8 and larger $225 
44 Exchange Street 
Dept. 14 
Portlancf, ME 04101 
772-4880 
Rings in Sterling Silver 
Narrow $39 Wide $49 
Wide: Size 71/1 and smaller $240 
Size 8 and larger $290 
Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please add 5% sales tax. 
VISA/Me/ Amex 
It's Not Too Late 
to make your mark! 
Portland School 
97 Sprmg·Street 





Jewelrv a nd 
Maine's Independent College 







Windham, Maine. Accountant 
M.B.A. (University of Michigan) 
Painting Major 
More than half the students in our degree pro-
gram have families, a career or have graduated 
from another college. What they have in common 
is the desire to be a professional artist or designer. 
"Picture Maine" 
PHOTO CONTEST 
Great prizes PLUS winners' 
photos to be published 
in the Maine Times! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tnlst your memories with the Pros at 
BPS PHOTO EXPRESS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ENTER WDAY! 
TIvo convenient locations: 
30 City Center 7l US Route I 
(No:1 10 Monument Sq.) Scarborough 
Portlond 883-7363 
772-7296 
Grand Prill! Winnt'r ·will reui'j.~ two nighlS ' free lodging at the l4rd Camden Inn in Camden . Maine PLUS a KtmicQ Z-up 80 35mm camera. 
Second and Third Prize WiMt'fl' Will rteen'l! Q Konica JUMP 35mm camera , and the Founh Priz.e Winner 'Will win a dinnu for two at Alberta 's 
Restaurant In Ibn/and. All entries mUSI In 5 "x7" prinIs. A lo[ai of four prius will be award~ from our combined store locations. Umit one 
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Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be 
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. 
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to: 
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, 
ME. 04102. 
• Free for the taking: The 
Deering Oaks Family Festival 
continues. Today's entertain-
ment starts with acoustic 
rhythm and blues at 11 :45 a.m. 
with the Tornado Brothers, 
heating up to jumping blues 
sound of The Upsetters at 6 
p.m. and finishing up with 
local rock 'n roll by The Boyz 
at 8 p.m. A complete schedule of 
events in the park is on page 21. 
• Before contact paper: 
Decorative arts specialist Jane 
Radcliffe gives a slide lecture 
on murals and stencilled walls 
in 19th-century Maine build-
ings at the Dyer Library in 
Saco. Radcliffe discusses wall 
decorations by Moses Eaton, 
Rufus Porter and some anony-
mous craftsmen as well as the 
recently discovered painted 
foyer at the Dyer Library. The 
lecture is at 7:30 p.m. at 371 
Main St., Saco. For more 
information, call 282-3031 or 
283-3861. 
• Rap, rock and the three big 
B's: Too Much Truth, 
Portland's own hip-hop and 
rap band, plays a noontime 
concert at Canal Plaza, off 
Middle Street in downtown 
Portland. The concert is part of 
Intown Portland Exchange's 
Noontime Performance Series. 
It's fun and free. 
• With players from Boston's 
Volcano Suns and Dumptruck 
and the Singer / gui tari st from 
Kansas' The Embarrassment, 
Big Dipper reaches from 
hardcore roots to pop tunes. 
You won't find this Big Dipper 
on just any starry night, bu t 
they can be found for one 
show at Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave., Portland. For ticket 
information, call 773-6886. 
• Brahms, Bach and 
Beethoven are alive again at 
Bowdoin. Bowdoin Summer 
Music Festival presents 
Brahms' Quartet for Piano and 
Strings in C minor, Bach's 
Partita for solo flute arranged 
for guitar by David Leisner, 
and Beethoven's Trio in D 
major, Op. 70, No.1 ("Ghost"). 
The concert is at 8 p.m. at the 
First Parish Church, comer of 
Maine Street and Bath Road, 
Brunswick. Tickets are $12. For 
more information, call 725-
3895. 
• Paper ephemera: Movie and 
theater memorabilia, rare -
prints and photographs, 
manuscripts, broadsides and 
posters are among the items on 
exhibit and for sale at The 
Maine Paper Americana Show 
at the Portland Expo. More 
than 130 exhibitors from the 
Northeast and Canada show 
their rare scraps. Leave the 
matches at home. The show's 
hours are today from 10 a_m.-5 
p.m., and tomorrow 11 a.m.-4 
p.m. Admission is $3.50. 
• Feelies, soma and other 
pleasurable items: The world 
premiere stage adaption of 
Aldous Huxley's satire of the 
future opens tonight at the 
Theater at Monmouth. "Brave 
New World" was adapted by 
Ted Davis, the artistic director 
at Monmouth who adapted 
Bronte's "Jane Eyre" for the 
Monmouth Stage two years 
ago. Performances run in 
repertory through Sep. 1. 
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$10-$15. For more information 
or reserva tions, call 933-9999. 
• Dixieland downtown and on 
the water: Bellamy Jazz Band 
takes the stage on Market 
Street at Sundays in the Old 
Port, the afternoon mini-
festival in the Old Port. 
Today's performers include 
original folk duo Mexicali Rose 
at 12:30 p.m., Steingesser stilt 
dancers at 2:30, Bellamy Jazz 
Band at 2:30 p.m, and clarinet-
ist Jack Honan at 4 p.m. All the 
entertainment is free, but will 
be cancelled in case of rain. For 
more information, call Intown 
Portland Exchange at 772-6828. 
• Cruising for people with 
AIDS: The AIDS Project, The 
Names Project/Maine and 
People With AIDS Coalition 
are sponsoring a Harborlight 
Cruise to raise money for 
organizations helping people 
living with AIDS in Maine. 
Panels from the National AIDS 
Memorial Quilt will be on 
exhibit and there will be live 
entertainment aboard with The 
Diana Hansen and Pixie Lauer 
Duo and Dixieland Dads, a 14-
picce brass band. The cruise 
leaves Long Wharf on Com-
<!)EERINCi OAKS FAMILY 
cF~TIVAL 
.. 
T-Bane Walker. Robert Cuy· Temptatioru • Four Top' • Buddy Miles • 
Anita Baker' Joe Louis Walker· Smokey Robinson· WIlson Pickett. Neville 
Bros .• Count Basie • Eddie "Clean Head" Vmson • Sonny Rollin, • J.R. 
Walker· Steve W"mwood • Tin. Turner. Sam Cooke· Bcn E. King. 
Duke Ellington· James Brown 
SOUND GOOD TO YOU? 
Maine's Premier- S-piece dance band 
Featuring over 40 years of great American Dance Music 
NtnfI boo!ei"8 NUl fw F,dl/Wi"ur 1990-91 
CaIl 883-2802 
If you can't carry 
a tune, with our 
prices you'll be 
able to carry more 
1-tiL1ts 
Records, Tapes and CDs 
10 EXCHANGE ST. 
LOWER LEVEL • OLD PORT 
• 
mercial Street at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $15 and are avail-
able by calling The AIDS 
Project at 774-6877, The Names 
Project/Maine at 774-2198 or 
the People With AIDS Coali-
tion at 773-8500. 
• City oppression: If summer 
in the city is getting you down, 
head out of the city and check 
out the current exhibit of fine 
prints at the USM Art Gallery 
in Gorham. Pablo Picasso 
would have. The prints from 
Picasso's Blue and Rose 
periods depict the grime of the 
city contrasted with an ideal-
ized view of the country. The 
exhibit of European and 
American master prints from 
the early 20th century encom-
passes the styles of European 
cubism, expressionism and 
surrealism along with Ameri-
can realism and regionalism. 
Artists represented in the 
collection include Picasso, 
Matisse, Henry Moore and 
Joan Miro. The gallery is 
located on College Avenue and 
is open Sun.-Thu. 12-4 p.m. For 
more information, call 780-
4076. 
• Walks in the country: 
Wolfe's Neck Wood State Park 
offers daily nature walks free 
of charge to the public. 
Today's walk, Wildlife Ways, 
gi ves visitors a chance to 
discover the park's animals. 
All walks begin at 2 p.m. by 
the signs in the second parking 
lot of the Freeport park. For 
more information or a sched-
ule of the walks, call 865-4465. 
More activities Outside are in the 
listings p. 22. 
• Not for kids only: Portland's 
own life-size puppet theater, 
Shoestring Theater, performs a 
mythical show at noon in 
Tommy's Park, Middle and 
Exchange streets, Portland. 
The performance is part of 
Intown Portland Exchange's 
Noontime Performance Series. 
It's free and for kids of all ages. 
• The afterlife: The Maine 
State Music Theater performs 
"The Merry Widow" at 
Pickard Theater on the 
Bowdoin College campus in 
Brunswick. The musical 
comedy opens tonight and 
continues through Aug. 12 
with performances Tues.-Sat. 
at 8 p.m., Wed., Fri. and Sun. 
at 2 p.m. Tickets are $10-$20. 
For more information, call 725-
8769. 
• Defying gravity: The Bates 
Dance Festival opens tonight 
with a concert by Asian-
American choreographer Kei 
Takei at 8 p.m. in Olin Arts 
Center, Bates College, 
Lewiston. Admission is $5. The 
festival continues through 
Aug. 17 with performances, 
workshops and lectures, many 
of which are open to the 
public. A complete schedule of 
public events at the festival is on 
page 18. 
Anderson's tale, "The 
Emperor's Nightengale," is 
being performed by 
Krackerjack Theater at 10:30 
a.m. in the Children's Room of 
the Portland Public Library, 
Five Monument Square, 
Portland. The performance is 
free and being offered in 
conjunction with the summer 
reading program at the library. 
For more information, call 871-
1707. 
• Make noise: The historic and 
very large organ in Portland 
City Hall is maintained by the 
Friends of the Kotzchmar 
Organ and the City of Port-
land. During the summer 
organists from all over are 
invited to perform a series of 
summer concerts. For people 
who are a little intimidated by 
these affairs, the group also 
offers three organ demonstra-
tions to acquaint people with 
the organ's history, its compo-
nents and how the big thing 
works. Malcolm Cass offers a 
demonstration today at 3 p .m. 
at Portland City Hall Audito-
rium. Don't be bashful, anyone 
can give the organ a try. The 
demonstration is free, but the 
Friends of the Kotzschmar 
Organ always graciously 
accept donations for the 
upkeep of the monstrous 
instrument. For more informa-
tion, ca1l767-3297 or 761-1915. 
• Think beer: The Oktoberfest 
German Band dons lederhosen 
for a performance at 7 p.m. 
Mill Creek Park in South 
Portland. Think brew but don't 
bring it. There are other things 
German, like ... The concert is 
free. For more information, call 
799-7996. 
• Think back: Think back to 
what Portland used to be like 
on Greater Portland 
Landmark's popular walking 
tour of the Western Prom. The 
lavish city neighborhood 
features home by some of 
Portland's best-known archi-
tects such as Francis Fassett, 
Charles Alexander and John 
Calvin Stevens. The tour 
begins at the Bramhall Street 
entrance to the Maine Medical 
Center at 5:30 p.m. The cost is 
only $2 for members of land-
marks, $3 for non-members. 
For more information, call 774-
5561. 
• Quiet paddling: 
Scarborough Marsh Nature 
Cen ter offers daily canoe tours 
of the marsh at 10 a.m. and 
evening tours on Tues. and 
Thu. at 6 p.m. Bring lots of bug 
spray and check out the glossy 
ibis and snowy egrets who live 
in the marsh. If you want to 
explore on your own, canoes 
are available for rent daily 
from 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Canoe 
tours are $6/$5 for members of 
Maine Audubon, $7/$6 for 
non-members. For more 
information, call 883-5100. 
• Lively blues: The incompa-
rable blues guitarist Buddy 
Guy is in town for a perfor-
mance at Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave., Portland. For ticket 
information, call 773-6886. 
More blues music is listed on pp. 
17-18. 
Tony Montanaro and 
other mImes and 
vaudevillians perform at 
The Maine FestIval Aug. 
)-5 at the Cumberland 
Fairgrounds. 
Tex-Mex accordion. 
See Aug. 4. 
Old MaIne movies. 
See Aug.). 
Deering Oaks Family Festival continues. See schedule page 21. 





Portland City Hall Auditorium 
Tickets: $15 Call 774-0465 
Also available at Amadeus Music 
and Gallery Music ~ 
'B~ ~I(, 
.fbI/NO! ~RoM "l\. 
VIDEO RENTALS 
MONDAY.THURSDAY 




Westgale Shopping ctr. 
Con rass st. & Slevens Ave. 
MAINE STATE USIC THEATRE 
Local<ld on BeauliCul 
Bowdoin College CamplU 
Brunawick, Maine 
• THE MEHHY WIDOW· • • • July 31 - AugUSI12 • 
I DOl I DO! 
ope,.. Au,gu.1 14 
Tile •• - Sal. 8:00 p.m. 
Wed., Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m. 
725-8769 
•••••••••••••• 
• Back in Maine: The Maine 
Festival has left Portland and 
is back in Maine. The wander-
ing festival opens today at the 
Cumberland County Fair-
grounds on Route 100 in 
Cumberland. The three-day 
festival features art, music and 
performance from Maine and 
the world. See next week's 
Casco Bay Weekly for the 
scoop on what's going on. 
Tickets for the festival are 
available in advance at Shop 
'N Save Supermarkets or by 
phone at 772-9012. One of the 
new attractions at the festival 
is the Maine State Fiddling 
Championships, which wiIl 
feature the winners and 
runners-up of the Old Port 
Fiddlers' Contest, The 
Rangeley Old-Time Fiddler's 
Contest and the East Benton 
Fiddler's Convention. For one 
man's experience at the Old Port 
competition, see p. 17. 
• The Roaring '205 in Maine: 
A Maine-made silent flick 
complete with flappers makes 
two stops in Southern Maine, 
tonight at City Theater in 
Biddeford and tomorrow at 
The Maine Festival. "Going To 
The Movies: A Social History 
of Motion Pictures in Maine 
Communities" is a re-creation 
of a silent film program, which 
includes a newsreel, serial, 
cartoon and the feature film 
COlD SOUPS • FRUIT SAIADS 
SUMMEll. SANDWIOIES 
ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT 
Offering Brea/ifast & Lunch 
Mon.-Fri. 7am-4pm 
591 Coogress St. • 772-0702 
Portland Museum 
'The Seventh Day" with live 
musical accompaniment by 
Danny Platt. 'The Seventh 
Day" is being shown under the 
auspices of Northeast Historic 
Film in Blue Hill Falls and the 
project is directed by film 
historian Tom Gunning. 
Tonight's showing is at at 8 
p.m. at the City Theater in 
Biddeford. Suggested donation 
is $5. Tomorrow's showings 
are at 1 and 3:45 p.m. at the 
festival. 
• Long way from local talent 
shows: Five master accordion 
players take the stage at 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center this weekend. "Accor-
dions That Shook The World" 
features Marc Savoy from 
Louisiana playing Cajun tunes, 
James Keane playing the music 
of Ireland, Santiago Jimenez Jr. 
proving Tex-Mex is more than 
tacos, Canadian accordionist 
Dickie Morneau returning to 
play the tunes of Acadia, and 
Wasyl Moros playing tunes of 
his native Ukraine. Showtime 
Five virtuoso squeezebox players 
from around !he woiId 
IIwJrc Savoy Caiun • James Keane Irish 
Sanliago Jimenez, Jr. Tex Ikx 
Dickie Morneau frarm/swing 
Wasy! Moros Russioo 
Friday & Saturday, Augus13 & 4, 8:00 PM 
Accotdion Woricshop,Sat., AugU514, 2:ll PM 
Ponlond Perlorming Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
Tickels: $13 CoIl774.Q465 
AIsoovtilolkot An-odecoIMc & G<>1e.y1Mc 
fOVNDS FRoM All MtfR 
is Fri. and Sat. at 8 p.m, at 
PPAC, 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland. Tickets are $12, 
available at Amadeus Music 
and Gallery Music in Portland. 
For more information, call 774-
0465. 
Cheap d 
ate·"t . era 
Th Brain food' ry liaison 
e Stonecoa IS ~heaper tha 
lectures and st Writers' Conf n a hearty meal 
don't cost a :.oetry and proseerenc~ offers . 
th Ime. readmgs th 
, e readi at 
,except Au ngs are given . 
Conference g. 4-5) through A nIghtly at 7 P.m 
RObley Wils oPens With a ficrug. 10. The . 
Writes abou on on Sun., luI IOn reading by 
of old cars t people Who (e 29. ~arolYn Chut 
P and ap ,. ep b,ts e eople identif p lances in th' and Pieces 
CarolYn's Y, but refUse t elr yard (chea 
Maine Iite~retty nifty and sh a ,admit it), but p 
.conference. ~ scene and at t~: ; regular on the 
mc/ude Steve De reads AUg. 7. 0 tonecoast 
aCComplished Mo~yns and Ken R ther notables 
9 and Ken R ame poets D osen, two 
Aug. 10 at 1 ~s;n reads a/o~g ~~ns reads AUg. 
The h' P.m. Alyson Ha 
lectures Iike'~~falutin, high-brow gy 
RUdolph the R tory telling from p sOU~ding 
~regory Blake ~d-:vosed Reinde e~rO~Ius to 
gIven in the aft m,th on Tues 1 er (gIven by 
to take a Ion /rnoonsan'15 uY31) are 
The c g unch. That's' P·m. You'/{ h 
lectures is romplete schedul not cheap. aVe 
Isted on p. 20. e of readings and 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE 21 TO 
THE CUTTING EDGE IN DANCE MUSIC. 





Postmodern, industrial, hip house, 
acid & rock· 16+ admiffed 
Portland's own STEEL COW and the ' 
'MERICANS. 21+ 
• 31 FOREST l\VHWE, PORTLAND· 772·,8187 ~ 
1 6 Gisco Bay w.ekly 
S\LUTES 
11''1 IE EA •• 
AT THE PORnAND REGENCY 
COOL OFF 
At Portland's Hottest 
Night Spot 
.--------------------------------------------"----------~--. 





· · · · · · 
-I[ .......... ~~~.;';:.~l'~ .................................. j 
Dance to your favorite contemporary and classic hits 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
DJ 'til 12:30 am 
THURSDAY NIGHT IS LADIES NIGHT! 
S\LUTES 
11''1 IE EA •• 
NO COVER CHARGE • APPR OPRIATE DRESS ONLY 
• 
At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets 
Meline'S 
aottest .... July 27 ct ..... ~ BIG DIPPER 
Btue!en~ with DARIEN BRAHMS 












1 SHOW ONLY 
865 Forest Avenue 
1111" TIcket InID. 773"6886 • Entertainment HDUine 775"2494 .111 
Continued from 1O-day CALENDAR 
Itsy bitsy spiders 
"Arachnaphobia" isn't about 
an invasion of huge, mutants 
Spiders. Instead the mischievous 
arachnids look like common 
house spiders - some of us are 
afraid of them, some of us aren't. 
But" Arachnaphobia" makes 
everyone jump although it does 
nothing big. which is a relief after 
a month of gigantic blockbusters. 
The movie begins in the lush, 
deep canyons of Venezuela, 
where a biologist played by Julian 
Sands (the movie is wholesome, 
except for an occasional impure 
thought about him) is collecting 
new species of insects and 
arachnids. He finds a new spider, 
which manages to find its way 
back to a quiet California town, a 
place too quaint and too quiet to 
be real. 
Unfortunately, this is the town 
where a general practitioner Qeff 
Daniels) has made his retreat 
from San Fransciso with his wife 
and kids. Not only is his quiet, 
country retreat about to be 
invaded by pests, but Daniels is 
victimized by phobia of the title -
he can't stand spiders. So no one 
believes the new doc in town 
when he claims that a recent 
string of deaths has been caused 
by spider bites. 
"Arachnaphobia" isn't too big 
for its britches. The movie doesn't 
start with an explosive confronta-
tion where the hugeness of what's 
on the screen needs to be main-
tained until the end at the 
expense of all pretense of plot and 
suspense. Instead, the director 
(Frank Marshall) saves all the 
special special effects for the end . 
He throws in a feweld-fashioned 
reversals into the plot, and allows 
the suspense to build. And there's 
no need to call in the Marines to 





Maine Mall Road. So Por1Iand 
n4-1022 
P-..meclln_t (R) 
1 :30, 4:1 5. 7. 9:45 (opens July 27) 
Prob ..... Child cPO) 




12:30, 2:50. 5:10,7:30, 9:50 
DIIY8 01 Thunder 1_13) 
12,2:30, 5, 7:30.10 (through July 26) 
1:30. 4. 7, 9:20 (from July 27) 
DIck TIlICY IPGI 
12.2:30.5.7:30, 10 (through July 26) 
1 :30, 4:10, 7, 9:35 (from July 27) 
No 7 pm show Aug I 
DI .... nlIIIIIl 
12, 2:30, 5, 7:30. 10 
__ 48 Hours (R) 
12:30, 2:40,4:50, 7, 9:15 (through July 26) 
TheJ_101 
12:45. 2:30, 4:20. 6:05 (throogh July 26) 
.. _ Prnl_lDuck T., .. 
Aug I, 7:30 pm 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle, Por1land 
n2-9751 
The Fr_hm.n lPOI 
1:20. 3:55. 7:10. 9:30 (opens July 27) 
Ford F.lr1Io ... (R) 
1, 3:30. 7:05, 9:20 
QUIck C ..... ge 1111 
1:10, 3:40, 7:20. 9:25 
Navy Seals (R) 
1:05, 3:35, 7:30, 9:45 
Jungle Book 1<11 
1:15, 3:15,8:30 
Pretty Woman (R) 
1 :30. 3:50. 7:15, 9:35 
Total R..,.II (R) 
1:20,4, 7:10, 9:45 
No 7:10 show July 26 
TI. Me Up, TI. M. Down 
9:30 (through July 26) 
...... PrevI_lYoung a ..... II · 
July 26, 7:30 pm 
Send your Listings 
Information to: 
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 187 Clark St., 
Portland, ME. 04102. 
The movie makes clever use of 
exaggerated juxtapositions, like 
the contrast between the wilds of 
Venezuela and the tamed 
landscape of a lush California 
Valley, the contrast between 
Sands'portrayalof~rved 
biolOgist Atherton and Daniels' 
all-American, phobic character. 
John Goodman makes his 
standard Disney Pictures appear-
ance and juxtaposes himself on 
every scene he's in. Playing 
Delbert "Bug Man" McClintock, 
he's a parody of himself, strutting 
his flesh around with the nuJm. 
the-unknown attitude made 
famous in "Ghost busters." 
Goodman and Sands in the same 
movie is funny enough - they're 
both actors, but... But when 
McClintock introduces himself to 
Atherton as a colleague the result 
is hilarious. 
The ever-present contradiction 
between a credible story and the 
tilted artificiality of the movie's 
sets is well-played until the end 
of the movie. It's a spoof of the 
quaint town invaded by the one 
of nature's misfits, a scenario 
made famous in "Jaws." Attacks 
on unsuspecting cats are seen 
from a spider's perspective. 
Victims are always caught 
unaware, doing everyday things 
like having a glass of milk or 
playing high school football. No 
one knows that evil is lurking 
under the floorboards and in the 
drains. The only thing missing 
was the threatening theme music, 
but the audience supplied their 
own. 
"Arachnaphobia" doesn't 
encourage dialogues on people's 
relationship with the natural 
world, but it's entertaining. funny 
and a great escape. You could 
even bring a kid along. 
Ann Sitomer 
The Movies 
10 Exchange. Por1land 
n2·9600 
Camille C_ lIIl 
Wed-Thu at 6:30, 9:30; 
Fri-Sat at 8:30: Sat-Sun mat at 2:30. 
The Plot AII .... t "'ny 
July 27·31 
Fr;'Sat at 7. Sat·Sun mat at 1; 
Sat·Tua at 7:15. 9. 
J'eI tt6 Au 1181 
Aug 1-5 
Wed-Fn at7:15, 9; 
Sat·Sun at 1:15, 9. 
Cinema City 
Bradloes Plaza, near Exit 8 
854-9116 
All time, through Thursday; 
call ahead for Friday·, changes 
Quick ChIInge (R) 
7:15.9:15; Sat·Sun mats at 1:15, 3:1 5 
Ford F ....... lIIl 
7:15, 9:1S; Sat·Sun mats at 1:15. 3:15 
N...,_IIIl 
7:15, 9:15; SaI·S.., mats al1:15. 3:1 5 
T_ -'1 III) 
9 
..... ttyWom ... (R) 
7.9 
a_DadIPOI 
SaI·S.., mats al 1, 3 
Jungle Book 101 
7; Sal-Sun mal a11 . 3 
Evening Star 
Tontine Mall. 8runswid< 
~5486 
Milo & otll 101 
6 (thtough July 26) 
Quick C ..... ge (R) 
7:30, 9:1 5 
Prides Corner 
Drive-In 
On Roule 302 in Westbrook 
797-3154 
Ano_ 48 Hours (R) 
8:25 (opens July 27) 
CrarPeople 
10:05 (opens July 27) 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Another 48 Hours Anolher chance for 
Nick Nolle as another bumed-<lUt cop 
(does he play anything else?) and 
another role for Eddie Murphy as his 
slick sidekiCk. Another villian to be 
wasted. another authority figure 10 be 
defied, another Caddy convertible 10 be 
trashed. Same plol. 
Camille Claude! Isabelle Adjani plays 
Ihe sculptor Rodin·s lover Camille 
Claudel, an artist who could not free 
herself from Rodin's inftuence. 
Days of Thunder Tom Cruise plays a 
stock car racer. II may look as exciting 
as the DaylOna 500, but irs Hollywood 
- lame through and through. 
DIck Tracy Warren Beatty made the 
movie, and stars as the square-jawed 
cartoon cop - but his buddies steal the 
show; Madonna steams up the screen 
as "Breathless: AI Pacino steals the 
show as crime boss "Big Boy Caprice: 
and Dustin Hoffman's cameo 
appearance as "Mumbles" is so good I 
almost forgave him for "Ishtar." But just 
as I did, Beatty retumedwith his side-of-
beef acting and I came to my senses. A 
few good clues here, but the case stinks. 
Ole Hard II Bruce Willis retums with more 
stunt men. I couldn·thelp remembering 
what movies used 10 be like throughout 
this one. That's how bad it is. An 
intriguing espionage plot orchestrated 
by right-wing fanatics is completely 
ignored for the sake of gun fights, 
explosions and Willis' poorly de~vered 
one-liners. 
Ford F.lrlene How bad is he? Raunchy 
comedian Andrew Dice Clay stars in 
this private dick Hick about a delective 
who specializes in the music industry. 
Some fringe elements from that industry 
make an appearance. including Priscilla 
Presley and Wayne Newton. 
The Freshman Matthew Broderick plays 
a NYU film student who gets tangled up 
with a mob figure (Marlon Branda) with 
an obsession with lizards. 
Ghost Patrick "Dirty Dancing" Swayze 
plays a dead broker who was murdered 
and tries to contact his wife through a 
phony psychic (Whoopi GoI<Ilerg). 
J'aJ ~t6 Au Bal Las Blank. who directed 
the documentary on the making of 
Herzog ·s "Fitzcaraldo: leaves the 
Amazon for the bayous of Louisiana. 
His recent mollie (the tide translates. "I 
Went to the Dance") is about the Cajun 
and Zydeco music of Louisiana. 
Navy SeIIls Charlie Sheen and Michael 
Biehn star as two Navy boys, assigned 
10 a special combat unit to destroy 
missiles that have fallen inlO the hands 
of Midde Eastern terrorists. Hollywood 
has found new scapegoats. 
The Plot Against Herry The recent 
release of this 1969 black-and-white 
film gollots of good press a few months 
back. The mollie S18rs Martin Priest as 
a Jewish gangster who is forced inlO 
lilling the life of a respectable, middle-
class family man. 
Presumed Innocent Harrison Ford is 
the attraction in the screen adaptation 
of the best-seller novel by Scott Turow. 
Ford plays a prosecuting anorney 
assigned to investigate the murdar of a 
colleague he was hailing an allair with . 
The movie also stars Brian Dennehy, 
Raul Julia, Bonnie Bedelia, Paul Wonfield 
and Gretta Scacchi. 
Pretty Women Julia Roberts and 
Richard Gare star in the Pygmalian-
type story about a wealthy businessman 
who picks up a prostitute and dresses 
her up pretty. The movie has a few great 
lines, but the slOry is a sexist fairy tale. 
Problem Child John Ritter stars in this 
comedy about a SUburban couple who 
adopts a child who tums out 10 be more 
than they bargained for. Riner should 
have remained trapped in a sitcom. 
Quick Change Bill Murray , Geena Davis 
and Randy Quaid play three crooks who 
pull off a heist and can·1 escape from 
New York. Jason Robards is the cop on 
their case. 
Total Recall Amold Schwarzenegger 
stars in Paul "Aobocop" Verhoeven·s 
big-budgetsci-fi flick. Arnie plays a 21 st-
century man who discovers that he·s 
not who he thought he was. In a time 
when the technology exists to mess 
with a person's mind and memories, 
Amie never really finds oul. But not 
knowing what's real doesn·t stop him 
from killing everyone in sigh I. "Total 
Recall" is high on bone-cracking . Hesh-
flying, head-exploding violence - and 
Iowan plot High-Illch special effects 
and Schwarzenegger's signature 000-
(iners almost save this movie. 
CLUBS 
Fine fiddle fest 
THURSDAY 7.28 
K. &.any Saunders auartet Oazz) Cafe 
No, 20 Danforth St., Par1land. 772-8114. 
Tall pine trees and rolling 
hills sprang up miraculously in 
Tommy's Park Sat., July 21, as 
the Old Port FIddler's Contest 
brought the sound of the high, 
lonesome and rural to the 
concrete canyons of Portland. 
For three hours fiddlers from 
such far flung places as Lincoln, 
Ark. and Gorham, Maine traded 
jigs, reels and hornpipes in a 
friendly struggle for instrumen-
tal dominance. 
Rash Allen (piano) little Willie·s, 36 
Market St., Portland. 773-4500. 
Wlnll and A Prayer (blues rock) 
Horsetealhers, 193 Middle St , Porttand. 
773-350t . 
Tonto'sBlllldea (rock) Old PortTavem, 
11 Moulton SI. , Portland. 774-0444. 
Mr. Soul (rock) Gano·s. 13 Brown SI., 
Par1land. 772-7891. 
The BIshop Wells Bend (rock) Moose 
Alley, 46 MarketSI.,PortIand. 774-5246. 
Who Kno_ (rock) Amigo·s. 9 Dana SI. , 
Por1land. 772-0772. 
HRB (blueslrock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Picken SI., South Portland. 767-4627. 
The Breakdown (rock) Spirits at the 
Manor, 700 Main SI. , South Portland. 
774-6151. 
The Inepectora (rock) The Brunswick, 
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 
934-4873. 
Expose (lOp 40) Club Casino, Hampton 
Beach, N.H. TlCkels are $20.50. For 
more information, call 603-926-4300. 
FRIDAY 7.27 
Big Dipper and Darien Brehme and 
Soulmlnera (rock) Raoul·s, 865 Forest 
Ave., POr1land. 773-6886. 
The Whig. and The Beet Lord. (rock) 
Geno·s, 13 Brown SI., Portland. 772-
7891. 
Tonto'. Bill Idea (rock) Old PortTavem, 
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444. 
The Jesters, Bill Rafn and Ohandl's 
Lunchbox (rock) Dry Dock. 84 
Commercial St., Portfand. 774-3550. 
The Cau .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St.. Portland. 774-5246. 
Van 0000. ("60s rock) Horsefeathers, 
193 Middle St., Portland. 773-3501. 
Ric Roy (acoustic) Amigo·s, 9 Dana St., 
Por1land. 772-0772. 
Stephen Blum Group Oazz) Cafe No, 
20 Danforth SI. . Por1land. 772-8114. 
R.C. & The Revolvers (blUes/rock) 
Spring Point Cafe, 175 PickenSl., South 
Por1land. 767-4627. 
The Breakdown (rock) Spirils al the 
Manor, 700 Main St, South Portland. 
774-6151 . 
The fnspectors (rock) The Brunswick. 
34 West Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 
934-4873. 
Boston Comedy Co, (comedy) Aqua 
Lounge, 17 Ocean Ave., York Beach. 
363-7578. 
Charfle D.nlel. (rock) Club Casino, 
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are 
$19.50. For more information. call 603-
926-4300. 
SATURDAY 7.28 
Luther Oultar Junior Johnson (blues) 
Raoul 's, 865 ForestAve., Portland. 773-
6886. 
Tonto'. Blllld .. (rock)OId PortTavem, 
11 Moulton SI.. Portland. 774-0444. 
Bruce Hazard, executive 
director of Maine Arts Inc., says 
that the Old Port FIddler's 
Contest will be an annual affair 
from now on and is a logical, 
necessary extension of tradi-
tional fiddling in Maine. 
Fiddling contests have been a 
solid tradition in the state - for 
instance, the July 29 East Benton 
FIddler's Convention will be 
their 18th annual contest and 
confab - and the Old Port 
winners will join the East Benton 
winners and the Rangeley Old 
Time FIddlers Contest winners 
for the first all-Maine contest in 
the Maine Fiddling Champion-
ship at the Maine Festival in 
Cumberland. 
Maine fiddling has a rich and 
varied history. In 1663, an 
Englishman named John 
Josselyn toured the state and 
was surprised to find fiddlers 
rare. "(The) only fiddler who 
was in the Provence of Meyn," 
he wrote, "was an Indian called 
Scozway, whom the FIshermen 
and Planters when they had a 
mind to be merry made use of." 
A half-<:entury later, fiddlers 
were so common that laws were 
passed all through New England 
Papa Loves M.mbo (Caribbean pop) 
Raou(·s, 865ForestAve., Portland. 773-
6886. 
Nobody's FauH (rock) Old Port Tavern , 
11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444. 
Walll Collinsand Marc Maron (comedy) 
T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Por1land. 773. 
8040. 
stephen Rodney (acoustic) Amigo's, 9 
Dana St . Por1land. 772-0772. 
Squeeze (rock) Club Casino, Hamplon 
Beach. N.H. TICkets are $22.50. For 
more information, call 603-926-4300. 
MONDAY 7.30 
Muslcl.ns Jilin SessIon All ages. free 
admission at Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave .. 
Portland. Formore information, call 775-
2494. 
Nobody'. F.uH (rock) Old Port Tavem, 
11 Moulton SI. , Portland. 774-0444. 
TUESDAY 7.31 
Moxie Men (acoustic rock) Gritty 
McDuff·s, 396 Fore St , Portfand. 772-
2739. 
BarTy AlvIn Young Bend and Beet Lord 
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial 51., 
Portland. 774-3550. 
The Cau .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St., Portlam. 774-5246. 
WEDNESDAY 8.1 
Jorde ... and 1313 Mockingbird Lene 
(rock) GallO'S, 13 Brown SI. , Portland. 
7n-7891 . 
Karoke (interactive music video) 
Horsefealhers. 193 Middle SI. , POrttand. 
773-3501 . 
Ric Roy (acoustic) Arnigo's, 9 Dana St. , 
Portland. 772-0772. 
Stephen Blum Oroup Oazz) Cafe No, 
20 Danforth St. , Par1land. 772-13 114. 
R.C. and the Revolvers (blues/rock) 
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St , South 
Portland. 767-4627. 
The Breakdown (rock) Spirits at the 
Manor, 700 Main St , South Portland. 
774-6151. 
The Inspectora (rock) The BrunSWick. 
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 
934-4873. 
F.ntastlc Acoustic ClassIc (acoustic 
guitars and vocals) Three performers at 
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St , Porttand. 
773-3501 . 
Poco .nd Dave M.son (rock) Club 
Casino, Hampton Beach. N. H. Tickets 
are $18.50. For more information, call 
603-926-4300. 
UPCOMING 
Buddy Guy (blues) Aug 2, Raoul"s, 865 
Forest Ave., Por1land. 773-6886. 
The Grassroots (rock) Aug 2, T-Birds. 
126 N. Boyd, Por1land 773-8040. 
to regulate their comings and 
gOings. Phrases like "thicker 
then fiddlers in hell" began to 
appear in the language and 
contradances were frequently 
busted for the boisterousness of 
their drunken participants. 
(Common headlines of the 
day: "Fiddle Music Linked to 
Drug Abuse" and "Cops Crash 
Contradance, Confiscate 
Cocaine and Courvoissier.") 
No one was arrested at 
Saturday'S contest in Tommy's 
Park, which indicates a certain 
leniency on the city's part. "We 
don' t want trouble," said 
Portland Police Chief Micheal 
Chitwood. "As long as they're 
peaceful and stay in the park, 
nothing is going to happen." 
Well, they weren't entirely 
peaceful. The man who finally 
burned down the stand was 
Greg Spatz of Portsmouth, N.H., 
followed by Gorham's Don Roy 
and Ed Deschenes of Sanford. 
Not far back in the pack was 
14-year-old Will Bush of 
Lincoln, Ark. Will was playing a 
100 year-old Italian fiddle his 
grandfather had pulled from the 
closet the day before. Will's 
style was not New England 
fiddling. which hurt him a bit in 
the running. but the fact that he 
was runner-up among so many 
older players was proof of his 
skill. 
And his presence at the Old 
Port contest proves that fiddling 
is very healthy in the country. 
People will be playing old time 
fiddle music for a long. long 





TLC (oldies) 12-1;30 pm, Monumenl 
Square, Portfand. Partoflntown Portfand 
Exchange·s Noontime Performance 
Series. Free and open 10 the public. For 
more information, call 772-6828. 
Chandler's Bend Concert (community 
band) 7;15pm at the Gazebo, FortAfIen 
Park, Easlern Prom, Portland. Free and 
open to the public. 874-8793. 
Summer Organ Concert Serle. 
(classical) Harold SIO_performs works 
by Mozart, Veiroo, Sowerby and Sto_ 
at 8 pm, Por1lald City Hall Auditorium. 
Sponsored by The Friends of the 
Kotzschmar Organ and the City of 
Por1land. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 767-3297 or 
761 -1915. 
Bowdoin Summer Music Festival 
Student Concert (dassical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College , 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information. call 725-3895. 
FRIDAY 7.27 
Too Much Truth (hip hoplrap) 12-1:30 
pm, Canal Plaza. Portland. Partoflntown 
Portland Exchange's Noontime 
Performance Serias. Free and open to 
the public. For more informalion, call 
772-6828. 
SUNDAY 7.29 
David Pope (classical guitar) 10 am- 3 
pm. cafe no, 20 Danforth St , Portland. 
772-8114. 
Acoustic Blues Jilin (blues) 7 pm, 
Unde Billy's, 50 Ocean St, S. Portland. 
767-7119. 
Open Mike Nlllht Geno·s, 13 Brown St, 
Par1land. 772-7891. 
DANCING 
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri : Post 
Modern - all ages; Sat: latest dance 
music; Sun: request night; Tue: Hip 
House - all ages; Wed: Wor1dbeat Night. 
773-13187. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nighdY, 8pmon .. . Fri-5atuntiI3am. No 
cover. 871-0663. 
Salutes, 20 Milk SI., Por1land. Open 
nighdy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
Tchalkoysky Spectacular (dassicaJ) 
Por1land Symphony Orchestra perform 
excerpts from Tchaikovsky at 7;30 pm 
in Fort Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth . 
Program includes Polonaise from 
"Eugen Onegin: waltzes from "Swan 
Lake" and "The Nutcracker" and ' 1812 
Overture." Tickets are $11 general 
admission, $9 for students and seniors, 
$28 for a family with at least one adult. 
Rain siI8 is Portland City Hall Audtorium. 
For more information, call 773-8191 . 
Bounty, 200 Riverside SI. , Portland. 
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Opens Sun-Thu at8 pm. 7n-8033. Continued on page 18 
July 26, 1990 
Farringtonls on lake Kezar 
Friday, July 27 Saturday, July 28 
• The JESTERS 
• BIG RAIN 
• GHANDI'S 
LUNCHBOX 
• BARRY ARVIN 
YOUNG 
• BEAT LORD 
Restaurant 
and Lounge 
Fine Italian and Seafood Specialties 
-. LUNCHEON SPECIALS e-
served llam to Spm • 7 days 
FISH & CHIPS with ,ole su.w 
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA with spIIghetti 
SOl,TP & 1/2 SANDWICH 
FISHERMAN'S PLArrER hllddodt, shrimp & ,u.",", 
FRESH MAINE LOBSTER ROLL 
FRESH POACHED SALMON 
$2.95 
$3.95 
-e $9"95 DINNER SPECIALS e_ 
served all day • 7 days 
2 BOILED LOBSTERS 
urped with lemon & dr .. wn butter 
STEAK & FRIED SHRIMP 
served with potRtO or pllSt .. & SIlu.d 
BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK 
topped with Il rich sellfood newburg Ilnti served with 
potlltO or P"st" s .. u.d 
YOUR 
CHOICE 
$9.95 MAINE SHRIMP SCAMPI 
served over/;nguini with s,.u.d 
I'~"AJV'U' FEATURING OUTDOOR PATIO DININ 
FULL TAKE-OUT SERVICE· RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 
We are located at 
50 Wharf Street 
Portland 
17 
behind Baker's Table 
Open Seven Days A Weeki 
~i~~~ major credit cards aCll;q)tea I 
I Call 
774-6000 
1 • usa> Bay ~k1y 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
July 27 & 28 
RCeANDTIIE EVOLVERS 
HOME COOKED 
BLUES & ROCK 
THURSDAY, JULY 26,1990 
THRILLER THURSDAY 
The Waiters 
Enjoy 93¢ Rolling Rock aU nite long 
Doors open at 7 • No cover till 8:30 
FRIDAY JULY 27 
HAPPY HOUR 4-7 
$1.25 Rolling Rocks 
1st 200 people 
in for FREE after 7pm 
SATURDAY JULY 28 
DANCING TO THE 
50'S, 60'S & 70's 
Doors open at 7:00 
1st 200 people 
in for FREE! 
SUNDAY JULY 29 
HEADLINER 
COMEDY 
Headliner - WAW COWNS 
A/sa Appsal/ng - MARC MARON 
Doors open at 7.Showtime 8:30 
THURSDAY AUGUST 2 
THE GRASSROOTS 
TICKETS: $6 ADVANCE. 
$8 AT THE DOOR 
DOORS OPEN AT 8PM 




The Boyz (rock) Casco Bay Lines 
Concert Cruise 9 pm-12 am, departs 
from Casco Bay Unes Ferry Terminal, 
Commercial and Franklin streets , 
Portland. Tickets are $ lOin advance, 
$12 on the day of the cruise. For more 
information, can n4-7891. 
Bowdoin Summer Music F_lnl 
(classical) See Calendar p. 14. 
East Coast Opera (opera) Selections 
from operas and operettas will be 
performed at 8 pm at the South 
Congregational Church of 
Kennebunkport TICkets are $10. 
Sollfl SWap (folk) River Tree Arts Folk 
Club sponsors a Song Swap at 7:30pm, 
Kennebunkport Community House, 
Kennebunkporl. Donation of $2 
requested. For more information, call 
985-4343. 
John PrIne and Llvlngaton Taylor 
(folk) 8 pm, Maine Cen1er for the Arts, at 
the University of Maine, Orono. Forticket 
information, call 58H755. 
SATURDAY 7.28 
Bath Municipal Band (concert band) 
Music in The Mall at I pm in downtown 
Brunswick. Free and open 10 the public. 
For more information, call 725-8797. 
East Coast Opera (opera) Selections 
from operas and operettas will be 
performed al 8 pm at the South 
Congregational Church of 
Kennebunkport TICkets are $10. 
Aztec TWo-Step (folk/pop) 8 pm, The 
Center for the Arts al the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington 51. , Bath. For 
ticket information, call 442-8455. 
Tchalkovskr Spectacular (classical) 
Portland Symphony Orchestra performs 
an all-Tchaikovsky program conducted 
by Toshiyuki Shimada at 6 :30 pm at the 
Round Top Center tor The Arts, Route 
One, Darmiscotta. Admission is $8 for 
adults, $4 for children younger than 12. 
For more information, call 563-I 507. 
SUNDAY 7.29 
Big Chief • The Continentals (r&b) 
Casco Bay Lines Music Cruises, every 
Sunday, 5-8 pm. Boat departs from 
Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal , 
Commercial and Franklin streets, 
Portland. Tickets are$10, $9 for seniors, 
$5 for kids. For more information, call 
774-7871. 
B_doln Summer Music Feftlval 
Student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 725--3895. 
TLC (showlunes/pop) 7:30 pm , 
Scarborough High School Auditorium. 
Free and open to the public. 
East Coast Opera (opera) Selections 
from operas and operettas will be 
performed a t 4 pm al the South 
Congregational Church of 
Kennebunkport. TICkets are $10. 
Ken", Rogers (country) 2:30 and 7:30 
pm, Vaterans Memorial Park , 
Manches1er, N.H. Tickets are $22.50 
reserved , $19 lawn available al 
Ticketron, Strawbenies and Teletron, 
1-800-382-.9080. 
MONDAY 7.30 
Torn Plrozzoll (acoustic) 12- 1:30 pm, 
Canal Plaza, Portland. Part of Intown 
Portland Exchange' s Noontime 
Performance Series. Free and open to 
the public. For more information, call 
772-6828. 
Bowdoin Summer Music Festival 
Student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 725-3895. 
I .. ... .. ... • '~\'. • 
TUESDAY 7.31 
Organ Concert (classical) Ray Cornils 
performs works by Bach, Franck and 
Flagler at 12:10 pm at the First Parish 
Church, Maine Street and Bath Road, 
Brunswick. Donations are accepted. For 
more information, caM 729-7331 . 
Moxie Men (acoustic rock) 7 pm, 
Bandsland, Deering Oaks Park , 
Portland. Free and open to the public. 
874-.9793. 
Summer Organ Concert .erles 
(classical) Be!j Zamkochian performs 
works by Bach, Franck and Gershwin at 
8 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium. 
Sponsored by The Friends of the 
KOlZschmar Organ and the City of 
Portland. Free and open 10 the public. 
For more information, call 767-3297 or 
761-1915. 
Bowdoin Summ.... Music Festival 
Student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 725-3895. 
WEDNESDAY 8.1 
Annl Clark (acoustic folk and blues) 12-
1:30 pm, Wharf and Moulton streets, 
Portland. Part of Intown Porlland 
Exchange', Noontime Performance 
Series. Free and open to the public. For 
more information, call n2-6828. 
Sum me' Noon Organ Recitals 
(classical) Douglas Rafter performs 
12:15-1 pm at the Cathedral of the 
Immaculate Conception, Franklin and 
Cumberland, Portland. Free, but 
donations will be accepted. For more 
information, call n3-7746. 
Organ Demonstration in Portland City 
HaN Auditorium. See Calendar p. 14. 
Oktobert .. t aerman Band See 
Calendar p. 15. 
Kathy Osgood (folk) 7:45 pm, WeslBm 
Prom Gazebo, Portland. Free and open 
to the public. 87.-.9793. 
Bowdoin .umm.... Music FeatlYal 
student Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, 
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Free andopen to the public. 
For more information, call 725-3895. 
UPCOMING 
Bowdoin Summer Music FestIYal 
(classical) Program includes Maurice 
Ravel's "La Valse; arranged for two 
pianos ; J .S. Bach's Brandenburg 
Concerto Grosso No. 5 in D Major; 
C.P.E. Bach's Concerto for RulB; Claude 
Debussy's Sonata for Violincello and 
Piano. Concert is Aug 3, 8 pm al the 
First Parish Church, comer of Maine 
Street and Bath Road, Brunswick. 
Tickets are $12. For more information, 
call 725-3895_ 
Joan Baa (folk) Aug 4 , 8 pm, Maine 
CenlBr for the Arts, at the University of 
Maine, Orono. For tickel information, 
call 581 -1755. 
STAGE 
You Ittll Can't Oat The,. From Here 
Mad Horse Theatre Company presents 
a revival of the 1989 musical comedy 
rewe about life in Maine lhrough Aug 
26. Performances are Thu-Sat a18 pm, 
Sun at 7 pm al Mad Horse Theatra, 955 
Foresl Ave., Portland. Tickets are $13/ 
$15. For more information, call 797-
3338. 
The.poIIs of War Micheal Weller's play 
about the attempts of the lBMage son 
of a divorced couple to bring them back 
together opens July I 9 al the Theater 
Project, 14 School 51. , Brunswick. 
Performances are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at8 
pm and Sat at • and 8 pm. For ticket 
information, call 729-8584. 
Bobble Steinbach Comedienne and 
singer performs through July 28, Wed-
Sat at8 pm at the Thomas Playhouse, 
RoulB 302, S. Casco. Tickets are $101 
$12. For more information, call 655-
3281. 
Celebration Bam Theater, Stockfarm 
Road, South Paris. Tony Montanaro 
and Karen Hur ll perform mime, 
improvisation, dance and storylBUing 
on July 27; Canadian Conlant Theater 
presents a children's show "On The Go' 
on July 28. All performances are at 8 
pm. TICkets are $5 for adu~s, $2.50 for 
children 12 and under_ Res9fVations 
can be made by calling 743-8452. 
Bates Dance 
Festival 
The eighth annual dance 
festival on the Bates College 
campus in Lewiston attracts 
faculty and students from all 
over. Many of the 30 faculty 
members are internationally 
known. Two dance compa-
nies, Mark Taylor &. Friends 
and Bebe Miller &. Company, 
are in residency developing 
new pieces. 
The festival opens July 31 
with the new "Solo Moves" 
series, which features solo 
performances by festival 
faculty. Other events include 
the premiere performances 
of the dances choreographed 
and developed at the 
festival, including the world 
premiere of Mark Taylor's 
"Romance Pathologies." The 
work was choreographed in 
collaboration with cellist 
Elise Tobin's and was 
suggested by the 16th-
century Italian story "Or-
lando Furloso," a satire 
about men and women 
smitten with ideals of 
romance. The Maine 
premiere of Bebe Miller &. 
Company's "Allies" and 
"Rain" will be performed at 
the Festival Faculty Gala. 
The festival also offer.; 
public demonstrations and 
workshops, which are free. 
Dance classes are open to the 
public, but interested people 
should call ahead to reserve 
space. For more information, 
call 786-0390. 
July 31,8 pm 
Asian-American choreographer 
Kei T akei performs the opening 
concert in the Olin Arts Center 
Concert Han. Admission is $5. 
August 1, 7:30 pm 
'An Introduction to Spanish 
Dance,' ftamenco workshop with 
Clara Ramona in 
Chase Hall Lounge. 
Admission is free. 
August 3, 8 pm 
Mark Taylor & Friends perform a 
world premiere commissioned 
for the festival , 'Romance 
Pathologies; in Schaeffer 
Theatre. Admission is $101$7. 
For advance reservations, 
call 786-6161 . 
August e, 7:30 pm 
'An Introduction 10 Contact 
Improvisation," informal 
performance and panicipatory 
workshop with nationally-known 
improvisation anists Andrew 
Harwood and AlilO Alessi in 
Chase Hall Lounge. 
Admission is free. 
August 7, 8 pm 
Indian classical dancer Sukanya 
is featured in a concert in the 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hal. 
Admission is $5. 
August 8, 7:30 pm 
'An Introduction 10 Jazz Tap," 
Iecture-dernonstration by 
renowned rhythm tapper Brenda 
Bufalino in the Olin Arts Center 
Concert Han. Admission is free. 
August 9, 7:30 pm 
Dance films and commentary by 
dance writer and educator June 
Vail in the Olin Arts Center 
Concert Hall. Admission is free. 
August 10, 8 pm 
Festival Faculty Gala, 
with Freedman/Coleman, Danny 
Buraczeski, Brenda Bufalino, 
Andrfrw Harwood, Barbara 
Mahler, Christine Philion and the 
Maine premiere of Bebe Miller & 
Company's 'Allies' and 'Rain' in 
Schaeffer Theatre. Admission is 
$101$7. For advance 
reservations , call 786-6161. 
August 14,8 pm 
Improvisational dance artist 
Deborah Hay is featured in a 
concert in Olin Arts Center 
Concert HaU. Admission is $5. 
August 17,8 pm 
Festival Finale, 
festival students perform a 
sampling of works 
choreographed by students and 
faculty al the festival in 
Schaeffer Theatre. 
Admission is $3. 
The Th .... of U. One act comedies by 
Anton Chekhov and Michael Frayn 
performed by the Vinlage Repertory 
July 27-29 at the Saco GrangeSummer 
Theater in Bar MUls. Performances are 
Fri-Satat 7:30 pm, Sun at6:15 pm. For 
more information, call Pat Packard at 
929-64n. 
The Hobbit Windham Center Stage 
Theater presents a stage produCtion of 
J .R.R. Tolkien's iantasyJuly26-28, Aug 
2-4 at 7 :30 pm at the Windham 
Community Center. Tickels are $8 for 
adults, $5 for students and seniors. 
Preschoolers are admitted free. For 
more information, call 774-7926 after 3 
pm or 892-3315. 
Eco· Theater Young People'S Theater 
performs an original play July 28, 2 pm, 
outdoors at the Theater Project, 14 
School SI., Brunswick. Play is part of 
Community Cultural Connection's ·Arts 
Alive' weekend. For a complete 
schedule of activitieS, call 729-6333. 
Ma~My~rl~dbytheMaine 
StaIB Music Theater Pickard Theater, 
Bowdoin's College, Brunswick through 
July 29. 'The Merry Wtdow· July 31-Aug 
12 at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. Performances at Tue-Sat at 
8 pm, Wed, Fri and Sun at2 pm. Tickets 
are $10-$20. For more information, call 
725-8769. 
8hoeatrillfl Thefters Puppet show for 
aU ages July 31,12-1:30 pm, Tommy's 
Park, Portland. pan of InlOwn Portland 
Exchange's Noontime Performance 
Series. Free and open to the public. For 
more information, call n2-6828. 
The Theater at Monmouth Summer 
schedule: 'Brave New World; stage 
adaptation of Aldous Huxley's book July 
28, Aug 1, 7, 9 and 12at8 pm, Aug 11 
at 2pm; 'The Cherry Orchard,'Chekov's 
play about the last years of the Russian 
Aristocracy July 31, Aug 5 and 10 at8 
pm; 'Ught Up The Sky; Moss Han's 
comedy about opening night of a 
Broadway musical July 27, Aug 2 and 8 
at 8 pm; 'The Merchant of Venice' 
Shakespeare's play of love and greed 
July 26at8 pm, Aug 3al8pm,Aug 8at 
2pm, Aug 1 I al8pm; 'Jusl So Stories; 
Rudyard Kipling stories for kids Aug 9 
and 12 at2 pm. The thealBr is off RoulB 
132 in Monmouth . Tickets are $15, $13 
for seniors, $10 for students. Children's 
shows are $6 for adults, $5 for children. 
For more information, call 933-9999. 
Another Night at the Opera Cape 
Theater Group presents a new musical 
with book by Gloria Howell, music by 
Ruth Welting Aug 1&-18,8pmatThaxter 
Theater, 420 COllage Rd ., South 
Portland. TICkets are $ I 0, $4 for seniors 
and students. Formore information, call 
799-7337. 
Turnabout Hank Beebe's musical about 
ro le-reversal in marriage at the 
Schoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago 
Lake. Performances continue through 
July 29, Thu-Sat at8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. 
TIckets are $101$6. Reservations can 
be made by calling 642-3743 or 773-
1648 
A Tout to Broadway The Bayside 
Players present a dinner theater 
producbon of a musical rewe of songs 
from 10 Broadway musicals through 
Aug 25 at The Portland Club, 156 State 
St , Portland. Performances are Fridays 
(happyhourat6:30, dinerat7:3O, curtain 
at 8 :30 ) and Sunday (brunch at 12 
noon, curtain at 2 pm). Tickets are 




F.O, Baney Antlquarlan_, 137-141 
Middle 51. , PorHand. 'Tomorrow's 
Antiques; new works by Usa Dombek, 
Heidi GerquiSl, Lenny Hatch, Russell 
Kahn, Or1ando Olivera Najara, David 
Pollack, Steven Priestly andJay Pisoopo 
July 27-Aug 31 . Opening reception July 
27, &-9 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, 
Sat 10 am-4 pm. n4-1 479. 
Abacus aallery, 8 McKown 51. , 
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel 
Merriam July 28-Sep 30. Opening 
reception July 28, 5-9 pm . 633-2166. 
Bayview aallery, 75 Market 51. , 
Portland. Works by Matthew Smith and 
Suzanne Knecht Aug 1-26. Percentage 
ofprooeeds to benefit Friends of Casco 
Bay. Opening reception Aug 1, 5-8 pm. 
Hours: Mon-Satl0am-6pm. 773-3007. 
Oean Velantga. Gallery , 60 
Hampshire SI. , Portland. Exhibit of 
paintings and monotypes by Katherine 
Bradford Aug 2-Sep 9 . Opening 
reception Aug 2, 5-7 pm. Hours:Thu 12-
8 pm, Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm or by 
appointment n2-2042 . 
AROUND TOWN 
Portland Museum of Art Seven 
CongressSquare, Portland. Hours: Tue-
Sat, H)-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday 
evenings, 5-9. ' French Impressionism 
and Beyonil: The Scoll M . Black 
Collection' (through July 29); ' Urban 
Visions: Images by Ashcan School 
Painters' (through Aug 26); 'Frank 
Stella:The Circuits Prints, • mixed-media 
prints (through Aug 5); ' Winslow Homer 
Watercolors : an exhibit of 13 
watercolors painted between 1873 and 
1897 (through Sep 23); 'Views From 
Rome from the Thomas Ashby 
Collection in the Vatican Library: an 
exhibit of 8 I drawings and watercolors 
from the Renaissance through the age 
of romanticism (through Sep 30) ; 
' Perspectives : Marjorie Moore: an 
exhibit of paintings, drawings and a 
video installation (through Sep 23). 775-
6148. 
AREA Gallery, Campus Center, Bedford 
Street, USM Portland. 'Off Shore; 
photographs by Maggie Foskett through 
Aug 10. Hours: Mon-SatI2-5 pm, Sun 
12-5 pm. 78G-4090. 
Alberta's Cafe, 21 Pleasant St ., 
Portland. 'Abstract Drawings' by James 
Merrow through Aug 1. 
Barrldoff Ganerles, 26 Free 51., 
Portland. Paintings by Joe Nicoletti and' 
Stuart Ross through Aug 4. Also a 
selection of 19th and earty 20th century 
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 
am-5 pm. 772-501 I . 
Bayview aallery, 75 Market 51., 
Portland. Florais in watercolor by Nancy 
Glassman and Susan Van Campen 
through July 28. Hours: Mon-Sat1 0 arn-
6 pm. n3-3007. 
Danforth Street aallery, 34 Danforth 
SI. , Portland. 'New Forms : 
Contemporary Ceramic Sculpture' 
through July 28. Hours: Wed-Sal 11 
am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. n5-6245. 
Olmora, 26 Exchange St, Pordand. 
Mixed-media collages by Andres 
Verzosa through July 31; Photographs 
by Jamie Solomon Aug I -30. Hours: 
Mon-Wed 10am-6pm, Thu-Sat 10 am-
9 pm, Sun 12-6 pm. n5-7049. 
Greenhut aallerles, 146 Middle 51., 
Portland. Recent o.ls and gouache by 
Jane Dachmeu and pottery from 
Darmiscolla Pottery through Aug 4. 
H6urs:Mon-Sat10:30am-5:3Opm. n2-
2693. 
MaIne MystIque: A Contemporary 
Perspective Group show of 
contemporary Maine painters at the 
gallery at 5 Milk 51., Portland. Artists 
include Gregory Welch , ltalo Scanga, 
Michael Moore, Duncan Hewitt, Michael 
Shaughnessy, Juris Ubans, Wolcott 
Dodge, David Puelle, Usa Slipkowsky, 
Michael Walerman, Wes Freese, Marc 
Pelletier, Frank Turek, Richard Wilson, 
Samrith Chap, Tim Mack, Tom Maurais 
and Padi Mayhew Bain . 773-3489. 
Maine Pott .... Market, 376 Fore St, 
Portland. Sensuous paSleilandscape 
pottery by Gail J.l. Kass through July 
30; Stoneware in soft hues of red, blue 
and green by Nancy Reed July 3 I -Aug 
9. Hours: daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633. 
The Open Stable, 273 PresumpscotSI., 
Portland. 'AMidsummer'sNightDream', 
an exhibit work by Maine photographers 
and sculptors. n3-3961 or 871-.9285. 
Payson aallery of Art, Westbrook 
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland. 
The Permanent Collection and Selected 
Loans through Sep9. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sal-Sun 1-5 pm. 
797-9546. 
The Photo Gallery, Portland School of 
Art, 6 I 9 Congress 51., Portland. "Women 
in Photography; a touring exhibit of 65 
images by women photographers from 
around Ihe world through Aug 30. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm. n5-3052. 
Portland Public Lfbrary, Five 
Monument Square, Portland. ·Publ ic 
Ubraries - A Maine Portrait' Cibachrome 
photographs of Maine public libraries by 
John K. Jones of Portland. The exhibit is 
accompanied by historical and 
archit(lctural notes and continues 
through Aug 17. Hours: Mon, Wed and 
Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm, 
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700. 
Portland WIne .. d Ch_, 8 Forest 
Ave., Portland. Works by local painter 
Thomas Connolly through Aug . 772-
4647. 
Right Banque cafe, 225 Federal St, 
Portland. Prints by Elisabeth Jabar 
through Aug 1. 
Stein Gallery Contemporaryalaas, 20 
MilkSI., Portland. Fabricated sculptures 
based on architectural forms by Jon 
Wo"e through Aug 31 . Hours: Mon-Sat 
I I am-5:30 pm, Sun 1-4 pm. n2-9072. 
Thos. Moser cabinetmakers, 415 
Cumberland Ave., Portland. Woodcuts 
by Pennsylvania printmaker Daniel D. 
Miller through Aug 17. Hours: Mon-Sat 
8:30 am-5 pm. 774-3791 . 
Wallin aardlner FIne Arts, 4 1/2 Milk 
51. , Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and 19th 
century decorative prints with an 
emphasis on archilectural, botanical, 
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: Tue-
Fri 10 am-5:3O pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
774-1944. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bates COnelle, Olin Arts Center, 
Lewiston. 'Dahlov lpear: The Seventies 
& Eighties,' 'Recent Donations,' works 
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin , Cezanne 
and Picasso, and 'Children's Book 
Illustrations; featuring the work of 
several of Maine's best artists and 
writers. Both exhibits continue through 
Aug 26. Hours: Tue-Sat Ii> am-4 pm, 
Sun 1-5 pm. 786-6158. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 
Brunswick. 'Islamic Miniatures from the 
Permanent Collection: Arab and 
Persian miniatures and paintings from 
Mughal India (Ihrough Aug 19); 
"Selected Prints from the Vinalhaven 
Press Collection,' 77 prints produced at 
the press since its founding in 1984 
(through Sep 23). Hours; Tue-Sat 10 
am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. n5-3275. 
The Chocolate Church Art aanery, 
804 Washington 51. , Bath. Invitational 
PhOlography Show through Aug 4. 
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 
pm. 442-8455. 
The Center for Native Art, Route 1, 
Woolwich. Native American Indian arts 
and crafts - pottery, baskets, Navajo 
weavings, turquoise jewelry and Maine 
tribal ans. Tour and lecture program is 
available 10 school and smaN groups. 
Hours: Daily, 10 am-5 pm. 442-.9399. 
Cry of the Loon Gallery, RoulB 302, 
South Casco. Exhibit of Maine artists : 
Chris Neilsen, Rebekah Ray , Serri 
Beckman,Sherry Miller, David Cedrone, 
Grace Porta, Bevin Engman, Dahlov 
lpear and Wanat Newcomb. Exhibit 
continues through Aug 25. Hours: 9:30 
am-9 pm. 665-5060. 
Deerlnll Family Restaurant, Maine 
Mall, South Portland. "Altemative Maine 
Art,' recent works in a variety of media 
by P.A TrishathroughAug. Hours: Mon-
Sat 8 am-l0 pm. 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine 51. , 
Brunswick. New work by six gallery 
artists: painted and quilted wall art by 
Natasha Kempers-Cullen; handmade 
sculptures in jewelry environments by 
Georgeann and Condon Kuhl : raku clay 
sculpture and pottery by Chris 
Newcomb;!igurative sculpture by Monty 
Smith; and original folk art by Robert 
Stebleton. Exhibil continues through Aug 
2. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm. For 
more information, call 729-1 108. 
Governor's aanery Space, State 
House, Augusta. ·Art Behind Bars: 
works by inmates of the Maine 
Correctional Center in South Windham. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724. 
HobeSound G ......... North, 58 Maine 
51., Brunswick. Works on paper by 
Bernard Langlais through Aug 25. Hours: 
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191, 
ICON ContemporaryArt, 19 Mason 51., 
Brunswick. New works by Robert 
Hamilton through July. Hours: Mon-Fri, 1-
5 pm. 725-8157. 
Main StrHl Art Gallery, Ogunquil. 
Selected works of 46 artists through 
Aug. 'Artist of the Week' reception-
Wednesdays, 7-9 pm. Hours: daily 10 
am-9:30 pm. 64&-5246. 
Maine Audubon .oclety, Gilsland 
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth . 
Handoolored photographs of the Maine 
landscape by Jane Page-Conway 
though July. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 
pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 781 -2330. 
Maine Coaat Artists, Russell Avenue, 
Rockport. 'State of the Art '90: Art 
Auction Preview, 'more than 150 pieces 
of fine Maine contemporary anon exhibit 
through Aug 5. Hours: Daily 10 am-5 
pm. 236-2875. 
Maine Photogrllphlc Workshops, 
Rockport. Works by Joyce Tenneson , 
Alex Webb, Constantine Manos, 
Christopher James and Jane 
Tuckerman through July 27; Craig 
Stevens, Rodney Smith, Chris Callais, 
John L. Booth July 2B-Aug 3; Tillman 
Crane. Amotd Newman, Stephen Shore, 
Robert Steinberg and Sean Kaman Aug 
4- 10. 236-8581 . 
Round Top Center for The Art., 
Business RouIB 1 , Darmiscotta. 'Round 
Top Show; featuring works Anne 
Gresingerof Waldoboro, Brita Holmquist 
ofCumbertand, NinaJeromeof Bangor, 
Marguerite Robichau x of StraDon, Alice 
Spencer of Portland, Susan Webster of 
Deer Isle and Katarina Weslien of 
Portland. Exhibitcontinues through Aug 
12.563-1507. 




(MENnON THIS AD) 
o $5.00 OFF HAIR CUTS (reg. $14) o $8.00 OFF HAIR COLOR (reg . $38) 
0$10.00 OFF PERMS (reg. $48) 
TANNING 
1/2 HOUR VISIT 
ONLY $5,00 
(reg . $7.50) 




SVENSKA TANNING & HAIR SALON 
-~;" -....--- -- ,'.- ') 
' " c:::::3o .~-- - t:=? 
.;;;;> ~ -0::::; 
-..:.:"" 
A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Union Station Plaza 
r------------------------, 
JULY SPECIALS 
e CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS 
INSTALLED 
for as low as $995 with cash discount. 
Includes: 2 extension wands, Rug Tool, F1oor/Wall Tool , Dusting 
Tool , Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag". 
e IN~THE~COUNTER 
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED 
as low as $945 with cash discount. 
ProcessOf' includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper, 
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk, 
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit. 
Operates 12 appliances. Ocher options include: Blender, Fruit 
~uicer, MixeJ, Knife Sharpener, Coffee ·Grinder and Ice Crusher_ 
e 200 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL 
as low as $785 with cash disc~unt. 
a 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL 
as low as $490 with cash discount. 
*No [merest Payment Plans Available* 
Additional 10% discount with this coupon. 
CYR INDUSTRIES INCe 
892. .. 0119 or 1 .. 800 .. 2.8;1 .. 1oVIRE 
P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062 
-------------------------~ 
-
20 usa> Bay ~kly 
t.etra. fi~ Q 
~~~ ,ong'.s, s ~ 
.1f~!"~')'JO ~..oo alternati .... e footwear for men end women 
.:.':;'-" -~ ~'~ 
DRIVING MOCS FOR MEN & WOMEN 0 ULTIMATE COMFORT 
I WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT - , 
I I : Al Come to Freeport, and Visit... : 
I . - Desert of Maine I 
I . . liIIaine's Famous Natural Phenomenon I 
I Giant Sand Dunes 0 Narrated Coach Tours. Narure Trails. Sand Artist I 
I 1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting' Gift Shop' Store I 
I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 0 Desert Rd, 0 Dept. V 0 Freeport 04032 I 
I Open May 10th - October 1 Oth Tel, (207) 865-6962 I 
I . . CBWJ1 
- - - - - - - -Limit One Coupon Per Person- - - - ---
THAI 
GARDEN 
Authentic Thai Cooking 
The finest Thai food in Maine, 
featuring fresh ingredients, fair prices 
and quality service. A unique dining 
experience to savor again and again. 
Lunch Mon,· Fri. 11 :30·3:30 
Dinner Sun.· Thurs. 4:30·9:30 
Fri. & Sat. 4:30·10:30 
Take out & Catering Available 
VlSA/MC/AMEX 
772·1118 




Hundreds of CD's 
for under $10 
774-4446 








Union of Main .. VIsual Artists Show 
Members' exhibition through July 28 at 
the Ogunquit Art Center, 9 Hoyts Lane 
Oust off Route 1), Ogunquit. Exhibit 
includes painting, sculpture, 
photography and mixed-media. Hours: 
daily 10 am-5 pm. 646-5933. 
USM Art Oallery, Gorham. 'Modem 
Images: Early 20th Century Prints from 
the Rothchild and Farnsworth 
Collections' through Aug 16. Exhibit of 
master works of prinbnaking from both 
sides of the Atlantic, including prints by 
Picasso, Matisse, Henry Moore, Joan 
Mire and weh-known American artists. 
Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5009. 
Weatherencl Oallery, adjacent to the 
Farnsworth Museum, 374 Main St, 
RockIend. "Construction Wor1<: works 
by Jim Young, Pam Smith, Hilary French, 
BemiceAbbott, MontySmithandothers 
through Sap 22. 596-6483. 
York Institute Mu .. um, 371 Main St., 
Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for the 
Permanent CoIIection- through mid-Sap; 
'Pants for Paintings' through mid-Oct. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 1-4 pm, Thu HI pm. 
282-3031. 
OTHER 
Frank Stella: The Circuits PrInts 
Gallery talks on the exhibit will be given 
July 26, Aug 2 at 5:15 pm and Aug 1 at 
12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of 
Art. Congress Square , Portland. Gallery 
talks are free with museum admission. 
For more information, call 775~ 148. 
Skowhegan School of P.lntlnll and 
Sculpture Summer Lecture Series 
Guestartist Grace Hartigan speaks July 
27, 8 pm in the Old Dominion Fresco 
Bam at the Skowhegan School. Juan 
Sanchez speaks Aug 3. For more 
information, call 474-9345. 
P .... pectlv .. : Marjorie Moore Moore 
gives gallery talks on the exhibit of her 
work July 26, 5: 15 pm and July 27, 
12:30 pm at the Portland Museum ot 
Art, Congress Square. Portland. Talks 
are free With museum admission. For 
more information, call 775-6148. 
Wall Palntlnlls and Stencils Jane 
Radcliffe looks at Maine painted wall 
decorations in a lecture July 26, 7:30pm 
at Dyer Library, 371 Main St., Saco. 
Free and open to the public. "Stencilling 
for Walls and Fabric." craft workshop 
offered July 31, 9am-12 pm. Fee is $15 
for members, $20 for non-members. 
Register by July 20. For more 
information, call Jade or Tina at 282· 
3031 or 283-3861. 
Pap .. rmaklnll Demon.tratlon. 
Richard Lee opens his studio to the 
public for papermaking demonstrations 
July 27,12-5 pm and July 28,10 am-4 
pm at 76 MaineSt.,3rdfloor, Brunswick. 
The open stucio is part of Community 
Cultural Connection's 'Arts Alive' 
weekend. For a complete schedule of 
activities, call 729-6333. 
Oa/IeryTalkby Robert Hemltononhis 
work July 27, 1-5 pm at ICON Gallery, 
19 Mason St., Brunswick. The talk is 
partof Community Cultural Connection's 
·Arts Alive' weekend. For a complete 
schedule of activities, call 729-9333. 
Andy Warhol ~ Videos are being 
shown as part of Community Cultural 
Connection's 'Arts Alive' weekend July 
28,3 pm at O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine 
St, Brunswick. Foracompiete schedule 
of activities, call 729-6333. 
0.11ery T.lk by Oeorveann Kuhl, 
papermaker and artisl July 28, 4 pm at 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St., 
Brunswick. is part of Community Cultural 
Connection's 'Arts AHve-weekend. For 
a complete schedlle 0/ activities, call 
729-6333. 
Co11ect111l1 Art Panel discussion on the 
rewards and consequences of collecting 
art July 31, 7:30 pm at Maine Coast 
Artists, Russell Avenue, Rockport. 
Panelists are BNce Brown and Mary-
Leigh Smart. For more information, call 
236-2875. 
Barrldoff Oallerl ... Auction of 
American and European Art Sale 
includes selection of wor1<s from the 
Estate of Boston School ImpreSSionist 
Chartes Hopkinson. Auction is Aug 1, 1 
pm at the Holiday Inn By The Bay, 88 
Spring St, Portland. Previews July 31, 
5 pm-8 pm, Aug 1, 9 am-12 noon. 
Catalogues are $25, postage, handing 
and price key included. For more 
information, call 772-5011 . 
Fine Arts Auction to benefit The Center 
for Wildlife Exciting collection of 
American and European art, including 
drawings by Walt Kuhn and Char1es 
Woodbury, erotic bookplatasby Picasso 
and paintings by Eliot O'Hara and John 
Laurent will be auctioned to benefit the 
non-profit organization responsible for 
providing medical treatment and 
rehabilitation for native wildlife. Works 
are on exhibit Aug 2, 10 am-5 pm with a 
freewateroolordemonstration by Valfred 
Thelin at 7 pm. Preview continues Aug 
3, 10 am-7 pm. Auction is Aug 3, 7 pm 
at the Dunaway Center, Ogunquit For 
more information, call 646·2616. 
Th .. I In the Art and The Art In Th .. 
Ey .. Second annual Orr's Bailey Art 
Association exhibit is open to all artists. 
Artists are invited to bring their wor1< to 
the Moss Factory, Lowell's Cove, Orrs 
Island Aug 1-3, 10am-5pm. Three cash 
awards. Exhibit hangs Aug 4-19, 12-4 
pm. Formore information, call Guy Miller 
at 883-6159 or Peg Marrigan at 833-
5266, or John Olsen at ~615. 
Down .. ast Wlldllf .. Art Fe.tlval 
sponsored by the Maine Wildlife 
Woodcarvers, Maine Audubon and L.L. 
Bean features carvings, paintings, 
sculptures, photographs and prints by 
more than 70 ertists Aug 3-5 at Freeport 
High School. Preview reception Aug 3. 
Open to the public Aug 4, 9 am-5 pm 





Aspiring writers from all 
over will be attending the 
Stonecoast Writers' Confer-
ence, The two-week confer-
ence offers classes and 
workshops to conference 
participants and a series of 
public readings and lectures, 
which anyone may attend. 
All public events are free and 
held at the USM Gorham 
campus Dining Center. For 
more information on the 
conference or any of these 
events, call 780-4076. 
July 29 
Fiction reading by 
Robley Wilson at 7 pm. 
July 30 
Poetry reading by 
Su san Mitchell at 7 pm 
July 31 
'Storytelling: From Petronius 
to Rudolph the Rednosed 
Reindeer" lecture by 
Gregory Blake Smith at 1:15 pm, 
Fiction reading by Monica Wood 
and poetry reading by 
Janet MacFadyen at 7 pm. 
August 1 
'An Exact Inexactness: 
The Importance 0/ Mudde" 
lecture by Susan Mitchell 
at 1:15 pm, 




lecture by Michael Maritone 
at 1 :15 pm, 
Fiction reading by 
Michael Maritone at 7 pm. 
August 3 
"Genres·le<:ture by 
Robley Wilson at 1 :15 pm, 
Fiction reacing by 
Denise Gass at 7 pm. 
AugustO 
Poetry and fiction reading 
by conference participants 
at 1:15 pm, 
Fiction reading by 
Gregory Blake Smith at 7 pm. 
August 7 
Poetry and fiction reading 
by conference participants 
at 1:15 pm, 
Fiction reading by 
Carolyn Chute at 7 pm. 
August 8 
Poelry and fiction reading 
by conference participants 
at 1:15 pm, 
Fiction reading by 
Peggy Fisher and 
Barbara Hope·McGrath at 7 pm, 
August 9 
'Rainer Maria Rilke" 
lecture by ~phen Dobyns at 
1:15 pm, 
Poetry reading by 
Stephen Dobyns at 7 pm. 
August 10 
Fiction reading by Alyson Hagy 
and 
poetry reading by 
Kenneth Rosen at 1 :15 pm. 
Cratteln eonc.rtCraftJfairJuIy 28-29, 
featuring 40 exhibitors, demonstration' 
and Indian dancing (Sat al4 pm) and a 
fashion show (Sun at2 pm)atthe Round 
Top Center for The Arts, Route One, 
Darmiscotta. Admission is $2. For more 
information, caN 563-1507. 
Danforth O.lIery is looking for 
submission forthesecondannual Senior 
Citizens Art Exhibit 'Route 1 from Kittery 
to Brunswick: A Senior Perspective." 
Workscan focus on the past, present or 
future andwillbejuriedby Martin Dibner. 
Six prizes will be awarded. Deadline for 
submissions of two- and three-
dimensional wor1<s is Oct 1. For more 
information, send SASE to Danforth 
Gallery, 34 Danforth St., Portland, 
04101. 
ArtIst In Residence Program Deadline 
for applications to new grants for areas 
considered underserved by the Maine 
Arts Commission is Sap 28. To be 
eligible, artists' residencies must take 
place between Jan 1 and June 30 and 
must ooeur in one of the following 12 
counties: Aroostook, Hancock, Knox, 
Franklin, Oxford, Penobscot, Pisalaquis, 
Sagadahoc, Somerset, Waldo, 
Washington and York. Information, 
applications and guidelines areavailable 
by calling the Maine Arts Commission, 
289-2724. Applicants must talk to Artist 
in Residence Program Associates, 
Nancy Salmon or Sharon Townshend, 
before applying. 
Bowdoin College Mueeum of Art is 
offering tours of its coIle<:tions through 
Aug 17. The dooent-guided tours are 
Tue and Thu at 2 pm, Wed and Fri at 
12:3'0 pm. Reservations are not 
necessary. Meet in the rotunda of the 
Walker Art Building. For more 
information, call nS-3275. 
SENSE 
NoveH.t Kate Br_strup, author of 
"Onion: gives a reading July 27, 7:30 
pm at the Maine Writers Center, 19 
Mason St., Brunswick. Reading is 
sponsored by the Maine Writers and 
Publishers Alliance with help from the 
Maine Arts Commission. Free and open 
to the public. For more information, call 
729-6333. 
Walking Tour of Brunswick Guided 
historical and architectural walking tour 
of Brunswick July 27,2 pm. Meet at the 
Pejepscot Historical Society, 159 Park 
Row, Brunswick. $2 includes a copy ot 
'From the Falls to the Bay." Walk is part 
of Community Cultural Connection's 
'Arts Alive' weekend. For a complete 
schedule of activities, call 729-6333. 
BIII .. low Laboratory for Ocean 
Scl .. nce. Summer Program: 
'Exploring Shipwrecks by Tele-Robor 
by Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution scientist Dana Yoerger, who 
was involved with the exploration of the 
Titanic July 27, 8 pm at Spruce Point 
Inn, Boothbay Harbor; "Oceanography 
of the Gulfof Maine" by David Townsend 
of Bigelow Laboratory Aug 2, 7:30 pm at 
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport; Open 
House at the Bigelow Laboratory for 
Ocean Sciences Aug 3, 10 am-4 pm at 
McKown Point, West Boothbay Harbor; 
'Red Tide - A Scientific Perspective- by 
Clarice Yentsch Aug 12, 4:30 pm at 
Newagen Seaside Inn, Southport; 
'Chaos Theory and Fisheries 
Managemenl' by University of Maine 
professor Jim Wilson Aug 16, 8 pm at 
Spruce Point Inn, Boothbay Hartar; 
Annual boat trip with Maine Maritime 
Museum Sep 8 from Boothbay Harbor, 
reservations required. L.ec:tur9s are free 
and open to the public. For more 
information, call 635-2173. 
MaIne DOS u.... Oroup meets the first 
Wednesday of the month at 7 pm at 
Southern Maine Technical College, 
Machine Tool Tachnology Bldg 
Auditorium, South Portland. 
Membership rates are $25 per year; 
free for a full-time student. For more 
information, caN nS-7276. 
Marbtlnll Your Busln_ is the topic 
of the monthly meeting of Women 
Business Owners of Greater Portland 
held Aug 2, 6 pm at the offices of Maine 
Management Group, Royal River 
Center, US Route 1, Yarmouth. Cost is 
$6 .50. For more information or 
reservations, call Becky Ericksonat761-
0041. 
Oolng To The Movies: ASocial History 
of Motion Plctur .. s In Maine 
Communltl .. Aug 3, see Calendar p. 
15. As part of the program, NHF is 
looking for people who went to the 
movies in Maine before 1930. Robert 
Branham of Bates College is leading an 
effort to document the recoIle<:tions of 
Maine movie going. Individuals are 
invited to write to Northeast Historic 
Films, Blue Hills Falls, 04615, for a free 
workbook. For more information on 






11:45 .... : TomIIdo Brothen perform 
acoustic rtlythm and blues (Main Stage) 
2 pm: R ...... _ Tralnlnll with Dyna· 
Bands and Ught Weights with people 
from Lifeline Center for Fitness, 
Recreation and Rehabilitation 
(Community Stage) 
4:JOpm: Mk:haeI Dahanyperlormslolk 
music (Main Stage) 
5 pm: 00_ CloglI .... perform 
(Community Stage) 
E. T.A. Acoustic duo performs (Main 
Stage) 
6 pm: TM lJpMtte .. play blues and 
rock 'n roll (Main Stage) 
Bpm:TMBoyzperform rock 'nroll (Main 
Stage) 
Kids' stuff 
10:)0 _-6 pm: Face Palntlllll by the 
Cumberland County Child Abuse & 
Neglect Council (Children's Area) 
11_"l:)Opm:LM!ybug Lad)'teaches 
kids about ladybugs (Community Stage) 
11:)0 am: Bubble Maklnll (Children's 
Area) 
12:)0 pm: Double Dutch Jump 
Roplllll (Children's Area) 





DIal KIDS is telephone peer counseling 
steffed by trained teenagers. The 
program provides information, referrals 
and counseling to area teens and to 
give the peer counselors a meaningful 
volunteer wor1< experience. Interested 
leenagerscan call 871·1015during the 
day for an application, or call Dial KIDS 
at 774--TALK to talk loa volunteer about 
what they do. People who are accepted 
to the program attend 27 hours of 
classroom instruction before going on 
the telephone. 
Maine FeatlYai Volunt_ .. Maine Arts 
in looking for volunteers to help run the 
1990 festival. They need people to 
distribute posters, sell tickets, build 
stages, provide security and Information. 
In return for eight hours of volunteer 
time, volunteers receive a three-day 
pass to the festival; and an invitation to 
join performers and other participants in 
a Saturday evening bash on festival 
grounds. For more information, call 
Wendy Stringfellow at 772-9012. 
Beach OIymplca Benefit for the Maine 
special Olympics is looking for lots of 
volunteers to assists with planning and 
staffing the games to be held in Old 
Orchard Beach Aug 17-19. Volunteers 
are needed to work one Of two hours a 
week before the event or two to four 
hours the weekend of the event For 
more information, call Claire Sulton at 
770-3745. 
Friday 
11:45 am: Lazy Merced .. Folk duo 
performs (Main Stage) 
1:)0 pm: ..... 1I)' and the Wood_ 
play rock 'n rol (Main Stage) 
2 pm: Brenda Mo«e performs original 
andclassiclolkmusic(CommunityStage) 
) pm: M .... DuF_ and Merit 
McNeIl Folk duo performs (Community 
Stage) 
Stevl .. & Th .. BIac .... uta play rockabilly 
(Main Stage) 
4:)0 pm: Bill Chief & The 
Continental. play mythm and blues 
(Main Stage) 
5:15 pm: casco Bay CloglI .... perform 
(Community Stage) 
8:)0-10:)0 pm: Eight To The Bar 
perform hip tunes from the '40s, '50s and 
'60s. 
9:15 pm: Flreworka 
Kids' stuff 
10:)0 _-6 pm: Face Palntlnll by the 
Cumberland County Child Abuse & 
Negle<:t Council (Children's Area) 
10:)0 am: Sheila Curti. performs 
Vaudeville (Children's Area) 
11 :)0 _: Hul. Hooplllll (Children's 
Area) 
12 pm: Hat Maklllll (Children's Area) 
1 pm: Ice er .. m Eatlnll Cont_ 
(Children's Area) 
2 pm: Sheila Curtis performs 
Vaudeville (Children's Area) 
Saturday 
12 ..... : Atlantic Clarion Steel Band 
Calypso, basso nova and rock 'n roll 
performed on steel drums (Main-Stage) 
2 pm: TLC Singing and dancing 
extravaganza performed by stuclentsfrom 
Scarborough High School (Community 
Stage) 
2:JO pm: Roll and 00 Treditional folk 
songs (Community Stage) 
):15 pm: Too Much Truth Aapand hip-
hop (Main Stage) 
4 pm: Bicycle Safety and 
Maintenance D .. monatr.tlon 
(Community Stage) 
4:JO pm: T ..... hou .. Original rock 'n 
ron music (Main Stage) 
4:)0 pm: Hickory FI.t Cloglle .. 
perform (Community Stage) 
6 pm: Wicked Good Band Main humor, 
Maine music (Main Stage) 
Maybe Som .. day Developing and 
innovative program for caring for people 
with multiple sclerosis is looking for 
volunteers. People are needed to share 
their interests with the clients of program, 
taking them to movies or working on 
projects etc. For more information, visit 
Maybe Someday Bookstore, 195 
CongressSt, Portland or call n3-3275. 
USM'. Office of Int .. rnatlonal 
Progra .... needs host families in the 
Portland area to house business 
administration students from the 
Caribbean and Central America for 
three-month periods. The students are 
at USM under peace scholarship 
programs designed to establish ties and 
increase understanding among 
countries. Stipends are available for 
host families. For more information, call 
USM Office of International Programs 
at 874-6565. 
HELP 
InceatSurvtvora Anonymous Portland 
groups are as follows: Monday, 6 :30-8 
pm, Mercy Hospital, 6th floor, Board 
Room (step meeting); Tuesday, 12-1 
pm, Unity Church basement, 16 
Columbia Rd (discussion meeting); 
Thursday, 7:30-9 pm Mercy Hospital, 
6th floor, Board Room (discussion 
meeting); Friday, 7-8:30 pm, Mercy 
Hospital, 6th floor, Board Room 
(women's discussion). For more 
information on a men's meebngs, call 
Ivan at 772-9632. 
H.O,P.E. Self-help support groups with 
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the 
emotional pain associated with serious 
diseases. Meetings are at Unity Church, 
16 Columbia Rd., Portland, Tuesdays 
2-4 pm, S-7:3O pm and Thursdays 10 
am-12 noon. There are also support 
groups for the family and friends of the 
~I which meet Thursdays, 7-9 pm. For 
more information, call1-800-339-HOPE. 
Winge Support Oroups Tuesdays, 7-9 
pm at 139 Ocean SI. South Portland 
and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St., 
Westbrook. For more information, call 
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010. 
Spm: ..... amllner and SuzyBogII .... 
Country singeryodeis and sings the tunes 
ofcountrygrnats like Patsy Montana (Main 
Stage) 
Kids' stuff 
10:)Oam-6pm: Face Palntlllll by The 
Children's Coop (Children's Area) 
11 am'" pm: Simpuns Chalking .. 
Bart will be there to get you going 
(Children's Area) 
12 ... pm: Bono and Friend. Puppet 
workshops (Children's Area) 
12 pm: LIttle MI .. and Mr. Deerlnll 
Oake Cont_ (Community Stage) 
Lad)' BUll Lad)' teaches kids about lady 
bugs (Children's Area) 
) pin: Pottery Workshop with Randy 
Fein (Children's Area) 
Sunday 
9:45 .m: Portland Community 
Orchestra performs classical music 
(Main Stage) 
11 am: casco Bay TummI .... Klezmer 
Bend perlorm a fusion of jazz and Eastern 
European folk music (Main Stege) 
12 pm: Joft Sveit)'performs folk music 
(Main Stege) 
2:15 pm: C8K0BayChapt .... ots-t 
Adelln .. Female barbershop chorus 
performs (Community Stege) 
6:)0 pm: Barrence Whitfield & The 
Savages playa mean r&b for the festival 
finale (Main Stage) 
Bluegrass Festival 
1 pm: FOIIII Broth .... (Main Stage) 
2:45 pm: .. nd)'RIv .... Rambl .... (Main 
Stage) 
4:30pm: Northem Llghb(Main Stage) 
Kids' stuff 
10:)0 _-6 pm: Face Palntlnll by the 
Cumberland County Child Abuse & 
Neglect Council (Children's Area) 
11 _: Super Bennett Valerie Bennett 
performs songs for kids (Children's Area) 
11 am'" pm: Simpeon. Chal'-lle 
Bart will be there to get you going 
(Children'S Area) 
12 pm: Pottery Workehop with Randy 
Fein (Children's Area) 
12:30 pm: Int .. rlock .. n Traveling 
minstrel show performs (Children's Area) 
2 pm: Super Bennett Valerie Bennett 
performs songs for kids (Children's Area) 
Wom .. n Survivors Oroup meets 
weekly on Wednesday evenings in 
Portland. Free. For more information, 
call 773-8550. 
Outright Portland alliance of gay ,lesbian, 
bisexual and questioning youth offers 
supportand information foryoung people 
ages 22 and under in a safeenvi"onment. 
Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O. Box 5028, 
Station A, Portland, 04101 or call 774-
HELP. 
P ....... tsAnonymou.is a self~elpgroup 
for parents who wanl to develop better 
parenting skills and are seeking support 
and advice from other parents. Weekly 
meetings are on Tuesdays at 6 pm or 
Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland. Child 
care is provided. Meetings are free. For 
more information, call 871-7411. 
WELL 
NESS 
Earth CeI .. bratlon Weekend of healing 
and joy reconnecting with the Earth July 
28-29 at Crystal Spring Farm, Biddeford. 
Cost is $140. For more information, call 
499-7040. 
Joy of Recov .. ry Through the 
Shamanlc Experl .. nc .. Weekend 
workshop intagrates modem recovery 
work with ancient shamanic methods 
from various cultural systems. Tools 
and topics to be explored include 
drumming, shamanic journeying, 
accessing your power song and making 
your own power object, a fire ceremony 
by the water, lettingllo activities and 
more. The workshop will be held at 
Rockcrah Lodge on Sabago Lake Aug 
3, 5 pm - Aug 5, 4 pm. Admission price 
of $260 includes lodging and meals. For 
more information, call 77S-502O. 
Pediatric Emergencies Course Aug 8, 
15,22 and Sap 5, 6-9 pm at the Portland 
Chapter of the American Red Cross, 
524 Foresl Ave., Portland. This course 
consistsof infant and child CPR, first aid 
forchildren, illness and special problems 
and child abuse, Costis$60. To register, 
call 874-1192. 
Continued on page 22 
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Maine Paper Americana Show 
July 28 -29 
Sponsored by 
Tbe Epbemera Society of America, bJe. 
Sat" lOam - 5pm, Sun., 11am - (pm Adm. $3.50 I $3.00 with ad, 
Approx, 130 booths featuring a vast range 




9 n Road, South Portland 
Ncar Ihe Maine Mall 
across from UPS 0 775-4312 
So&! «JtKKI ~ II«U!e ~ jlftUife 
SOME LII(E IT HOT! 
IPERM SPECIAL $45 
I 
I Includescut / / 
I reg, $55 • long h~: 4-d /IF~ 










SATIJRDAY JULY 28, 8:00 AM 
LEARN: 
• How to Shift Efficiently 
• On & Off Road 
Handling Technique 
• Maintenence Tips 
Registration Recommended 773-6906 
~AC*Y~CYCLE 
76 Portland Street, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906 
UWe buy anything worth buying" 
Stereos e lVs e Musical Instnunents 
Antiques e Guns e VCRs 
• • • WE PAY CASH • • • 
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail ... 
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 
Discounted Even More! 
14K Gold $12 per gram 
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
498 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3932 
330 Usbon St., LewIston-lSS Front St., Batho l77 Water St., AugusCa 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 





26 MILK STREET 
I'llRTLAt-.I\ MAINE 04101 
Z07 · 774 ~~~4 
SCOBAYT~ 
C~ .. Things Worth Having ... ~~ 
~ 
JEWELRY - New and Est e 
ANTIQUES, PORCElAINS, OIL PAINTINGS 
Exclusive dealer in Maine for 
LEHMAN & LEE of SANTA FE -
Hand-made jewelry with 
hand-cut stones 
~ 
SELUNG ••• BUYING .•• TRADING 
Gold and Diamonds, 




Did you know Budweiser is 
entering it's 32nd consecu-
tive year as the best selling 
beer in the 
world? Here's a 
pro football ques-
tion for you ... 
Which is the only 
team in the Na-
tional Football 
League that plays 
its home games in 
a stadium named 
for another NFL 
team? .. Answer is 
the New York 
Jets ... They play 
their home games in Giants 
Stadium ... Giants Stadium was 
originally built for the New 
York Giants and is now shared 
by both the Giants and the 
Jets. Did you know that one 
out of every four beers sold 
is a Budweiser? Ever won-
der how heavy a bowling ball 
A1RUE 
CHAMPION! 
is? .. Actually, it may be any' 
weight as long as it doesn t 
exceed 16 pounds ... The of-
ficial rules say only 
that a bowling ball 
must not weigh 
more than 16 
pounds. Yes, noth-
ing beats a Bud! 
Bud lovers, we 
thankyou foryour 
loyalty to a great 




Inc. An unusual 
feature of the 1989 World 
Series was that the San Fran-
cisco Giants never led the 
Oakland A's at ANY time in 
ANY game in the entire Se-
ries ... Throughout the Se-
ries, the score was either tied 
orOaklandwasahead. Beer 




performance at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center 
Continued from pagt 21 
FOR 
KIDS 
Disney Movies for KldsSouth Portland 
Public Library shows 'Mary Poppins' 
July 30, 1:30and6pm. 50 cent donation. 
South Portland Public Library is located 
at 482 Broadway, South Portland. For 
more information, call 799-2204. 
The Children's R_urce Center 
Summer WorIcshopeforchildren ages 
6-12: 'Create A CityScape· July 31-
Aug 1. All workshops are 2-3:30 pm at 
The Children'S Resource Center, 
Thompson's Point, Building lA, 
Portland. Cost is $3. For reservations, 
call 773-3045. 
8choolhouM Arts Center offers two 
one-act plays for kids: 'The Other 
Person's Shoes,' a musical about rival 
girls basketball teams and 'Sneakers,' 
a play about a boy's magic sneakers. 
Performances are Tue-Wed at 7:30 pm 
through Aug 8. Tickets are $4. For more 
information, caH 642-3743. 
Origami Workshop for children in 
Kindergarten through grade six July 27, 
1-2 pm at the Rivel10n Branch Library, 
1600 ForestAve., Portland. Arttherapist 
Elizabeth Conley leads children in the 
art of folding brightly colored paper inlo 
animal and flower forms. Sign-up is 
rnq.Iired. Library hours are Wed, 9 am-
6 pm, Thu 12-8 pm, Fri 9 am-5 pm. For 
more information, caN 797-2915. 
Vldbel's OIde-Tyme FMnlIy BIg Top 
CIrcus Asian elephants, husky dogs, 
baboon, clown, trapeze and other acts 
under the Big Top July 28, 1 and 3:30 
pm at the Seashore Trolley Museum, 
Kennebunkport. Tickets are 55 in 
advance (available at the Trolley 
Museum and Kennebunkport Chamber 
of Commerce), 571$6 the day of the 
show. For more information, call 967-
2712. 
Children's Bike Decorating Contest 
Children ages 6 and up are invited to 
take part in the annual Press Herald 
Parada. Judging for cash prizes and 
ribbonswill1ake place at 9:15am. Prizes 
will be awarded for the most creative 
and colorful bikes. Age categories are 
6-8, 9-11, 12 and up. Helmets are 
recommended to encourage safety. All 
children must register before July 28. 
For more information, call Debbie 
Marshall at 797-9137 or Heidi Hilton at 
797~. 
Preechool SumnMt Fun Program for 
kids ages 18 months-5 years. 
Swimming, field trips, creative 
movements and lots of love. For more 
information, call Renee Carter at the 
Portland YMCA at 871-1111. 
The Emperor's Nightengale Hans 
Christian Anderson's tale performed by 
Krackerjack Thealer Aug 1 , 10:30 am in 
the Children's Room of the Portland 
Public Library, Five Monument Square, 
Portland. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 871-1707. 
Do_ WIth Oravlty performs a show for 
kids Aug 2, 12:30 pm at the Bandstand 
in Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free 
and open to the pUblic. For more 
information, call 874-8793. 
YWCA Day care at Hall School, 23 
Orono Rd., Portland is now accepting 
enrollment for Fal 1990. Programs 
available include: Preschool (3-5 years), 
7:30 am-5:30 pm, $80 per week; 
Kindergarten, when children are not in 
school, 7:30 am-5:3O pm, cost depends 
on number 01 hours 01 care; Beforel 
After School Care (grades 1-5) 7:30 
am-8:45 pm, 3-5:30 pm, $45 per week. 
For more information, cal Joen Prouty 
at 874-1130. 
Art, Nature .rid Dance Connection 
Sharing experiences through which 
children, 7-11 years old, creal8 art forms 
of their own expression Aug 6-1 0, 9 am-
12 noon at Robie Gym in Gorham. For 
more information, call Gorham 
Community Services at 839-5034. 
Second session Aug 13-17,9 am-I pm 
at Yarmouth High School. For more 
information, call Yarmouth Community 
Services at 846-9680. 
Mummlchogs and Marsh Muck 
Chance for kids to explore the plants 
and animals of the marsh using all five 
senses in discovery-oriented, fun-filled 
activities Tue and Fri, 9:30-11 am. Cost 
is 52 for Maine Audubon Society 
members, $3 for non"iTlembers. Maine 
Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in 
Scarborough. For more information on 
any of the above, call 883-5100. 
Life after Old Orchard Beach 
Do you miss the Maine Phillies? Do you ever wonder what 
happened to our connection with professional baseball? Well, in 
case you're scoring at home, here's the scoop. The Scranton Phillies 
(as they're now known) are in second place of the Eastern Division 
of the International League with a record of 45-50, 11 games behind 
the Rochester Red Wings of the Orioles organization. The Scranton 
Phillies have no hitters over .300 and only two pitchers with 
winning records (Frohwinth 6-4 and Grimsley 7-3). RBI leaders 
include J. Meiller (49) and Stanicek (45). Any team that leaves the 
cozy confines of Old Orchard Beach for nowhere, Pennsylvania 
deserves to be 11 games out of the first place and falling fast. 
Traitors! 
SPORT ETC 
Old Ships of the High S .. s Flag 
contest for children up to 12 years old. 
Thecontesrs 10winnerswill be honored 
at a celebration at the Portland 
Observatory where the winning enlries 
w~1 be asplayed for one week. Flags 
may be entered in the contest until Aug 
15. Entries may bedroppedoffatSummit 
Communications, 710 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Flags should be made of a 
sturd>f material, must measure two by 
three feet and have chRdren's names, 
addresses and phone numbers pimed 
to the back. For more information, call 
Cindy Francis at 772-5811. 
Return of the Olants AM-new dinosaur 
show feature ten moving Dinamation 
creations set in their natural habitat 
through Sep 3. Presented by the 
Children's Museum of Maine, theexhibit 
can be seen at the former Lee Dodge 
sales location, 191 RiversideSt.,justoff 
Exit 8, Portland. Hours are Sun-Thu 10 
am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm. Admission is 
$3.50 per person; children under 2 are 
admitted free. Admission is 52.50 for 
members of The Children's Museum. 
For more information, call 797-KITE. 
stories for Kids Portland Public Library 
(871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30 
am; Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915): 
Fri, 10:30 am; Prince Memorial Library, 
Cumbertand (829-2215): Wed, 10:30 
am (2-3 yearolds); Thu, 10:30 am (~5 
year olds). 
flicks for Kids Portland Public Library 
(871-1700): Sa~ 10:30 am; Riverton 
Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm. 
OUTSIDE 
Appalachian Mountain Club Upooming 
trips and workshops at the AMC's 
Pinkham Notch Camp in New 
Hampshire: 'Human Ecology of the 
Maine Coas~ ·island hopping canoe lrip 
01 PenobscotBay,JuIy26-29;·Begimer 
Backpacking and Camping-July 27-29. 
For more information on trips and 
workshops, call 603-466-2727. 
R_Oanlen VoIks8port "-dation 
Local branch of international 
organization dedicated to non-
competitive walking, cycling, Skiing and 
swims.Thegoal of theA VA is to promote 
physical fitness and good hea"h by 
encouraging all people, regardless of 
age, race, color, creed or economic 
status, to exercise in a stress-free 
environment. Upcoming walks include: 
The 19th Hole, July 29, 8-9 am, starting 
at Burger King, Gorham. Amual dues 
are 55. For more information, call Peter 
Borghini at 839-3958 or John Robinson 
at 772-4461. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club 
Upcoming lrips: sea kayaking to Jewell 
Island in Casco Bay July 28-29 (761-
2435 or 828-1629); Summerfest 
gathering in Cumberland Aug 4 (829-
4124); day hike on Pleasant Mountain 
Aug 5 (774-3032); day hike on Litlle 
Sugarloaf, Bristol, N.H. Aug 12 (797-
8214); wilderness canoe trip on Lake 
Umbagog Aug 18-19 (846-3036); 
overnight trip to Moxie Bald Mt in 
Kemebec River region Aug 17-19 (772-
2311). 
Blklng In Freeport and Yarmouth 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club is hosting a 
regular Wednesday evening ride on the 
back roads of Freeport and Yarmouth at 
6 pm. For location of rides, call Cha~ie 
at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829-4402. 
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center 
Summer programs: Canoe Tours daily 
1()'11:3O am, Tue and Thu &-7:30 pm 
($61$5 for members, $71$6 for non-
member); Sa" Marsh Adventure, walk 
explores unique ecology of the salt 
marsh, Man 9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30 pm 
($2 for members, $3 for non-members); 
Dawn Birding, look and listen for egrits, 
glossy ibis, herons, ducks, willets and 
swallows, Wed 7-8:30 am (52 for 
members, $3 tor non-members). Maine 
Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in 
Scarborough. For more information, call 
883-5100. 
Mike Quinn 
History of Dunstan Marshes Learn 
about local history, saltwater farming, 
shipbuilding, and trade by ship and rail 
July 27, 9:30-11 am at Maine Audubon's 
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center in 
Scarborough. Cost is $2 for Audubon 
members, $3 for non"iTlembers. For 
more information, caD 883-5100. 
Dayllly Day Guided tours by 
knowledgeable growers and members 
of the American HemerocaNs Society. 
500 cuitivars are in bloom. Dayl~y Day is 
July 29, 9 am-5 pm at Golden Glow 
Gardens, 115 Sligo Road, North 
Yarmouth. For more information, call 
846-9289. 
Senior Sundays at Scarborough 
Marsh Presentetion of the plants and 
animals of 1he marsh, fo.owed by a 
leisurely guided walk for people 50 and 
older July 29, 2-3:30 pm al Maine 
Audubon's Sca/borough Marsh Nature 
Center in Scarborough. Cost is 52 for 
Audubon members, 53 for non-
members. For more information, call 
883-5100. 
Casco Bay BIcycle Club Upcoming 
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North 
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30 
pm, meet at Sizzler Steak House, North 
Windham (Gary Davis. 892-8257); 
Biddeford Beaches (30 miles), July 28, 
9 am, meet at UNE Health Center, 
Biddeford (Brian Doyle, 934-7353); 
Windham History Ride (35 miles), July 
Hancock Lumber Su_ W_'s 
Basketball League All games 
Tuesdays at Lincoln Junior High School 
and Thursday at Deering High School in 
Portland. July 26: 5:30 pm, William 
Goodman & Sons v. Haley's Good>fear 
Tire; 6:30 pm, Sports Attraction v. 
StatsonClub;7:3Opm, Maine Insurance 
Co. v. ShamrockA.C.;8:30pm, Shaw's 
v. Blais &Sons.July31, 5:30pm, William 
Goodman & Sons v. Sports Attraction; 
6:30 pm, Haley's Goodyear Tire v. 
Stetson Club; 7:30pm, Maine Insurance 
Co. v. Shaw's; 8:30pm, ShamrockAC. 
v. Blais & Sons. Playoffs begin Aug 2. 
Basketball Foul Shooting WEBF 
sponsors a booth at the Deering Oaks 
Festival through July 29. Three shots 
for51. Proceeds contributed toa fund to 
send an all-star women's basketball 
team from the Greater Portland area to 
Ireland to play the Irish National Team. 
Ultimate FrI ..... Club organizing in 
Portland area. Anyone interested in a 
toss-around and pick-upgame, call 772-
4344. 
Sports quotes 
of the week 
29. 9:30 am (Claire Olsen, 892-4505); 
Grafton Notch Loop(I06miles}- Bethel, 
Errol, Gorham - Aug 4-5, camping Sat 
nigh~ meat at Gray turnpike exit at 7:30 1 
am (Debbie Marshall, 797-9137 by July 
29); Club Picnic, Aug 12 at Sebago 
Lake State Park (774-1085); Rise and 
Shine Ride (30 miles), Aug 18, 9 am, 
meet at Yarmouth Shop N Save (Chns 
Kinney, 688-4450); Historic 
Newburyport to Plum Island (30 miles), 
Aug 19,8 am, meet at Back Cove Shop 
or Golf pros are usually 
too nice and they manage to 
convince us that we are 
much better than we truly 
are at the game of golf. Not 
so in Boston where Mike 
Barnicle's former pro was 
brutally straightforward. If 
you want to quit golf, hire 
this guy to hear this ava-
lanche of abuse at your first 
lesson: "Look loser, I've seen 
your swing and I want you 
to save your money and go 
home to your loved ones. 
You will only hurt yourself 
or others on the golf course, 
and you are in serious 
danger of having your fat, 
out-of-shape frame covered 
with ticks and other creepy 
era wIers because you will be 
~ 1n the woods more than 
Indiana Jones. Take up 
napping." 
or Size isn't everything, 
but if you're a giant it counts 
for a lot. Randy Johnson, the 
6-foot-lO-inch Seattle pitcher 
known as "Big Unit" to his 
teammates, on why he wears 
a coat and tie when the 
Mariners are on the road: 
N Save (Marcia Feller, 879-9014); 
Mountain Bike the Otter Ponds in 
Standish, Aug 25 (DalIO Dysinger, 854-
3029); Buxton Boroughs (30 miles), Aug 
26, 8:30 am, meet at Plummers Store, 
routes 112 and 22 (Flanda Thomas, 
727-3201); Third Annual Club Century -
Gorham, Kezar FaDs, Sanford - Sep 8, 
7 am, meet at Gorham Shop N Save 
(Jerry TIpton, 799-2821) For more 
information on club activities, call the 
Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club 
Monthly Meeting Multi-image slide 
show with sound system, depicting 280-
m~e trip on the Colorado River with 
spectacular shots of the Grand Canyon 
Aug 1, 7 pm at North Deering 
Congregational Church, 1364 
Washington St., Portland. For more 
infonnation, call 774-1118. 
Ma .... Women Outdoors Hiking and 
bicycling day lrips are open to all women 
18 and older: Plaming meeting and 
evening hike Aug 2, Bradbury Mountain 
State Park, Pownal; Deer Isle weekend 
Aug 1 ()'12,iodging at a bed & breakfast, 
$60; bicycling on Chebeague Island Aug 
5; bicycing in Cape Elizabeth Aug 18; 
camping, biking and hiking in Acadia 
National Park Sap 7-9, 520. For more 
information, wrote Maine Women 
Outdoors, RR 13 Box 343, Augusta, 
04330 or call 547-3919. 
Oet Your Paddle Wet Bring your kayak 
for evening paddles Thursday evenings 
at 6 pm through Labor Day at East End 
Beach in Portland. Formore information, 
call Jeff Wescott at 772-5357. 
Pizza Ride 10-20 mile ride along the 
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth 
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at Pars 
Pizza, Route One, near Oak H~I in 
Scarborough. Formore information, call 
799-1085. 
Wolfe Neck Woods State Park 
Summar Natura Program Daily 
programs, see Calendar p. 14. 
Oulded Saltwater Cenoe Trips Two-
hour trips through Kennebunkport harbor 
led by a registered Maine guide and 
naturalist Scenicislands, wildlife, lobster 
boats and tighthouse. Beginnerthrough 
advanced. For more information, call 
Canoe Cape Porpoise at 282-9655. 
Whale Watches at JeffNy'. Ladge 
Maine Audubon Society field lrips are 
scheduled for Aug 25 and Sap 22, 9:30 
am-4 pm. For more information, call the 
field trip office at 781-2330. 
"You never know when you 
might meet Mrs. Unit." 
Mike Quinn 
Night Qolf Tournament Maine 
Jaycees Tournament to combat 
Muscular Dystrophy July 28, 8:30 pm-
12:30amatNapiesCountryClub, Route 
114, Naples. Players must collect 
minimum $50 in pledges. Bring two 
dozen fluorescent golf balls and a gallon 
of mosquito spray. For more infonnation, 
call 761-4472. 
Portland Orand Prta Regatta Maine 
Powerboat Association sponsors ragatla 
Aug 4 in Casco Bay. Registration is Aug 
3,8-10 am and Aug 4, 8 am at DoMilios 
on Commercial Streel Portland. Regatla 
begins at 12 noon, between Cape 
Elizabeth and Peaks Island. There will 
be three laps of a triangular course, 
about 50 status miles. For more 
information, call 774-6206 
casco Bay 8portftshlng Classic Non-
profit sportfishJng tournament benefits 
the Atlantic Sportfishing ASSOCIation and 
Maine Marine conservation efforts Aug 
4-5 at Spring Point Marina in South 
Portland. For more information or entry 
forms, contact Cal Robinson at Saco 
Bay Tackle Company at 284-4453 or 
Paul Jensen at Port Harbor Marine at 
767-3254. 
Japan Amarlca Society of Maine Golf 
Classic Invitational golf dassic Aug 9, 
1 pm (rain date Aug 16) at Sable Oaks 
Golf Course in South Portland. Japanese 
visitors from Shinagawa will participate. 
Golf will be followed by chicken 
barbecue. Price for goff and dinner is 
$100, price for anner alone is $35. For 
reservations, call 774-4014. 
Bowdoin and Back 10-Mile Run to 
tha Coast Annual road race begins 
and ends Aug 19 at Bowdoin College in 
Brunswick. Part of the $8 registration 
feewill be donated to the Independence 
Association for Retarded Citizens. 
Awards will be given in 11 categories, 
Including mixed generation. Entry forms 
can be obtained from Sports East in the 
Topsham FBlr Mall, 729-1800. 
Farming and the Environment 
University of Maine's Cooperative 
Extension and MOFGA are sponsoring 
Smal Farm Field Day July 28 at Wolfe 
Neck Woods State Park in Freeport. 
Practical field demonstrations, 
informative lectures and educational 
exhibits will focus on the theme of 
'Farming and the Environment.' The 
one-day evant begins at 9 am. For more 
information and a printed program, call 
780-4205. 
Public Auction and Sala Auctioneer 
Tom Satu~ey auctions off a trip to Disney 
World, cruises, paintings, food, gift 
certificates, a-afts, services, color TV 
and other merchandise to benefit the 
Brunswick Area Chamber of Commerce 
July 28, 2-4 pm on the Mall, Maine 
Street, Brunswick. Preview, silent 
auction and concert by the Bath Concert 
Band from noon-2 pm. 
Women's Contra Dance Live music and 
instruction by The North Star Sisters 
July 28, 8 pm-12 midnight at the State 
Street Church, 159 State St, Portland. 
TIckets are $5 in advance, 54 at the 
door. TIckets are available by mail: 
Women's Music Co-op, P.O. Box 17, 
West Buxton, Maine, 04093 (include 
SAS.E.). 
The Maine Paper ""-Ieana Show 
Collectors exhibit rare prints and 
photographs, advertising items, 
postcards, rare and out-ol-print books, 
periodicals, movie and theater 
memorabilia, historical maps, 
broadsides, posters and more July 28, 
10am-5pm,andJuly29,ll am-4 pm at 
the Portland Expo, 239 Park Ave., 
Portland. Admission is $3.50. For more 
information, call 518-861-5062. 
Maine Carriage Days Horse and 
caniageeventJuIy 27-29at Cumberland 
Fairgrounds includes a Beginner's 
Driving Clinic July 27, 1-5 pm; Driving 
Competition, July 28, 8:30 am-6 pm; 
and Point-To-Point Driving Marathon 
July 29, 9 am-12, six miles with several 
·hazards.' Admission is free. For more 
information, caN 846-9227. 
Sundays In the Port July 29, 12-5 pm, 
see Calendar p. 14. 
Harbortlght CrulsaforTheAIDS Project, 
The Names Project/Maine and The 
People With AIDS Coalition July 29, 
7:30-9:30 pm, see Calendar p. 14. 
Watklng Tour of the Western 
Promenade Aug 1, 5:30-7 pm, see 
Calendar p. 15. 
South Freeport Summer Festival Boat 
rides, chicken barbecue,lobsterdinner, 
crafts, books Aug 3-5 at the South 
Freeport Church on South Freeport 
Road in South Freeport. Storyteller and 
mime Jackson Gillman performs Fri at6 
pm: One-mile fun run Sat at 9 am; 
Randy Bean & Friends perform Sat at 7 
pm; Krackerjack Children's Theater 
performs Sun at 3. Proceeds benef~ the 
South Freeport Church Building Fund. 
Miss Maine Scholarship Pageant 
Three divisions will be judged on Miss 
Maine Day Aug 26 at the Knighrs of 
Columbus Hall on Columbus Drive, 
Brunswick. Divisions are Miss Mini 
Maine (ages~7), Moss Litlle Maine (ages 
8-12), MISS Teen Maine (ages 13-17). 
For appilCationormore infonnation, write 
The MISS Maine Scholarship pageant, 
PO Box 2149, South Portland, 04106 or 
call 767-0846. 
Oreet M.lne Duck Race Regatla of 
rubber duckles is a fundraiser for the 
Maine Center for the Blind and Visually 
Impaired held Aug 5 at Riverbank Park 
in Westbrook. Ducks may be adapted 
for $5 at Shop N Save stores and from 
participating Lions Club members. 
Adoptive parents receive a lucky duck 
number and the first ducks across the 
finish line could win th8lr parents a 
Morong VW Fox, a 17-foot L.L. Bean 
canoe, 500 gallons of Webber Energy 
Fuel heating oil, one month·s supply ot 
Shop N Save groceries or a trip from 
Jacky Herbert Travel. For more 
information, call 828-0000. 
RIv .... Raft Race Come as your favorite 
celebnty to the annual fundralsing event 
held on the Ogunquit River. The race 
begins at high tide Aug 5, approximately 
12 pm at the footbridge in Mood)' Beach. 
One"iTlile race ends at the Blue Water 
Inn in Ogunquit. It takes about five people 
to navigate a raft, two or three people to 
paddle or swim, and a few more to play 
movie stars. Proceeds from entry fees 
and t-shirt sales benefit the March of 
Dimes. Entry fee is $25 per float People 
or groups interested in participating 
should contact the Blue Water Inn In 
Ogunquit at 646-8404 or the March of 
Dimes at 871-0660. 
Banlor CItizens Trips South Portland 
Rea-eation is sponsoring the following 
lrips for senior citizens: Anheuser Busch! 
Shaker Village Aug 23, 7:30 am-7:30 
pm; foliage trip to Lake Winnipesauke 
Sep 27, 8am-5 pm; and Spirit of Boston, 
cruise of Boston Harbor and shopping 
trip Oct 25, 9 am-7 pm. For more 
information on any of these lrips, call 
799-7996. 
Think 





~MmW;fmmm:t@ Jim Crocker 
and Bruce Campbell are Port-
land's favorite morning radio team. 
Why? Because they put an adult 
perspective on the events and issues 
of the day. And because their sup-
porting cast includes Maine's best 
radio news staff, award-winning 
sportscasts, the most accurate 
weather forecasts, the country's only 
Australian astrological prognosti-
cator and a guest list that reads like a 
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a 
month-we're sure it will change the 
way you start your day! 
Portland's NewsITalk Station 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 
thino\!{ SaIl b 
THE SNOW, BIKE, SAIL SHED 
315 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND ME 
MON - FRI11 ·7, SAT 10·5, SUN 12 - 5 
CASH, VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER 
lidy 26, 1990 
City Theater 
Associatcs Inc, 









SWlday, July 29 
7:00 pm 
Cast includes 
5 men & 4 women 
Show opens Sept, 21 
282-0849 
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real estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent 
deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775-6601 
person to person 
SWM 22, ACTIVIST, 
passionate, sensitive, slightly crazy, 
athletiC. Main interest: creating 
happiness thru environmental 
protection and social justice and 
being in love with life, but I also 
enjoy basketball, hiking, intense 
philosophical discussions, midnight 
swims, good music, etc. Looking lor 
romance ( I am heterosexual) 
and/or just meeting good people 
who care about the world for new 
friendships. CBW Box 309 
DIANE: FACTORY WORK is 
good and honest; cocktail waitress 
can be tool Would havelollowed to 
"the lite;" such is business late at 
nite. Want to know more about you. 
Ed. CBW Box 310 
DON'T DRINK, DON'T smoke. 
What do I do, I eat Ben and Jerry'sl 
Left of center, 35 year SWM, 
pleasing to the eye. Does biking, 
hiking, camping, WMPG, MPBN, 
Contradances. Seeking SWF (fit) 
25 to ? For fun frolic and 
frivolousness. Try me, you111ike mel 
CBW Box 311 TPL 22229 
MY SISTER TELLS ME there are 
lots of sincere, attractive, single 
women out there who would love to 
meet a nice guy like me. OK, here I 
am. Tall, SWM, 37, professional, no 
kids, looking for tall, attractive 
SWF, also no kids, 25·35. We've 
both been too busy to find each 
other. Now is the time. CBW Box 
312 TPL 22230 
SUMMER SIZZLEI Looking for 
Romance, Passion, and Roger 
Rabbit? Enjoy humor, sunrises, 
dancing, talking, and kissing? 
You're nice, enjoy life, chem-free 
and ready to sing Christmas Carols 
on the beach. Slightly off-balance, 
educated, almost handsome, SWM 
34 Teddy Bear awaits your reply. 
CBW Box 3t3 
SWF 31, 5'7", 135 LBS. Blond 
hair, blue eyes. Bright, well-
educated, professional. New to 
area. Enjoy dinner at the Ritz, 
romantic dancing, conversation. 
Also biking, skiing, music, 
gardening, animals. Would like to 
meet affectionate, sensitive, 
communicative, 30-40 SID WM 
who's ready to consider long-term 
relationship. Phone/photo 
appreciated. CBW Box 987 TPL 
22217 
HAVING PROBLEMS passing 
Singles 101? Maybe we can study 
together. I'm a successful, 
profeSSional 25 year old SWM who 
enjoys hiking, mountain and road 
biking, romantic evenings and good 
companionship. I have an aclectic 
taste in music, a good personality, 
but am too shy for the singles 
scene. rm looking for an athfetic, 
SWF, 22-29, who enjoys an active, 
healthy lifestyle. Sensahuma is a 
must K interested, write, send a 
picture, and tell me your best joke. 
CBW Box 321 TPL 22231 
ARE YOU INTO Role Playing 
Games, ie 0&0, TopSecret SI. 
Let's form a role playing group. Fun 
people respond, no one too intense 
please. caw Box 316 
GWM, 22, LOOKING for a fun 
loving companion. I ~ke dancing, 
music, camping, dining and wifd 
adventures. No drugs, heavy 
drinkers or closet cases please. 11 
just wouldn't work CBW Box 317 
J. ALL I KNOW about you is your 
first name and that we share the 
same ideas about hanky panky. We 
meet Thursday night July t9th 
around 4 am. I would like to get 
together under differenl 
circumstances. I'm honest and 
discreet. How aboul taking a 
chance? Drop me a ~ne and lets see 
what happens P. CBW Box 322 
BORED? NEED companionship? 
Romantic MWM, 53, well 
experienced and travelled, seeks 
complele fulfillment with 
SIOIMWF who needs that extra 
someone lor a change of pace or 
variery in life. Age unimportant. 
Let's be friends, love, and enjoy 
each other. Discretion assured. 
Portland, Gorham, Standish areas. 
CBW Box 323 TPL 22232 
DOCTOR, 45, BUSY but lonely 
wishes to meet younger, anractive 
woman with kids lor Sunday 
outings, sailing, dining. Portland 
area pleasel Let's meet over coffee. 
PO Box 8t25, Portland, ME 04104 
SWM 31 PHOTOGENIC, looking 
lor female photographer for hiking, 
beach walks, modeling, friendship, 
and almost anything. If you think all 
the world is a studio, then I want to 
get int0el0ur shutter. Photo 
appreciat . CBW Box 319 
PERSONAL 
OFTHE WEEK 
Winner receives two free movie tickets 
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema 
BONNIE RAITT FAN is looking for a 
real man to accompany her to concert. 
This rocking chick from the 70's with 
an outlook on the 90's has the ticket. 
If you like to boogie to R & B, 
have a sense of humor, are neither fat 
nor ugly and are free on 8/11, reply to 
CBW Box 304 
K you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly 
per.;onaJs, ad is aJbTIaicaIy enEred in the 
P~'W1HE WEEK conEst. We_looking 
b- ad; thai _ aealive, witty ard fun 
Wnners ..... reooWe their tid<BIs in the maiL 
SWM, 30, FIT, lawyer but my 
friends tell me rm a nice guy; into 
mountain biking, skiing, the beach, 
good beer. Recent Maine 
transplant. Like to meet lady with 
similar interests. ,,"hoto 
appreciated. CBW Box 994 TPL 
22221 
EBONY WOMAN, single parent 
would like to meet nice guy. 
Personality more important than 
your race. Please send letter and 
photo 10 PO Box 2371 So. 
Portland, ME 04106 
MUSICALLY·ORIENTED 
Femalel Age not important, loves 
Blues, Rock, Folk, variet,' a mustl 
rm a live music freak. No dj's and 
juke boxes for me. Love to dine, 
dance and get a little craz't. Enjoy 
meebng ~ people and trying new 
things! Looking for a nice guy who 
likes the same. Maet me any night at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
Forest Ave, Penland. They know 
how to give me what I want. 00 you? 
MWM, 28, I'M looking for a MF 
who shares the unfortunate case of 
a partner who equates being 
horizontal solely with Sleep. A libido 
is a terrible thing to waste I CBW 
Box 318 
SWM 25 simple, reserved 
9entleman seeks similar female for 
Intimate relationship. CBW Box 
305 
SWM SEEKS FEMALE or couple 
to share fun, friendship and 
intimacy. Let's enjoy a few of the 
finer things in life together. rm 20 
years old and in good shape. All 
replies answered. CBW Box 307 
TPL 22227 
SF, FUN, FIT, PRETTY, and nice, 
seeks SM, 25-35, healthy, hapPl', 
but slightly bored, for places to go, 
things to do in Greater Portland. 
Let's gol Write CBW Box 995 TPL 
22222 
Meet someone new and 
interesting this summer in the· 
Person-to-Person ads. 
SWF, 39, PROFESSIONAL, 
physically aHractive, blond hair, 
blue eyes. Enjoy working out, 
dancing, music, long walks on the 
beach, camping, biking, movies, 
dining, good conversation. Looking 
for attractive, intelligent man, 35-
43, who's affectionate, sensitive, 
hones~ stabfe and sincere. Write 
with phone number. caw Box 320 Take advantage of our summer special 
For more information, call MeHssa}ohnson at 775-6601 
animals 
IS YOUR DOG taking you for a 
walk? Obedience training done in 
your ~ome. Call Toni 892-5231 
learning stuff for sale 
POTTERY LESSONS start agaln . READY TO FL YI Red Hawk 
August 7th. Come join the fun as Ultralight enclosed cockpit push 
beginning and advanced students button start, full aerilons and 
throw, slab, pinch and roll.. Sludio flaps. On wheels, with floats. 
132, Portland. For Inlormatlon call $6500 or tvo. Catamaran with new 
772·4334 trampoline and rollerreefing jib. music lessons ".'""I11III""............... $900. 799-4305 
VOICE INSTRUCTION: dassical, 1i1!1IG:;ili,IIEU,1 STEEL STRING GUITAR. 1983 
opera, Broadway musicals. Bel Canto Marting M·36, Rosewood back and 















SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a instrument in excellenl condition 
commercial jet for no more than with hard cas. $850. Call Tom 










call 775-6601 for 
'e information 
AIRLINE TICKET- Round trip 
Ponland to Dallas to Tuscon $180. 
August 15-22. Female. Call 883-
6817. 
MOVING: SMALL pedestal table 
+ 2 chairs $65, antique wash basin 
and kitchen $50, coffee table $25, 
director'S chair SIS, table lamp 
$15, 3 112 x 6' rug $15, misc. 








SWM. Never thought rd be doing 
this but rm wary of looking in all the 
wrong places. I'm hoping just one 
exceptionally: attractive, 
personable, inte"igen~ woman who 
never thought she'd be doing this 
either will answer. I'm aHractive, 
dark, a feisty 38, worldly, a-
gendeman, sensitive and romantic 
yet always ready to party, squally 
comfortable in formal wear at the 
finest restaurants or in a jean 
jacket at a beach bar. Love on the 
beach near Pine Point and own a 
successful business. I'm very 
selactive but eager to share my 
Camelol with an ~onaI woman. 
Photo please. CBW Box 988 TPL 
22218 
I ADMIT IT. I need helpl Single 
30's Mom-<loing the impossible, for 
too lonQ. Raising kids, working 
hard, slrlvlng to maintain my wits. 
rd welcome a bit of lender loving 
car ... and commitment I can' offer 
you a Iotally smooth ride; but n you 
tum out to be my Prince Charml"ll, 
I rum to try to be your magIC 
Genie. CBW Box 989 
BE 10 AGAIN- with the addad 
resources of being able to drive 
and having your own money. SWF 
Artist 28 seeks M 26-31 to play 
and enjoy the world. Some 
suggestions are: hiking, canoeing, 
bicycling, movies, contemporary 
art. You could be communicetive, 
open-minded, and interested in 
many things. Let's get together 
and play. caw Box gg2 
YOUNG MARRIED couple looking 
for bi sexual, single female between 
the ages of 19 and 39, for 
frienaship and intimate 
relationship. All races welcome. 
Musl be slim, clean, drug and 
alcohol free. Please send photo and 
phone number. CBW Box 993 TPL 
22220 
HAVE YOU SEEN the Junebugs 
dancing the Watusi under the 
moonlight? 00 you lika Clint 
Eastwood westerns, Depeche 
Mode, and stir fry? Are you a SWF 
(28-36), sensible, hardworking but 
walking aimlessly through the back 
aneys 01 life ... IooOOg for love? If 
you are then thIS SWM with a 
Bachelors Degree in Romance from 
Kissing U. would like to compare 
notes. I am hopelessly filled with 
common sense, enjoy exercising and 
cyeing, all kinds of music and being 
an individualist Phone and photo 
appreciated, with descriptive 
lener. CBW Box 314 
TALL, TRIM, handsome male 
seeks smart, slender, attractive, 
non·smoking lady, 38-43 with a 
sense of humor, SLR Camera, tOsp. 
bike and sea legs for lun, 
adventure, and romance. Write 
Romance, PO Box 109, Cape 
Porpoise, ME 04014 
TIRED OF THE ordinary? 
Exceptional young man having 
reached an age of maturity, 26, 
handsome, intelligent, creative, 
graduate in Arts and Sciences 
seeks other exceptional people for 
out of the ordinary, worthwhile 
friendships. My lovely young 
girlfriend IS curious and willing to 
participate in any friendship that 
grows. Other couples are especially 
welcome. Smoke, drug and alcohol-
free. Intelligent, lOVing, crealive 
people only need apply. CBW Box 
3t5 
SPORTSMINDED DWM, are you 
ready to accept "the challenge" 
(however belated) from an 
"impressionable" other. Let me 
spell it our lor you in clear 
investigative terms. "Careful 
investi9anons always make positive 
identities. Intentional masks are 
guises, undiscovered yet. Among 
recent events, you'Ve overlooked 
(or) unwanted gentle and 
meaningful encounters. interested, 
After Midnight? Which intensity 
lasts longer? Years often unravel 
preferences, lusts and youth. Sad 
Song .. ." CBW Box 957 
SWM 29. All righll This is 
greaUm inll Ok, here goes. . .1 would 
do anything 10 meet a nice young 
lady, preferably 23 to 30 that 
shares my optimistic view on life, 
has a high moral character, is 
attractive both physically and 
mentally, and willing to do what it 
takes to get aheed in life. I am S6" 
tall with fight hair. I am succassful 
and upward moving business person 
in Maine with high income and 
education. I have a hard time 
meeting people because of my busy 
schedule and a basic lack of 
willingness to play the "pick up" 
game in bers, but I would like to 
meet you as soon as possilIe. caw 
Box 303 
DWM 32 LIKES dancing, music, 
picnics outdoors, motorcycles, 
children, health, honest,', romance, 
seriousness, spontaneousness. 
Looking for attraclive, funloving 
Female 20-31, who's sincere, 
caring, wanting a relationship with 
a down to earth man with honest 
feelings and mspecl for others. 
CBW Box 997 TPL 22224 
SWF SEARCHING FOR my black 
"soul mate" ( born between Dec. 
21st and Jan. 19th). I'm an 
intelligent slim, attractiva 32 year 
old together red head with high 
morais, who wants a deoent, caring, 
lun loving, success-oriented "real 
man." One who prefers a 
meaningful , monogamous, 
commiHed relationship/permanenl 
union wilh a one-man-woman. II 
connecting "soul·lo-soul" exc~es 
you as much as me, let's do 
something about it. Send letter, 
with phone /I and pholo 10: PO Box 
4350, Portland, !olE 04038. 
(LONEL YI NICE, attractive 
GWM 25-35 wants to meet same. 
Must be together (no closets or 
Oueens), healthy, athletic, diverse 
interest, please. Locking for great 
friend or relationship. CBW Box 
300 
FUN LOVING SINGLE Black Male 
looking for an easy going Single 
White female lor excitement and 
romance. CBW Box 301 . 
PROFESSIONAL SEEKS 
Professional· SWM, 34, 5'8", 140, 
brown hair and eyes. Handsome 
gentleman, energetic, secure, 
sincere, and honest with a variet,' 
of interests. Desires a committed 
and spacial friendship with a SWF 
or DWF unattached, intelligent, 
aHractive and petite. No games, 
druggies or drinkers. rm settled 
and have time for a sincere woman. 
Greater Portland area. Send photo 
and phone with note to CBW Box 
302 
CIAO BELLA--Df DOVE? Are 
you missing Roma? Meet rna at the 
Portland ~useum of An's ~
B2mLexhibition and, in tne ·air 
cond~ioned cool, we can rekindle 
the name of the Eternal City. 
MWM, 47, 5'11", 170 Ibs. Mate 
cold and unresponsive, seeking SIM 
WF over 30 with girlfriend lor fun 
and friendship and lantasy. Must 
be healthy and discrele. Will 
answer aI. Photo would be nice. PO 
Box 1109, Westbrook, ME 04092 
DWM, 6'4", 33, have 1 neat son, 13. 
Christian seeking Christian. You 
should be posillVe, enthusiastic, 
health·conscious, goal·minded, 
physically fit and attractive with a 
goo. d sense of humor. You should 
~ave a passion for physically 
exerting exercise, ie: running, 
biking, canoeillQ, etc. Should like 
reading, forel~n films, art, 
f~eplaces and simple pleasures. 
Affeclion and intimacy are very 
important to me, and should be to 
you also. Send photo. CBW Box 
308 
ERSONAL 
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals 
you can not only read the personals,you can also 
listen to them and leave .a message of your own! 
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to 
find out more about the person placing the ad, 
to share more about yourself, or just to see 
who's out there. 
Whenever you place a Person-ta-Person ad in 
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a 
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can 
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear 
and leave messages of their own for you! 
To listen to the Talklng Personals in this issue, 
just follow these simple instructions: 
I. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone. 
Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone. 
2. When the machine answer., dial access code 22. 
3. The machine will ask for a specific number. 
Enter the 'TPL' number listed at the end of 
the ad you wish to respond to. 
4. Listen to the recorded message', and leave 
your response if you wish. 
All calls ..... sc.-no:d- Obscene messages .... ill be delclaL 
-Penon.to-PeI"IOO advertJH:n may cbooIc not to 
kave an outgoing mcuagc:. 
bod & soul 
OUT OF THE WHIRLWIND: 
Come Apart, Before You Come 
Apart 00 you neild time out? Take 
a soul Journey; a reflective 
interlude. Weekend retreat al 
Geneva Point on New Hampshire's 
Lake Winnipesaukee: August 17, 18 
& 19, 1990. For more information 
call Dwinell & Hall: 207/ 799-1024. 
YOUR LIFE. Over 17 pages of 
your netal astrologicel profile JlIus 
advice on one question from Juhen 
using meditation or New Age 
PhioSophy. Send name Mel addf!'SS 
and date, time, and place of birth 
with $18 to New Age Advisor PO 
'Box 10418 Portland" ME 04104 
REAIII'Y THERAPY 
certlOed therapist 
penonal growth. gmt 
depressian • addictions 
_. 774-8149 
LOftDero6erg-Ir'-'ly. M.A. 
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER 
Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co~ependency 
Individuals. Groups and Couples 
biz services 
PECOUSIC HILL woodworking . 
Experienced, reliable carpenter and 
cabinetmaker available. Has built 
everything from decks to complete 
houses. Reasonable rates. 
References/Portfolio provided. 
Call 774·60420 
HATIi TO WRITIi LETTERS? 
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal 
and business leuers for you! Speeches, ceremonies, 
and messages to mark special occasions, too! 
LETtER BY LETfER 
773-4772 1·8()()..827-8010 









MEN'S RECOVERY Group for 
Co-<lependency and Adult Child. 
Discovering our authentic selves by 
Iookiljl beyond our social binds. For 
more Inlormation, call Dan Conley aI 
773"'136.12 week groups begin 
last week of July, first week of 
August. 
Lucy C. Chudzik 
207·761-9096 
RENT A WIFE Anention busy 
executives. rm the person who cen 
take care of all your domestic 
needs. I can take a few more clients: 
cleaning, laundry, shopping, 
organization, cooking, errands, etc. 
Call 879-7049 for appointment. 
References rsquired. 
BACK BAY A6'§)OCIATE6 
Reasonable Rates • Fast Turnaround 
Word Processing' Spreadsheets· Resumes 
Bookkeeping' Typing 
WordPerfect. Lotus 1-2-3 • Laser Printer 
• BIRTHDAYS .-. 
EARLY RECOVERY Group for 
drug and alcohol adolCtion. When 
we first begin recovery, we need to 
leam how to assert ourselves. The 
group will faci~tate building self-
esteem, self-worth and the Iools to 
take action. For more information, 
call Dan Conley at m"'I36. 
Licensed Substance Abuse Cou nselor 
477 Con!:!ress Street. Portland, ME 04101 
/ •• *** ••••• ***** •••• ****.** •••••• 
: ~ ~I9{J;.s tJJ!Y ~: 
: ~U. C1ai~ : .. .. 
: PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY: .. 
• Arc you _king help and advice on aU 
problema IUch .. Love, Marriage, Busin ... 
• No problem 80 great she cannot help you 
• Come in Today - Fcc1 better Tomorrow 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 
METAPHYSICAL READINGS 
from a spiritual perspective offer 
insight and practical application : 
regarding your current energy .. 
fiefd, lifelilsSons, parsonal symbolS, .. 
and challenges. Call Regina at 729- .. 
0241 . : 871-7134 : 
JOY OF RECOVERY Through Ihe 
Shamanic Experience, a weekend 
experiential workshop integra ling 
modern recovery work with ancient 
shamanic melhods. August 3-5th at 
Rockcraft Lodge on beauliful 
Sebago Lake. For more 
informalion, call Acupuncture 
Health Care at 775-5020 or 
Panther Slar Nation at 883-
: CALL FOR APPOINTMENT ~: 
.. ..., 927 Brighton Avenue· Portland, Maine V .. .. .. 
******.* •••• ********************* 
JOY OF RECOVERY 
Through the Shamanic Experience, a weekend experiential 
wor1<Shop inlegrating modem recovery work wilh ancient 
shamanrc methods. August 3-5th at Rockcraft Lodge on 
beaut~ul Sebago Lake. FOI mOle info, caJlAcupunclure 
Health Care at 775-5020 01 Panthet Star 
Nation at 883-4570. 
---------------------------, 
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's, I have 
a limited number of openings. 
Services include: painting, 
yardwork, general household 
maintenance, lifting, tugging and 
hauling. Call 879-7049 for 
appointment. Relerences required. 
ADDRESSED MAILING labels 
produced for your small business, 
newsletter, organization, etc. Will 
store addresses on disk for 
further updates. 1 x 2 518, Laser 
quality. 829-3093. Other sizes 
available 82~3093 
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck 
available to do odd jobs and moving. 
Very handy and can fix most 
everythinQ. Excellent references, 
call any time, day or night, 774-
2159, leave m~e. 




Car Wash With DII 
& Vacuum change 
FREE FREE FREE 
Junk car and truck removal 
Any condition 





GREAT FOR BUSINESS 
PROMOSAND 
NEWSLETT'ERS 
only $5.50 $24.95 
Most models 
··Plck"up & Delivery·· 
available 
GETTING MARRIED? 
lEED A PHOTOGRAPHER, 
but don' wlnt to spend half your honaymollll monay on one?? 
located on the comer 
of Washington & Veranda 
772·8558 
Rick Crockett Photography 
774-4732 
THE AFFORDABLE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
BUY 2, GET 1 FREE 
Thai's rillht, buy 2 weeks In the 
Penon-to-Person section and Ilet 
1 week FREEt Just use the handy 
coupon In this oe<:tlon to write your 




PERSON with strong back and 
good sense 01 humor wanted to 
nelp care for delightful person 
with MS. Call 773·3275 
VokJntaers welcome 
A NEW LOOK at Maybe Somedayl 
Cozy seating; free tea and muffins; 
hard-to-find magazines and 
newspapers. Friday evening 
readings (starting August 3rd); 
and, of course, beautiful books and 
unique toys and gifts. Come say 
Hello. 195 Congress St. between 
Levinsky's and The Whole Grocer 
773-3275 
: addictions" death-4ying " beating. SPiritual \ 
success- personal and business , 
: Carole B" Curran, MS, CSW-IP \ 
: counselor, hypnotist, psychic : 
BECOME SUCCESSFUL by 
working for yourself. "How to 
Start and Operate Your Own 
Profitable Business at Home, " 
discusses seven proven business, 
induding: Selling Information by 
Mail, Operating Your Own Mail 
Order Business, and Starting Your 
Own Advertising Agency. For more 
information, write Darling 
Publishing, 100 Harris Avenue, 
Portland, Maine, O4t 03. 
187 Clark Street 
PonIand, MaIne 04102 
HOT SUMMER FUN 
MODERN EUROPEAN SALON is 
looking for good people who want 
to work Chair-renta~commisslon. ,. 
Also looking for Nail Tech. with 
experience, clientele preferred. 
t by appointment 877-0032 \ 
t personal ikvelopmelJl c",sses \ 
Call Svenska 10-7 Tues-Sat 774-
0203 
PART-TIME SALES assodate, 
IS MS AN ISSUE IN your life? 
Maybe Someday would like to hear 
from you. For more information, call 
Maybe Someday at 773·3275 or 
stop in at our bookstore. 
t reu.xalion, healing, meditation, psychic \ 





r-------------------..., 25-32 hours per week. Experience 
preferred to work in fast paced 
starling SOorl: Group for 
WorIf4!!. SUM/iron of Incest 
Barbara L Wilson BSR 
Rehabilltation Consultant call todayl 
~
CLASSIFIED 
E CHARGE VISA • BY •. . .. . PHONE 
775-6601 -............:::::.--=-~ 
BODY MASSAGE Enrich your life 
Ihrough the benefits of massage. 
NOUrish yourself by imprOVing 
circulation, detoxification, 
increasing body awareness and 
relaxing rour body/mind. Call 
Pamela RIChards MsT. at 883-
0315 
challenging environment Qualified 
candidates wil have excellent phone 
and people skills. Typing a plus. 
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers 
manufacture fine solid wood 
furniture. Replies: Showroom 
Manager, Thos. Moser L... __________________ ..... Cabinetmaker, 415 Cumberland 
WEST END warm, friendly, 
charming 1 BR apt looking. for 
happy tenants. Likes cats. $395 + 
utlls. Off street parking. Call 767-
2067 
DEERING AREA large, sunny, 
clean 2BR $575 and no pets. 874-
9727 or 774-4440. 
PORTLAND 2·3BR hardwood 
floors, decks, fully applianced, 
working fireplace, 10 minutes walk 
to MMC and USM. $650/month + 
utlls. Security deposit. Call 874-
2448 
SOUTH PORTLAND: New 2BR 
housa. Clean, spacious, walI·lo-waiI 
carpeting, laundry hOOk-Up, dack, 
garage. Convenient locatIOn, nice 
neighborhood. Sorry, no pets. 
$895/month plus utilities. 799-
9265, leave message. 
SPACIOUS, SUNNY 2BR, first 
floor, sprawling, 3BR, $600 and 
$650 + utils. Large yard, parking, 
ocean views very quiet Eastern 
Prom neighborhood near schools, 
beach, tennis courts . Avail. 
September 1 st. For Information 
and showing 879-0432 or 772-
4334 
ATTRACTIVE BASEMENT apt 
for one, Cushman St, Portland. Full 
bath, kitchen, small bedroom, living 
room. lise of washer/dryer. $375 
inclusive. AVOIlabie August 15. 773-
8927 
SPRUCE ST. APT fiRed with old 
world charm. 4 rooms include 
modern bath and kitchen, quiet 
back yard, firaplace, hardwood 
1I00rs, economical gas heat, 
basement storage and 
washer/dryer hook-Up. $540 + 
utils. Lease, references, security 
deposit rsquired. No dogs. 772-
1831 
PORTLAND: 2BR, near USM and 
MMe. Rehabbed, secure building 
With intercom. Heat and all utils 
Incll $5501month + sacurity. Call 
859-0016 anytime. 
IN TOWN, RENOVATED 
Victorian 1 BA. Bay window, 
pumpkin pine floors, pocket doors, 
rool, deck, wid, storage space, 
cats ok. $475 coal heat inc. 774-
4501 
for rent 
WEST END· spacious, sumy rooms 
in Victorian house. 106 Pine st. 
$225-$325 includes all utils. 775-
1892 Also seeking resident 
rrmagB' 
SOUTH PORTLAND: Avail. 
August 1st New house for reni. 
2BR, Wall-to-Wall carpeting, deck, 
yard, garage. 5 minutes from Mill 
Creek, t5 minutes to beaches. 











For more information, 
calI7~1 
for sale 
CUM BER LAN D·NEW Country 
Cape, 3200 sq. ft., 4BR, 2 112 
baths- whirlpool, oak kitchen, 
oak/wide pine floors, ceder deck 
and sunroom, fire placed living 




Archetects home terrific 
deck and views. This is 







FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601 
M~ge: ______________________________________________________________ __ 
Name ________________________ Category ------------------
Address Total Number of Weeks _________ __ 
City, Zip BasiC Rate ------------------
Phone (days) _______ (eves) ___________ + Extra Words at_¢ Each _________________ _ 
Complete payment must accompany all advertising. 
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all 
returned checks. 
Bring Dr mail ads with payment to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Classified Dept. 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
Monday-Friday 9 to 5 
Dr call 775-6601 
CBW Box $5.00/Wk ________________ __ 
Talking Personal Line ______ N_o_C __ ha_r-=g_e ____ _ 
Check One YISO .. 0 
COST PER WEEK ________________ __ 
MUlliflY cost by number o weeks ad will run __________ _ 
TOTAl DUE ________________ _ 
o Check or Money Order enclosed 
Card' 




• Waterfront Victorian 
• Whitehead views 
• Secluded & Woodsy 
• Island Interior 





Avenue, Portland, ME, 04101 . 
PERSONS TO WORK with and 
care for children wilh disabilities 
and provide care relief for families. 
Training leading to certification as 
a Respite Care Provider is free 
and work time is flexible. Program 
is sponsored by Amarican Red 
Cross and Bureau of Child,en with 
Special Needs. To apply in 
Portland area training call 874-
1192 or 1-800-492-0846. 
Evening classes begin August 21. 
BOOKSHOP ASSISTANT- PoT 
position available in downtown 
Antiquarian book shop. Some 
knowledge of books rsquired. Ask 
for SeoH. 767-2150 . 
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of 
Grealer Portland's most 
interesting readers? Advertise 
your business or service in Casco 
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds 
section. 
p. T TELEMARKETER. No cold 
calls, no hard selling. Relaxed 
professional office. Must be 
friendly and upbeat. 12-15 
hours/week, Spm· 9pm. Call 854-
0411 
GOV'T J08S Now hiring in your 
area. Call 24 h rs. 1-800-388-
3454. $24 fee. 
, 
RATES & FINE PRINT 
RATES 
All charges are per week. 












after 60 .15 .20 
DEADUNES 
Monday ttOOn lor Tlllluay's IIBWlIlaper. 
POUCY 
caw will tIIII prinlids that seek to buy or sell sexual senrices 
for motleY orgoeds, orlds w~h ptt,,1y sexual conlenl. caw will 
lOt pri.llull names, street Iddresses, Dr phone numbers in the 
P£RSON TO PERSON sec:tiol. P£RSON TO PERSON Idvertisers 
.. ust either pnrvWe I Post Ollice 801 tum~er in tlteir Id onse the 
caw 801 SenriCl. All inlonnation concemilll P£RSON TO PERSON 
Idnrtisers il kept slriclly conlideatial. caw mems the right 10 
CllIgorim, ttlUIi or lIIif Ids'lela illppnrpriate content, ell:. 
. WHAT IS A WORD? 
A word Is cottSidered I word wMn Hltas I spice on 110" sides. 
A phollll ttUmber Is one wonl. PMnctuatiOI is he. 
ERRORS 
caw 111111101 be lilble Iorlny IypograpbicalelT1llS, omissions, 
or changes ir the "' which do ItO IIIee! Ulnlllleor conlelt 01 
1M .. ar subslutilily Ghange lite millninl· 
REFUNDS 
Cbssified Ids lit trOt Itluttdl~lt. ~iI will M issue. wllell 
via~1t lIIOI' kn ~_ 'elenninM. -
--""'- -
26 CAsooBay ~kly 
WHAi DOES 1AKING JeSlAS INTO ~ov~ I1IOArH 
tv~N ~? DOI"IG WANTS ME BACK BUil-\f 
SA!:j$ \11< cAN', loVE Mf IF I DON'T 11 !WI: 
,JESUS. I TOl.D 141M 1\-\A15 Wr.I!'1-\) B!;CAUS E 
I I-\l'AR\) ntE' '016 Tt-\ltJG OF CHRISTIANS I') 
"j1-\EI1 A~l' 5~ rrOSeD w loVE E'\)tt2..~BOD~ . 
WE WEP-E $lnlN6 I}..) TliC' AtW l'ARI<Ii'J6 LoT. 
EV£\<.~TIME VE()?LE ?ASSED US Do1.\(, SAID 
"rlo\tJD~. J"fSu'S LOVES 1jo1A ." \-If WAS SMILING . 
I-\€ iD\.;D /fit \-If IiJAS SLISSED Ol.-\T. THEN 
A 61R.l NAMED iftERfSA 'NHo WAS IN rtlS 
yo UTt-\ G RoVP CAME V p. "0 Nt: IVI'0" sH t 
$,...ID. "ONE W~" !-\E SAID. 1t\EN T1\EIj 
STftRltO \-\UbGlNG fO(2. A R..EA\,L-'j l-Drv6 
TIME wITH 1*112- ~ljl?S CLOse D. I GOT 
jE"Al-b\J.S. I SAID \ ItJDV!..D 60 ill OfVE \}.J~. 
dating services 
by Lynda Harry 
1-\1: SAID SvR:E I-\€ 'NOVl.\) LOVE ME, BUT NO 
'NA'!! (ov1..D f-\E !<.HATE 11) Mt. mHI HE 
SA-ID:COV~t) I (oME TO \tIS ONe \lJA~ jOI)TI\ 
GRovP M~nING AN D HE POINTED 1+\5 
FINGE'R vp Wrt"EN \W SA.\D"OI\JE WAL:l:' 
WATS -mE R\ALt 01=" "BEING IN orJf WAI.j 
\ f ':lOlA SAl:! IT) you HAVE 11) POI NT !::loVI<-
FIN6ER UP 
DOU6 SA':lS W\1'EN J"ESl.IS COMtS INTO ~OV~ 
\-\~AA.T :lOlA STA~T C ~'jllJG ANP R..A!:;lS bF 
LIGl1-r COME /'tV", p..RDvrvD IjDIA. DOur, Sf'.y5 
(DMPPlREPlb SEsus,ACI{) \S No1l-\ING. 
Tf1-£ MfETING IS lOM.ol<.R.()w. HE" AI-)<EAD::1 
TOlD n\EM \ WAS COMING. lllEj '«.E DWJ6 




"The Doting Service That Cores" 
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. 
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with caring 
conce~and affordable rates. Why not you? 
We're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatibles. 






Always imitated but never equaled. 
roommates 
YARMOUTH, ROO MMATE MAlE ROOMMATE NIS 10 share 
wanted MlF to share 2BR spacious West End condo with 
townhouse, Wid, very quiet coal/wood neat, storage 
$305/monlh + 1/2 utils, avail. $300/month + security and 1/2 
immediately. Call 846-3832, leave utils. 879-9068 
~. 
GM MIS SEEKS SAME to share 
sunny, quiet, 2BR clean apt in 
Scarborough. Off·street parking, 
laundry, cable, sundeck, excellent 
location. $270 + 112 uti Is. Avail 
now, please write caw Box 207 
SCARBOROUGH M/F N/S 10 
share spacious, quiel 4BR house. 
Parking, laundry, storage, yard, no 
pets. $295/month + 1/4 ulils 
883-59t 8 leave message. 
STROUDWATER PROF. self· 
employed M seeks N/S prof F 10 
share home. Great neighborhood, 2 
privale rooms upstairs. Separate 
phone and cable, Wid, parking. 
Barbecue heaven and ski to 
Audobon Sanctuary Irom large 
private yard. $350 + 1/2 utils 
773·8618 
R.U.N. ARTY LADY looking lor 
worl<space and large bedroom in 
comly apt? Rackleff St., sale, 
convenienl location. $262 + ulils. 
Avail. August 1st. Comas with 
friendly F artist. Call 879-0922 
M/F NEEDED Immediately to share 
2BR apt. $250 + 1/2 oil, no 
deposit, no lease. Must be 
responsible and like to socialize. 
767·3062 or 797·3300. Ask lor 
Sharon. 
SINGLE PROFESSIONAL male 
w,lh 7 yr old boy looking to share a 
house In South POI\Iand area. N.S, 
responsible, Iriendly, alternalive 
minded. Needed by 8/18. Call 563· 
8617 eves. 
GM OR GF 10 share sunny, large, 
3BR Nonh Deering apt, 
washerldryer, hardwood lIoors, 
storage, $250 healed, yard, 
parking. 878-8262. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: WF 10 
share sunny spacious Wood lord 
Corners apt. Also WIJh washer and 
ouldoor porch. $155/month + utils 
+ security deposit Call Sieve or 
Bill 871 · 7028 
wheels 
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WO 
All power. AMlFM casselte. Greal 
carl $6900 773·6830 
N/S, RESPONSIBLE 10 share 
new 2BR apl in Portland. $275 
heated + utils and security deposit 
7614261. Please leave message. 
PEAKS ISLAND- Responsible, 
fils, WF, ~ share spacious house in 
lovely selting. Own room wllh 
privale balh. Many amenities. 
$250/monlh + 112 Uilis. 766· 
2025. Leave message. 
EASY-GOING FEMALE wanted 
10 share mr apl. 2 minutes from Jhe 
E. Prom. am good natured and 
comfortable to be around. $325 
inc. all. Call me after 5 weekdays. 
774·1398 
HOUSEMATE WANTED to share 
3BR home a Pine Poin~ minutes to 
Ihe beach. N/S preferred. 
$267/month plus 1/3 ulils. Call 
772·8519 evenings. 
M WANTS M roommate. I have 
2BR api, 15 min. Irom Portland. 
$300/month inc. heat and 
..... erything. 892-7122 
SEEKING STABLE, seml·clean, 
nls, mil to share house in Cape 
ElizabeJh with single man and cat. 
Great localion, near ocean. 
$400lmonlh + security deposit H: 
767·4581 w: 883·3936 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
3BR spacious apl in USM area N/S 
respons ible, quiet. Female 
preferred. $234/month + uilis. 
Call 772·5667 (weekends or 
..... enings) 
M/F TO SHARE sunny, large, 2BA 
West End apl wilh GM. Firepiace, 
washerldryer, hardwood Iloors, 
walk·in closets, slorage. $350 
871 ·8636. 
GM SEEKS SAME to share apt 
3BR hardwood lloors, IIp,dlw, 
g/d, wid, cable, off streel parking. 
$325/month + 1/2 utils . Call 
alternoon, 772·1927. 
HOUSEMATE: 2BR West End 
apartment, great yard. 
$275/month + 112 ulils. Non 
smoker Female prelerred, but I'm 
flexible. Sorry, no pets. Call 879· 
7019 
EXPOSE YOURSELF 
to over 40,000 potential customers In the CBW 
Business Cards Service Directory 
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·TEAOiMUSlC ::~::: :~: 
:}; . ::::;:: .:;~: . 
• R£NTHOMES 
.TAxtPI~ . :;:.:::::::::: ·t 
Off the wall 
This week's puzzle was handmade 
by Henry Bursill more than 100 years 
ago. See if you can match his manual 
labor with the shadows described be-
low. 
The Bard 
Won the race 











Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
1here is a $20 gift certificate from Al-
berta's for the first prize winner. The 
second prize winner receives a $15 gift 
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Draw-
ings are done at random. Contestants 
are ineligible to win more than one 
prize in a four-week span. Only one 
entry is allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wed., Aug. 1. The 
solution to this week's puzzle will 
appear in the Aug. 9 issue of CascoBay 
Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #30 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
., 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #28 
First prize goes to joseph Gunn of 
Portland. Second prize goes to john 
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1990 Umted Feature Syndlcale . 
I uly 26, 1990 27 
Includes: Shampoo, $5 OFF ut, Slyle, and Finish 
Regularly ANY CHILD'S ., 
$50 & up CUT 
$5 OFF with co~on Includes: Shampoo, Expl res 9/90 Style, and Finish 
ANY ADULT Regularly $10 
CUT withco~on 
Includes: Shampoo, Expires 190 
Style, and Finish 
Regularly $15 FREE with co~on 
Expires 9/90 GIFT DISCOUNT 
• We sell WITH ANY COUPONS 
AVEDA SERVICE for the 
products with co~on Portland 
• Free Parking Expires 9/90 Electrolysis 
• Air Conditioned 
Clinic 
HOURS: Mon. -Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-12 
calIf or an appointment 
~ 828-0426 
222 St. John St. • Suite 215 • Portland 
We are a non-smokillg saloll/or your good health 
CascoBav 
'lWEEKLV 
LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT 
Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash, 
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to: 
casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket. 
-~---------------------
Na~:: _____________________________ ~ __________ __ 
MrulingAdcLr~s: _ ________________________________ ___ 
City:: ____________________ State & Z1P:, _____________ _ 
Da~ephone#:;-----------------------~----------
VISA/MC , _________________________ Exp- date ______ _ 
Specify Color: 
o Black D Pink 
o Aqua D Royal Blue 
Alternate color if first choice not available: 
'-








The Maine Attraction 
Stop by the Casco Bay Weekly 
booth at the Maine Festival and 
say "Hi." We'll be located near the 
center of the Maine Enterprise 
area, and we'd love to meet you. 
Like we did last year, Casco Bay 
Weekly will be providing a free 
Message Board for the festival. 
You can leave notes for friends 
you're trying to find, post a 
to sell, or even try looking for 
that someone special with a free 
"person-to-person" message. 
All messages will be posted free 
of charge. And you can pick up 
responses to your message any 
time during the Maine Festival. 
So we'll see you at the Maine 
Festival, August 3, 4 and 5, at the 
Cumberland description of 
some "stuff" 
you're trying CascoBav 
~EEKLV 
County 
Fairgrounds. 
